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PREFACE 

This volume is intended as an historical reader, as an 

elementary text-book in the history of our country from the 

framing of the Constitution to the present day, or as an 

introduction or supplement to any of the excellent text-books 

on United States history now in use.  

Although complete in itself, and hence quite 

independent, it is nevertheless a sequel to The Story of the 

Thirteen Colonies, for it takes up the thread of the narrative at 

the point where it was dropped in that book, and carries it on 

unbroken to the present date.  

No pains have been spared to interest children in the 

history of their country, to explain its gradual development, to 

teach them to love, honor, and emulate our heroes, and to 

make them so familiar with the lives and sayings of famous 

Americans that they will have no difficulty in understanding 

the full meaning of the numerous historical allusions so 

frequently found in the newspapers and elsewhere.  

While a special effort has been made to cultivate a 

spirit of fairness and charity in dealing with every phase of our 

history, the writer's main object has been to make good men 

and women of the rising generation, as well as loyal 

Americans.  

As in The Story of the Thirteen Colonies, the 

pronunciation of difficult proper names is indicated in the text, 

and also, more fully, in the carefully marked index.  

HINTS FOR TEACHERS 

In addition to its use as a reader, this book is of such a 

character that its stories can serve as themes for daily exercises 

in dictation and composition.  

Also, such play-work as short and lively memory 

matches (on the plan of a spelling match) is of great help. 

Stimulated by it, the pupils soon pride themselves on 

remembering most of the facts and names after reading the 

chapters only once or twice.  

In these ways children acquire considerable historical 

knowledge without any actual study, a fact which is of great 

importance, as many children leave school before they are 

sufficiently advanced to enter a history class.  

It is also suggested that each place mentioned in the 

lesson should be carefully located on maps, by such means as 

are indicated in the Hints for Teachers in "The Story of the 

Thirteen Colonies." The pupils will then make rapid and 

unconscious progress in geographical as well as historical 

knowledge.  

 

 

 
 

THE CAPITOL AT WASHINGTON  
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CHAPTER I 

THE BEGINNING OF THE UNITED STATES 

The birth of our great republic, the United States of 

America, took place on July 4, 1776; but although this event 

was joyfully hailed by patriotic Americans, it was some time 

before any of the foreign nations took public notice of the fact, 

or sent her their congratulations.  

France was the first to stretch out a friendly hand to the 

United States, thus setting a good example which many other 

countries were glad to follow. These tokens of good will were 

gratefully received, for our poor country had a very hard time 

of it in the beginning, and spent the first few years of her life 

in constant warfare.  

The mother country—also known as Britannia, or 

Great Britain—wanted to keep the American colonies under 

her harsh rule, and when they revolted, she took up arms to 

force them back into a state of blind obedience. It was these 

thirteen revolted colonies which, banded together, decided to 

form the new and independent nation which in poetry is often 

called Columbia.  

Now, Miss Columbia had inherited from her mother a 

great love of liberty. She therefore insisted upon managing her 

own affairs; and when Britannia tried to prevent her from 

doing so, she fearlessly waged the Revolutionary War.  

After about eight years of warfare, seeing that nothing 

else could be done with this high-spirited chip of the old 

block, Britannia finally consented to let her have her own way. 

This permission, very grudgingly granted, formed the second 

treaty of Paris, which was agreed to in 1783.  

One of the commissioners who signed this treaty was 

Benjamin Franklin. He is one of our greatest men, and his 

name can also be seen on the Declaration of Independence, 

and on our first treaty of friendship with France.  

 

 
 

THOMAS JEFFERSON  

Franklin had been working for years to secure this 

treaty from Great Britain, and as soon as it was concluded he 

begged permission to return to Philadelphia. Our Continental 

Congress—the body of men which had governed the United 

States ever since the Declaration of Independence—granted 

this request; but, knowing they must have another minister to 
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represent our country in France, they sent out Thomas 

Jefferson.  

He, too, was a patriot, and the writer, as well as one of 

the signers, of the Declaration of Independence. Jefferson 

knew how dearly the French loved Dr. Franklin, and how 

much good this wise man had done by winning strong friends 

abroad for his struggling country. Therefore, when some one 

asked him if he had been sent to take Franklin's place, he 

quickly and modestly answered: "I succeed, but no one can 

replace him."  

At the same time Congress also chose another patriot, 

the famous John Adams, to be our minister in England. On 

arriving there, he was well received by King George III., who 

said: "Sir, I will be very free with you. I was the last man in 

the kingdom to consent to the independence of America; but 

now it is granted, I shall be the last man in the kingdom to 

sanction the violation of it."  

This was a fine thing for the king to say, and it showed 

the right spirit. Unfortunately, however, George III. had been 

cruel and unkind to the Americans for many years, and he 

soon proved rude to the very man to whom he had made this 

speech. At first our people naturally resented it, but they soon 

found out that the poor monarch was much more to be pitied 

than blamed.  

This king, it seems, had had slight attacks of madness 

several times before, and he now became quite insane. The last 

ten years of his life were very sad, for he lost his sight as well 

as his reason, and used to grope his way around his palace 

with big tears coursing down his wrinkled cheeks.  

Many persons now think that if this unhappy king had 

not partly lost his mind, and been ill advised by bad ministers, 

he would have acted differently toward the thirteen colonies. 

This is very likely, for George III. was at heart a good and 

well-meaning man, although rather stupid and very 

headstrong.  

CHAPTER II 

FRANKLIN'S RETURN 

As soon as Franklin received permission from 

Congress to leave his post in Paris, he eagerly set out for 

America. There were no steamships in those days, and during 

the long journey passengers used to beguile the time by telling 

stories and playing games, much as they do now during far 

less tedious trips.  

Although already quite old, Franklin was so merry, 

learned, and witty that his stories were always greatly 

appreciated by all who heard them. He had studied and 

traveled so much that his mind was like a rich store-house, and 

as he was kind-hearted, he probably spent his leisure hours in 

telling his fellow-travelers about the country toward which 

they were sailing as fast as they could.  

While walking up and down the deck, sitting in the 

shade of the big sails, or in the uncomfortable cabin during the 

long evenings, he may have wondered aloud—as many 

persons do—at the boldness of Columbus in steering on and 

on across the Atlantic, thus showing the way to the many 

vessels which have crossed the ocean since then.  

He may also have described the different steps 

whereby America—the land of the redskins, of dense forests, 

and broad plains—in less than three centuries had become the 

home of a new and thriving nation. He may have begun his 

account by telling how the Spaniards who followed Columbus 

to the New World had confined their attention mostly to the 

West Indies, Florida, Mexico, and South America; and how, 

later, the French entered the St. Lawrence and made 

settlements along its banks; the English planted colonies at 

Jamestown, in Virginia, and about Massachusetts Bay; and the 

Dutch took possession of the Hudson valley.  
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Next, Franklin may have dwelt upon the many 

hardships endured by the early settlers, before land could be 

cleared, farms and cities laid out, and the Indians driven from 

their hunting and fishing grounds on the coast. After 

explaining how the English had won from the Dutch the 

country around the Hudson and Delaware rivers, he probably 

told how they had made the other settlements, until there were 

thirteen English colonies occupying all the coast between 

Nova Scotia and Florida:—namely, New Hampshire, 

Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New 

Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North 

Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia.  

 

 
 

FLAGS OF NEW ENGLAND  

Then he probably talked of the quarrels between these 

English colonies and the French settlers in the St. Lawrence 

valley, or Canada, as it was called. Both parties claimed nearly 

all the interior of North America; they therefore soon came to 

blows, and as the Indians helped the French, these conflicts are 

known in history as the French and Indian wars.. The first one 

broke out in 1689, seven years after Franklin's father arrived in 

America, and good Dr. Franklin himself took an active part in 

the fourth and last. When it had ended in the victory of the 

British, he wrote a very clever pamphlet advising Great Britain 

to keep Canada; and when the first treaty of Paris was signed, 

in 1763,—twenty years before the second,—all the land north 

of the thirteen colonies, and west as far as the Mississippi 

River, was given to the British. The French at the same time 

gave all their lands west of that river to Spain, and withdrew 

entirely from our continent.  

When Franklin's listeners inquired what had caused the 

Revolutionary War, which was just ended, he perhaps told 

them how, already in the thirteenth century, liberty-loving 

Englishmen forced their king to grant them the Great Charter. 

This was a new set of laws, giving them the right to be 

represented in the Parliament, or congress, which fixed the 

taxes and made the laws. This right, which Englishmen had 

enjoyed for five hundred years, was also claimed by their 

descendants in America; and each colony elected an assembly 

to help make its laws and lay its taxes, though the governors of 

most of the colonies were Flags used in the Revolutionary War 

appointed by the king. When King  

George III. and the British Parliament insisted on 

imposing taxes on the colonists without the consent of their 

assemblies, they openly rebelled, because it was an attempt to 

deprive them of rights inherited from their ancestors,  

As Franklin had taken part in this rebellion, had seen 

the king, had sat in Congress, and had spoken with most of the 

great men of his time on both sides of the ocean, his account 

of the war must have been of thrilling interest. The name of his 

friend George Washington, commander in chief of the 

Continental Army, and the savior of his country, must often 

have been upon his lips. Some of his heaters, coming to build 

new homes in America, may never have heard it before, but, 

as you will soon see, they were to learn much more about him.  

Franklin, however, often told them funny stories, too, 

and perhaps he even mentioned one of his childhood which 

has given rise to an expression we often hear. As you may like 

to know just how the good man talked, here is the story as he 

once wrote it:  
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"When I was a little boy, I remember, one cold winter's 

morning, I was accosted by a smiling man with an ax on his 

shoulder. 'My pretty boy,' said he, 'has your father a 

grindstone?' 'Yes, sir,' said I. 'You are a fine little fellow,' said 

he; 'will you let me grind my ax on it?' Pleased with the 

compliment of 'fine little fellow,' 'Oh, yes, sir,' I answered; 'it 

is down in the shop.' 'And will you, my man,' said he, patting 

me on the head, 'get me a little hot water?' How could I refuse? 

I ran, and soon brought a kettleful. 'How old are you, and 

what's your name?' continued he, without waiting for a reply. 'I 

am sure you are one of the finest lads that I have ever seen. 

Will you just turn a few minutes for me?'  

"Tickled with the flattery, like a little fool, I went to 

work; and bitterly did I rue the day. It was a new ax, and I 

toiled and tugged till I was almost tired to death. The school 

bell rang, and I could not get away; my hands were blistered, 

and the ax was not half ground. At length, however, it was 

sharpened; and the man turned to me with, 'Now, you little 

rascal, you've played truant; scud to school, or you'll rue it!' 

'Alas!' thought I, 'it is hard enough to turn a grindstone this 

cold day; but now to be called a little rascal is too much.'  

"It sank deep in my mind; and often have I thought of 

it since. When I see a merchant over polite to his customers,—

begging them to take a little brandy, and throwing his goods 

on the counter,—thinks I, 'That man has an ax to grind.' When 

I see a man flattering the people, making great professions of 

attachment to liberty, who is in private life a tyrant, methinks, 

'Look out, good people! that fellow would set you turning 

grindstones.'"  

CHAPTER III 

TROUBLES AFTER THE WAR 

On arriving in America, Dr. Franklin received a warm 

welcome from all his fellow-citizens, who were very proud of 

what he had done for them abroad. But although he had come 

home intending to rest, he soon found plenty of work awaiting 

him.  

The Revolutionary War had cost the Americans a great 

deal; now that it was ended, one of their first duties was to find 

some way of repaying all the money they had borrowed.  

Ever since the royal governors had fled or had been 

driven away in 1775 or 1776, the thirteen different states had 

ruled themselves. Although near neighbors, they were not 

always on the best of terms, but often seemed rather inclined 

to quarrel with one another.  

When the colonies were first planted in America, some 

of them were granted strips of land running "from sea to sea." 

Of course, this was before any one knew just how broad our 

continent is; and although none of the colonies claimed from 

sea to sea in the eighteenth century, many of them still said 

they owned land as far as the Mississippi River.  

As the charters had often been carelessly made, it 

happened that the same lands were granted to two or three 

colonies, which fact gave rise to many quarrels. But after 

several years of talking about the matter, New York, Virginia, 

Massachusetts, and Connecticut finally consented to do as 

Congress wished, and give up their claims to the land 

northwest of the Ohio River.  

This region was then called the Northwest Territory. It 

was given up, on condition that Congress should sell part of it 

to pay the interest on the national debt, and divide the rest 
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among the soldiers instead of giving them money. Besides, it 

was afterwards arranged that this territory should finally be cut 

up into three or five new states, each of which could join the 

Union as soon as it had sixty thousand inhabitants.  

Until that time, the Northwest Territory was to be ruled 

by one governor and several judges, all chosen by Congress. 

This body now began to give land to such soldiers as were 

willing to accept it instead of money, and before long many 

emigrants were on their way to Ohio, where they founded 

Marietta, in 1788, and Cincinnati soon after. Many large tracts 

of land in the South were distributed in the same way; and thus 

it came to pass that, at the end of the Revolutionary War, the 

famous general Nathanael Greene received a large plantation 

from the state of Georgia.  

As you can see from the map on page 12, North 

Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia once owned western 

lands too; but one by one these tracts were given up to 

Congress, to form territories like the Northwest Territory.  

In 1781, several years before Congress took possession 

of the western lands, the states had all signed "Articles of 

Confederation," a system of federal government proposed in 

1776. But as this system did not give Congress power to 

impose taxes, make trade laws, secure money enough to pay 

government expenses, or make people obey the laws, it did not 

work well. For several years, therefore, different experiments 

were tried, but in spite of all efforts things went on from bad to 

worse.  

Congress had promised at the treaty of Paris that all 

debts should be paid, and that all the Tories, or friends of the 

king, in America should be protected. But the British soon 

complained that they could not collect their money, and it was 

plain that the Tories were badly treated, for in two years more 

than a hundred thousand left our country to settle in Canada, 

Florida, or Bermuda.  

The British, who had left New York two months after 

the treaty was signed, kept possession of Oswego, Detroit, and 

Mackinaw in the Northwest until the promises made should be 

kept. Their presence there made the people restless and 

unhappy, for they secretly urged the Indians to rise up against 

the Americans. Besides, there were money troubles 

everywhere, for the states were so deeply in debt that they 

were obliged to lay heavy taxes on the people. These taxes 

were such a burden that in some places the people actually 

rebelled and made riots.  

 

 
 

SHAYS' REBELLION  

The most serious of all these outbreaks was in 

Massachusetts, where Shays, an old Revolutionary soldier, led 

a force of about two thousand men against Worcester and 

Springfield. Although this revolt—known in history as Shays' 

Rebellion—was put down in 1787, it helped to show the 
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necessity for better laws. These had to be made soon, if the 

thirteen states were to remain united, and not form thirteen 

small republics, which would be sure to quarrel.  

In 1786, five of the states suggested that a meeting or 

convention of all the confederacy be held, to change the 

Articles of Confederation in such a way as to suit everybody 

and secure a better government. Congress agreed to this plan, 

and each state was asked to send delegates to the 

Constitutional Convention.  

CHAPTER IV 

THE CONSTITUTION 

The Constitutional Convention met in Independence 

Hall, in Philadelphia, in 1787. All the states sent delegates 

except Rhode Island, and among these, one man; the beloved 

Washington, was chosen by every one present to act as 

president. As it seemed best that the public should hear only 

the final result of the meetings, the convention held secret 

sessions. It was soon found impossible to revise the Articles of 

Confederation in a satisfactory way, so it was decided to make 

a new constitution, or set of general laws. They were to be 

laws which all the states should obey, but which would still 

leave them the right to settle minor matters to suit themselves.  

Although all the members wished to do their best, 

opinions were so very different that for four months there was 

a great deal of quarreling in the convention. Indeed, it often 

seemed as if the members never would agree; and, seeing how 

heated some of the delegates became, the aged Franklin once 

suggested that it would be well to begin every session with a 

prayer for wisdom and divine guidance.  

Washington, too, often tried to pour oil on the troubled 

waters; but sometimes even he grew frightened, and once he 

said: "It is too probable that no plan we propose will be 

adopted. Perhaps another conflict is to be sustained. If, to 

please the people, we offer what we ourselves disapprove, how 

can we afterwards defend our work? Let us raise a standard to 

which the wise and honest can repair; the event is in the hand 

of God."  

After four months' discussion, and after all parties had 

given up some of their ideas and wishes to please the rest, the 

present Constitution of the United States was drawn up. It was 

called the "new roof," because it was to serve as a shelter in 

time of storm for all the states who chose to take refuge under 

it.  

This Constitution provided that the lawmaking part of 

the government should be carried on by a new Congress, 

consisting of two houses. One was to be called the House of 

Representatives. The men forming it were to be elected by the 

people, who at first had a representative for every thirty 

thousand inhabitants, though they now have only one for about 

six times as many people. But it was then agreed that as there 

were many slaves in the South who could not vote, the 

Southerners should consider five slaves equal to three white 

men in taking the census, or counting the population. At the 

same time, to please the men of the South, the North agreed 

that Congress should not forbid the importing of slaves until 

18o8.  

The other house of Congress was called the Senate, 

where each state, large or small, was to send two members, 

called senators.  

After a new law had been talked over and voted for in 

both houses, it was to be sent to the President for him to sign. 

If the President did not wish to sign the Jaw he was not 

obliged to do so, and if he vetoed it,—that is, if he said, "I 

forbid it,"—the law was to be sent back to Congress. There it 

was to be talked over again, the votes of the houses taken once 

more, and if, on counting, it was found that two thirds of each 

house still thought the law was best for the country, it was to 

be put in force without the President's consent.  
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As Congress thus had the right to make the laws, it was 

to be called the lawmaking or legislative part of the 

government. Now you know it is not enough to make laws: 

you must have somebody to see that they are obeyed, or to 

execute them. The Constitution said that this part of the work 

was to be done by another part of the government, to be called 

the executive.  

 

 
 

THE PRESENT HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.  

Several persons cannot well give orders at once, so it 

was thought best that one man should be the executive. This 

man was to be called the President. He was to be chosen every 

four years by electors, each state having as many electors as it 

had senators and representatives in Congress. The duty of the 

President was to see that the laws made by Congress were 

properly carried out, and to call out the soldiers in case of war. 

A Vice President was also to be chosen in the same way as the 

President. His duty was to be head or president of the Senate, 

and to take the President's place if the latter died.  

The makers of the Constitution knew that there would 

surely be disputes between states, which ordinary state courts 

could not settle; so they further decided that there should be a 

third part to the government. This was to be the judiciary, or 

justice-dealing part, composed of judges chosen by the 

President. These United States judges were to form a Supreme 

Court, where all such cases could be tried, and they were also 

to settle all disputes concerning the laws of the nation.  

Each state was still to govern itself in home matters, 

but treaties with other countries, questions of trade, war, etc., 

were to be settled by the United States government. Thus, you 

see, it had the right to coin money, keep the post office, tax the 

people, and see that the nation was ruled in the very best way.  

 

 
 

THE PRESENT STATE CHAMBER.  

The Constitution thus made did not quite suit 

everybody; but most of the members of the Constitutional 

Convention felt like Washington, who once said that it was the 

best Constitution which could be obtained at that epoch; and 

all knew that unless it was accepted the thirteen states would 

fall apart. That, you see, would have been very bad; for while 

they could hold their own when they were united, they were 

too small and weak to stand alone.  
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James Madison had taken a large share in all this work. 

He had made many speeches, taken notes, tried to coax the 

members to agree, and had labored so hard to suit everybody 

that he is generally called the "Father of the Constitution." 

This important paper, the "title deed of American liberty," 

begins with the words: "We, the people of the United States, in 

order to form a more perfect union, establish justice, insure 

domestic tranquillity, provide for the common defense, 

promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of 

liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain and establish 

this Constitution for the United States of America."  

The Constitution having been drawn up, read, and 

signed by the members of the convention, it was sent to the 

Continental Congress at New York, which forwarded copies to 

each state. It was provided that when nine or more states 

approved of it, the new Constitution should go into effect for 

those states.  

The disputes had been so bitter in the Constitutional 

Convention that it had often seemed as if no agreement would 

ever be reached. So when Franklin came forward to sign the 

Constitution, he quaintly said, pointing to the back of 

Washington's chair, upon which was carved a sun: "In the 

vicissitudes [changes] of hope and fear, I was root able to tell 

whether it was rising or setting. Now I know that it is the 

rising sun." Franklin was right. The sun was rising for our dear 

country, and we hope it will go on growing brighter and 

brighter for many a year yet to come.  

All the delegates present, except three, signed the 

Constitution, which was accepted by Delaware, Pennsylvania, 

New Jersey, Georgia, Connecticut, and Maryland just as it 

stood. Massachusetts, South Carolina, New Hampshire, 

Virginia, and New York accepted it, but at the same time 

proposed a few additions called "amendments." Thus, in 

August, 1788, all the states had adopted it except Rhode Island 

and North Carolina, which, however, joined the Union soon 

after.  

 

 
 

THE ROOM WHERE THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION MET.  

When so many states agreed to the Constitution, there 

were great rejoicings everywhere. Bonfires, illuminations, and 

processions were seen in all large cities, and many fine 

speeches were made. In one procession there was a big float, 

representing the Constitution as the "Ship of State." It rested 

upon a platform where Alexander Hamilton's name was 

written in huge letters, for he too had had a great share in 

making it, and in persuading the people of his state to accept 

it.  
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CHAPTER V 

THE FIRST PRESIDENT 

The new Constitution having been accepted by enough 

states, the Continental Congress decided that its rule should 

end, and the new Constitution go into force, on the 4th of 

March, 1789. Having arranged for the beginning of the new 

government, the Continental Congress, after ruling our country 

nearly fifteen years, ceased to exist.  

As had been decided, the electors chosen by each state 

met in February, to vote for our first President. Each man 

wrote Washington's name at the top of his ballot, and thus the 

"Father of his Country "was chosen first President of the 

United States of America. Now, it had been settled in the 

Constitution that the man who received the next largest 

number of votes should be Vice President. But while all were 

agreed that Washington was the best man in the country, and 

voted for him, the second name was not the same on every 

paper. Still, when the votes were sent to Congress and 

counted, it was found that John Adams had received more than 

any one else, and he became our first Vice President.  

As soon as the election was over, the news was carried 

by a horseman to Mount Vernon, where Washington was busy 

farming. Although several attempts had been made to reward 

him for his services, he had steadily refused all pay. When the 

state of Virginia wished to honor its greatest citizen, it made 

him a present of some bonds. But, true to his principles, 

Washington would not accept any reward. Still, finding it 

would hurt the Virginians' feelings if he entirely refused their 

gift, he suggested that the money be used to found the 

university which now bears his name and that of Robert E. 

Lee, the great Southern general.  

Washington had hoped he would never have to leave 

his beautiful home again, but when he heard that he was 

elected President, he quickly and unselfishly prepared to go 

and serve his country in a new way.  

 

 
 

FEDERAL HALL, NEW YORK  

All along the road to New York he was welcomed by 

bell-ringing, speeches, receptions, etc., the people all trying to 

show their love and respect for the man who had brought them 

safely through the Revolutionary War. When he came to 

Trenton Bridge, where he had once won a great victory, 

thirteen young girls, all dressed in white, strewed flowers 

under his horse's feet. Over his head were great green arches, 

bearing mottoes, one of which said that Washington had 

watched over the mothers, and would therefore take good care 

of the daughters. Here, too, a band played music written in 

Washington's honor, and called the "President's March."  

As there were no ferries in those days such as we have 

now, Washington was rowed across to New York in a barge, 

which was manned by thirteen sailors in fine new red, white, 

and blue uniforms.  
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Owing to the slow means of travel, Congress had 

assembled on the 6th of April, instead of on the 4th of March, 

as had first been planned; and Washington's inauguration did 

not take place till the 3oth of April. For this solemn ceremony, 

Washington was clad in garments every thread of which had 

been grown and made in America. To give all the people a 

chance to see him, Washington stood on the balcony of 

Federal Hall, New York, on the very spot where his statue now 

stands, on Wall Street.  

 

 
 

WASHINTON'S COACH  

Laying his hand upon a Bible, which has been 

carefully preserved, he then publicly took this oath: "I do 

solemnly swear that I will faithfully execute the office of 

President of the United States, and will to the best of my 

ability preserve, protect, and defend the Constitution of the 

United States."  

As you see, this is a very solemn promise, and it was 

no easy task that Washington had thus undertaken. The 

Congress was all new, President and Vice President were new, 

and there was no one there to tell them what they were to do. 

The United States was then, it is true, only a third-rate country 

(of no more importance than Belgium or Denmark is now), but 

the men at the head of the government had to behave in such a 

way that every one would learn to respect it.. Besides, as there 

were then no other republics in the world which could serve as 

models, except Switzerland, it was hard for them to know just 

how a republic should act.  

Nevertheless, Washington proved calm, firm, and just, 

as ever, and order was soon brought out of chaos. Washington, 

who was addressed as "Mr. President," chose Jefferson, 

Hamilton, Knox, and Randolph to help him govern, and they 

formed what is now called the Cabinet. He also selected 

judges, making John Jay the first Chief Justice of the Supreme 

Court, and sent ministers to the principal countries in Europe.  

To make sure that the people, who had been 

accustomed to the pomp of royal governors, should not fail in 

respect for their new government, Washington, who was 

always very dignified, generally rode out in a carriage drawn 

by six horses, and escorted by powdered and liveried servants. 

He also gave stately dinner parties and balls, which latter he 

generally opened himself by dancing a minuet. Besides that, 

he held receptions, to which every one could come. He did this 

because all men have equal rights in a republic, and, being the 

representative of the poor as well as of the rich, he said both 

had the same right to visit him.  

Congress was very busy for several years, for the 

money affairs of the United States were in a bad condition. 

Some of the members said that our country would never be 

able to pay all the money it owed. But it was finally decided 

that not only the debts of the Continental Congress should be 

paid, but also the state war debts. This was a large sum, 

amounting to about seventy-five million dollars; but Congress 

promised to pay it, saying it would be as dishonest for a 

country to refuse to pay every penny owed, as for a private 

person to do so. Congress also put a tariff upon goods brought 

from abroad; arranged, in obedience to the Constitution, that a 

census should be taken every ten years; and decided that the 
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United States should have a national bank, and a mint to coin 

the money, used in the country.  

 

 
 

A BALL IN WASHINGTON'S TIME  

Hamilton had a great deal to do with arranging money 

matters; and he suggested that instead of using the English 

money table, we should adopt the dollar as the unit of money.. 

This unit was then divided into hundredth parts, or cents, coins 

which were first used by our government in 1793. In fact, 

Hamilton's ideas proved so good that the great orator Webster 

once said in speaking of him: "He touched the dead corpse of 

public credit, and it sprang upon its feet."  

CHAPTER VI 

WASHINGTON'S TROUBLES 

The Continental soldiers who received land in the 

Northwest Territory had from the first quarreled with the 

Indians. As the latter had sworn that no white man should ever 

plant corn on the Ohio, settlers were obliged to float down the 

river in well-armed boats, and till the ground with their guns 

always within reach.  

But, in spite of these drawbacks, the land was rapidly 

becoming cultivated. Hoping to check the white men, or drive 

them away, the Indians now began to murder them, stealing 

upon them when they least expected such unwelcome visits. 

When Washington heard of this, he sent General St. Clair with 

an army to attack them. Although warned to be wary with such 

foes, St. Clair proved over confident, and his little army was 

surprised and slaughtered. The news of this disaster was a 

great blow to Washington, but he quickly took measures to 

punish the Indians, and sent General Anthony Wayne into the 

Northwest Territory to take St. Clair's place.  

The Indians found "Mad Anthony" so alert that they 

soon declared he never slept. But although their principal chief 

advised them not to risk a battle, they insisted upon doing so. 

They were defeated on the Maumee (1794), and were pursued 

many miles. Then their fields and houses (for these Indians 

owned real houses) were laid waste and burned, to teach them 

never to attack the settlers again.  

This done, Wayne made the Indian chiefs sign a treaty, 

whereby they gave up much of the land north of the Ohio, and 

when they had obeyed, he frightened them by solemnly 

warning them that if they ever broke it he would rise up out of 

his, grave to fight them. Although Indian troubles were really 

most severe in the North, they were very bad, too, in the 
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South, and it has been said that no less than fifteen hundred 

men, women, and children were murdered in Kentucky alone, 

during this period.  

 

 
 

ST. CLAIR'S DEFEAT  

As if Indian raids were not enough to trouble the 

country, a rebellion soon arose in western Pennsylvania, 

because the people did not want to pay the tax laid upon 

whisky. They said they could not sell their grain, and that they 

had to make whisky out of it or lose it. When told they must 

obey the government, they grew so defiant that troops had to 

be sent out against them. Indeed, it was only when forced to 

do so that they laid down their arms, and the Whisky 

Rebellion came to an end (1794).  

As it is quite impossible to please everybody, many 

people found fault with all that the new government said or 

did. Before long, Washington himself was greatly abused, and 

a few rebels and politicians even began to call him the 

"stepfather of his country." Then, as if the troubles at home 

were not enough to worry him, Washington also had troubles 

from abroad.  

In 1789, the French, who had long been dissatisfied 

with their government, rose up against the good but somewhat 

stupid Louis XVI. After some changes, they decided to set up 

a republic, like the Americans. To get rid of their king they 

finally beheaded him (1793), more in punishment for the sins 

of his fathers than for his own. The famous General Lafayette, 

who had fought in our War for Independence, took part in this 

revolution also, knowing that the French people had good 

cause to complain of their government; and when they tore 

down the great state prison, La Bastille, he sent one of its huge 

keys to his friend Washington.  

But the French did not know how to make the best of 

the power they had seized. Before long, they made such bad 

use of it that much innocent blood was shed and people grew 

indignant at their cruelty. The English, who had always hated 

and had often fought against the French, soon took advantage 

of this sad state of affairs to begin a new war.  

When the Americans heard of this, some cried that, as 

the French had helped us, we ought to help them. But others, 

cooler and wiser, with Washington at their head, said that it 

would be far better for the United States not to have anything 

to do with European quarrels. As people began to side 

everywhere for or against this opinion, they were soon divided 

into two parties. The one led by Washington was called the 

Federalist party, while the men who favored the French were 

known as Republicans. But these two parties also differed on 

questions concerning our own government.  

Genet, a Frenchman, shortly after came to America to 

ask help. He felt so sure it would be granted that, without 

waiting for permission from either President or Congress, he 

began buying vessels and fitting them out to attack the British 

navy. He had no right to do this, and Washington immediately 

bade him cease, saying that the United States meant to keep 

neutral—that is to say, not to side with either country. Genet, 

however, paid no attention to Washington's orders, and, as he 
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was not behaving as a minister should, our President forced 

France to recall him.  

 

 
 

GEORGE WASHINGTON  

At that same time, Great Britain complained louder 

than ever that her subjects could not collect the money due to 

them in America, and began to try to hinder our commerce. To 

prevent this, Washington sent John Jay to London, to sign a 

treaty which bears his name. By it the British promised to give 

up the forts in the Northwest. This treaty was the best which 

could then be obtained, but it greatly displeased many 

Americans, who not only blamed Washington and the Senate 

for agreeing to it. (1795), but burned Jay in effigy, to show 

their anger.  

They were better pleased, however, with a treaty made 

that same year with Spain. It settled the boundaries between 

Florida and the United States, and gave the Americans 

permission to sail up and down the Mississippi as much as 

they liked, without paying either duty or toll to Spain. This 

was a great advantage, for the farmers along the Ohio could 

now float their produce down to New Orleans, where they 

were sure of a good market.  

A third treaty was signed with Algiers, in Africa, 

where many of our countrymen had been kept prisoners by 

pirates. All the Americans thus held were set free for 

$1000,000, and our ships were allowed to cruise in the 

Mediterranean, on condition that we paid the pirates a certain 

sum every year, just as other countries then did.  

But there were many people who did not approve of 

this treaty either, and they were so ready to criticise everything 

Washington said or did, that he once sadly said—what many a 

President must have felt since: "I'd rather be in my grave than 

President."  

CHAPTER VII 

A WONDERFUL INVENTION 

The country was in such a bad state, toward the end of 

Washington's first term, that he saw there was as yet little 

chance of his going back to Mount Vernon to rest. Besides, his 

friends insisted that as he had so often sacrificed his own 

wishes for the good of his country, he really could not desert 

her now, at such a time of need. Thus it came to pass that 

Washington served as President for two terms, or from 1789 to 

1797, although he would rather have lived quietly at home.  
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During these eight years he lived first in New York and 

then in Philadelphia, for, although Congress had decided that 

the future capital of the United States should be on the 

Potomac, it was not to be ready until 1800. Still, in 1793 

Washington went there to lay the corner stone of the Capitol, 

the future home of Congress, in the city which bears his 

honored name.  

 

 
 

THE CITY OF WASHINTON IN EARLY DAYS.  

It was during the President's second term that streets 

were laid out in Washington, in the midst of swamps and 

forests. At first, the Capitol, and the White House, or the home 

of the President, stood nearly alone in this "city in the woods," 

but soon other buildings rose like magic around them, and now 

Washington is justly considered one of the most beautiful 

cities in the world. It occupies the small District of Columbia, 

which is governed by Congress.  

Many very interesting events happened in America 

while Washington was President. For instance, in 1791 and 

1792, two new states, Vermont and Kentucky, were admitted 

to the Union, and the American flag was adorned with two 

new stripes and two more stars. In 1796, Tennessee was also 

admitted, but our flag kept fifteen stars and fifteen stripes for 

many years. When several more states had joined the Union, 

Congress decided that it was impossible to keep adding 

stripes. It was therefore settled that the flag should always 

have thirteen stripes, to represent the thirteen colonies, and one 

star for each state.  

At about this time, General Greene's widow was once 

journeying southward, to return to the plantation her husband 

had received from Georgia. On board the ship she met Eli 

Whitney, a young Yale graduate, who was on his way to teach 

in a planter's family in Georgia.  

Eli Whitney had always been eager to learn all about 

machinery. Even when a mere child, he carefully took his 

father's watch apart, and put it together again, while the rest of 

the family were at church. This was done so cleverly that the 

watch went on running as well as before, and no one would 

have known it had been taken to pieces, had not the lad 

confessed it.  

When he grew older, Whitney made many useful 

inventions, and, as his father could not afford to send him to 

college, he began making nails, and thus earned enough 

money to study at Yale. Once, while there, he borrowed a 

carpenter's tools to make some handy contrivance. The man, 

watching his deft fingers, cried: "There was one good 

mechanic spoiled when you came to college!"  

On landing in Savannah, Whitney was greatly 

disappointed to find his place filled by another man. But Mrs. 

Greene kindly invited the homeless traveler to her plantation. 

While there, Whitney heard her complain of her embroidery 

frame, and made her such a good one that she was greatly 

delighted with it.  

One day, in 1793, some planters remarked in Mrs. 

Greene's presence that if a machine could only be invented 
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which would separate cotton from its seeds, the Georgians 

would soon be rich. The lady promptly answered that if the 

machine could be made, she was sure Mr. Whitney was the 

man to do it, for he was very clever. Encouraged by her praise, 

Whitney now sent for cotton in bolls, and, locking himself up 

in an old outhouse, worked patiently until he made the first 

"cotton gin "or "cotton engine."  

 

 
 

WHITNEY AT WORK  

Although he had to draw all his own wire and make his 

own tools, Whitney nevertheless patiently overcame every 

difficulty. The new machine, when tested, was found so useful 

that with it a slave could do about three hundred times as 

much work in the same space of time as before. The news of 

this wonderful invention spread abroad, and created such a 

sensation that people actually broke into the shed where the 

cotton gin was kept. They stole it, copied it, and before long 

began manufacturing other machines nearly like it.  

Whitney tried to stop them by taking a patent, but all in 

vain. The machine was too useful, and although he objected, 

the Southerners went on making cotton gins. When Whitney 

finally appeared in court to ask for help, he was insulted and 

sent away, and never got any real satisfaction, although it was 

often, promised him.  

Thus the man who made the Southern planters rich 

reaped no money reward from the invention which was to give 

work to millions" of hands. He was, however, more fortunate 

in his next venture, a cheap way of making gun stocks, for the 

government gave him a large contract for firearms; he was 

well paid for this work, and made a fortune. And although his 

grandest invention, the cotton gin, brought him no money, it 

won for him great glory, and, what is by far the best of all 

rewards, the feeling that he had helped his fellow-creatures, 

and made their work easier.  

Still, Whitney's invention did some harm for a while. 

The planters, seeing they could now make much money by 

growing cotton, bought more and more slaves. Many negroes 

were obtained in Africa from cruel slave traders, who brought 

them down to the coast in droves. They were then taken 

aboard vessels, where they were sometimes crowded so 

closely, and had so little air, that many of them died and were 

buried at sea.  

The rest, after great suffering, landed at some Southern 

port, and were taken to a slave market, where they were sold at 

auction just as if they had been sheep, or articles of furniture. 

Both men and women were forced to work in the cotton fields, 

and if they did not do as much work as their master or his 

overseer expected, they were sometimes whipped.  
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CHAPTER VIII 

DEATH OF WASHINGTON 

Washington served two terms, and although people 

were very anxious to elect him a third time, he refused so 

positively to serve again that they had to let him withdraw. 

The two parties which had arisen in our country both wanted 

the presidency, but John Adams, of the Federalist party, 

succeeded Washington, for he had three votes more than 

Thomas Jefferson, his Vice President, who was favored by the 

Republican party.  

It was during Adams's rule that the government 

officers left Philadelphia and went to settle in their new 

quarters at Washington. We are told that both Capitol and 

White House then stood in a sort of wilderness. Besides, there 

were so few visitors, and life was so simple, that the lights in 

the White House were always out before ten, and that Mrs. 

Adams used what is now the famous East Room to dry clothes 

in whenever it rained.  

The people in favor of helping France had wished for 

some time to drag the United States into war with Great 

Britain, so Congress now passed two laws to prevent anything 

of that sort. These laws were called the Alien and Sedition 

acts. The first said that the President might send any foreigner, 

or alien, out of the country, if he thought the man was trying to 

harm it, and that a stranger could become an American citizen 

only after living in the United States nine years. The Sedition 

Act decreed that if any newspaper editor or other man publicly 

spoke ill of Congress or President, he should be fined or 

imprisoned. This law roused the anger of the people, for they 

said that as all Americans were free and equal, they had a right 

to say whatever they pleased.  

Still, in spite of objections, both laws were passed, for 

just then trouble with France was worse than ever. In fact, the 

French were so angry with the United States for not helping 

them, that they captured more than a hundred American 

vessels, refused to show due respect to our flag, and said that 

they would not receive our envoys unless they were paid a 

large sum of money as a bribe.  

 

 
 

THE PRESENT EAST ROOM.  

The American envoys were too good patriots, and too 

noble men, to listen to such talk. It is said that one of them, 

Charles C. Pinckney, proudly answered that his country would 

give "millions for defense, but not one cent for tribute." When 

John Adams, the "Colossus of Independence," heard of this 

answer he declared that Pinckney was right, and, to show the 

people how unjustly the French were acting, he published the 

letters Pinckney had received. They were called the Smallcaps 

("\"x.y.z.")?> Letters," for the writers, being too ashamed to 

use their own names, had signed them by those initials.  
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Although the Americans knew they were not strong 

enough to fight France then, they nevertheless echoed 

Pinckney's answer, for they felt ready to give every cent they 

had to uphold the nation's honor. As it now seemed as if the 

United States would soon be engaged in war, Congress asked 

Washington to resume his old place as general in chief. 

However anxious to rest, Washington could not refuse, but he 

begged permission to choose the generals he wished to help 

him, and to remain quietly at home until actual war began. 

Still, although he staid at Mount Vernon, Washington was now 

very active in getting ready, for he well knew and wisely said 

that "to be prepared for war is one of the most effectual means 

of preserving peace."  

War had already begun on the sea, however, and our 

small navy was doing wonders, when a sudden change of 

government in France put an end to all hostilities. The United 

States had no cause to quarrel with the new government, so the 

war between our country and France ceased before it reached 

our shores. It was during this war scare that Joseph Hopkinson 

wrote the words of "Hail Columbia," setting them to the 

famous "President's March," composed for Washington's 

inauguration. Since then this song has been sung by millions 

of our countrymen, for it is one of our national airs.  

All the preparations made for the war cost so much 

money that heavier taxes had to be laid upon the people. This 

made them so angry that a few of them rebelled. Led by Fries, 

they made a riot, which was quickly put down by President 

Adams, who firmly insisted that the laws of the country should 

be obeyed.  

During Adams's presidency an event occurred which 

brought sorrow to every American heart. Although 

Washington was only sixty-seven years old, and seemed well 

and hearty, he caught a severe cold by riding in the snow and 

rain, and sitting down to dinner afterwards in his wet clothes. 

At first, he thought it was only a sore throat, and doctored 

himself with molasses and vinegar, but when he grew worse a 

physician was hastily called. It was too late, however. After 

the doctor had done all he could, Washington quietly thanked 

him, and said: "I die hard, but I am not afraid to die." Nor did 

he need to be afraid, for as he had always done the best he 

could, his conscience was at rest.  

Surrounded by his wife, his doctor, his secretary, and a 

few faithful friends and servants, Washington gave his final 

orders and arranged for his burial at Mount Vernon. Then, 

whispering, "It is well!" he quietly breathed his last (I 799).  

 

 
 

WASHINGTON'S TOMB AT MOUNT VERNON.  

The news of Washington's death struck every heart 

with dismay. Congress broke up in silence, but, on assembling 

again the next day, it decided that the nation should wear 

mourning for thirty days to honor the great man who was, as 

Chief Justice Marshall said, "First in war, first in peace, and 

first in the hearts of his countrymen."  
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The United States was not alone, however, in showing 

Washington due respect. Times had so changed that the British 

admiral made the sixty men-of-war off the English coast fly 

their flags at half-mast, for the very man whom his country 

had once wished to hang. In France, Napoleon Bonaparte 

ordered public mourning for ten days; for Washington's name 

was known and honored every where.  

America's greatest man was, as he had wished, laid to 

rest at Mount Vernon, and since then countless thousands of 

his fellow-citizens and many strangers have visited his tomb. 

Very near it, in the beautiful grounds which surround the 

house, there are many trees he planted with his own hands. 

Inside of his home, the room where he died is just as he left it.  

In his will, Washington remembered his slaves. Some 

of them were set free then, while the rest were to cease being 

slaves only at the death of Mrs. Washington. His estate was 

left to some of his relatives, who in 1859 sold it to the ladies of 

the Mount Vernon Association. These women decided that the 

home of Washington ought to remain as nearly as possible as 

he left it, and raised the money to buy it. Since then, it has 

been kept up for the benefit of all who care to visit it.  

There are many relics of Washington at Mount Vernon, 

as well as some of his wife. Among the former you can see the 

chest containing the tableware he used during the 

Revolutionary War, some of his clothes, and the big key 

Lafayette sent him. Among the latter are pieces of the gowns 

once worn by Mrs. Washington, and the heel of one of her 

slippers, made of pure silver.  

Of course, every one wants to know just how 

Washington looked and what he did. So painters and 

sculptors,, poets and historians, have all tried to give us some 

idea of the man whom "Providence left childless that his 

country might call him Father."  

The best pictures of Washington are said to be copied 

from a bust made by the Frenchman Houdon, in 1785. We are 

told that this artist went to Mount Vernon to take a plaster cast 

of Washington's face. Just as he began operations, Mrs. 

Washington came into the room. She seemed so horrified 

when she saw what he was doing, that although Houdon had 

warned Washington to keep quite still, the latter could not help 

smiling. It is said that his efforts to get his face straight again, 

while the plaster flowed down over his cheeks, caused the 

deep lines on either side of his mouth which are so noticeable 

to-day in the Houdon bust.  

 

 
 

A ROOM IN WASHINGTON'S HOUSE AT MOUNT VERNON.  

CHAPTER IX 

THE UNITED STATES BUYS LAND 

The third President of our country was Thomas 

Jefferson, author of the Declaration of Independence, and of 

the Act of Religious Freedom in Virginia. A good and honest 

man, the "Sage of Monticello" always kept the resolution 

made at the age of twenty-six, when elected a burgess: "Never 

to engage while in public office in any kind of enterprise for 
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the improvement of my fortune, nor to wear any other 

character than that of farmer."  

It was Jefferson who suggested our national motto, "E 

pluribus unum" [one composed of many], but, though one of 

the most learned and accomplished of all our Presidents, he 

was very plain and unassuming. Indeed, the story goes that at 

the time of his inauguration (1801), he rode alone to the 

Capitol, tied his horse to a picket fence, went in, took his oath 

as President, made a fifteen-minute speech, and rode off again 

as quietly as he had come.  

 

 
 

JEFFERSON ARRIVES AT THE CAPITOL.  

This pleased the plain people, who showed their 

approval by sending the President a huge cheese, weighing 

more than a thousand pounds. It reached him on New Year's 

day, and was placed in the East Room in the White House, 

where all the callers could read the inscription: "The greatest 

cheese in America, for the greatest man in America."  

As Jefferson never would hold stately receptions like 

those of Washington and Adams, and insisted upon doing 

everything simply, expenses were greatly reduced, and part of 

the national debt was paid. Jefferson's election, however, had 

not been a quiet one, for both he and Aaron Burr received the 

same number of electoral votes. As there was then no way of 

telling which was elected President and which Vice President 

under these circumstances, the election was left to the House 

of Representatives, which chose Jefferson. But, to prevent any 

such doubt in the future, a new clause, or amendment, was 

added to the Constitution. This says that the electors shall cast 

separate votes for President and for Vice President.  

Many interesting events took place under Jefferson's 

rule. For instance, our country doubled its size in a very 

strange way. At the end of the French and Indian wars, France 

had given New Orleans and all her land west of the 

Mississippi to Spain. The Spaniards, after owning Louisiana, 

as this great colony was called, for thirty-seven years, made a 

secret treaty giving it back to France. As it was very important 

that the Americans should be able to sail as much as they 

pleased up and down the Mississippi, and sell their produce in 

New Orleans, Jefferson thought it might be well to buy that 

city. He therefore sent a man to France to see if it could be 

done.  

Now, it happened just at this time that Napoleon 

needed money to make war against his enemies the British. 

Besides, he could not spare any of his troops to occupy 

Louisiana, and he feared that the British would secure it. He 

therefore suddenly proposed to sell all Louisiana for the sum 

of fifteen million dollars, or about two and a half cents an acre; 

and the offer was accepted.  

Napoleon, on signing the papers, gleefully remarked 

that he had now given England a rival, which, he added, "will 

sooner or later humble her pride." At first, Jefferson thought 
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that under the Constitution our government had no right to 

acquire so much land; but, seeing what a fine bargain it was, 

he stretched his authority "until it cracked," to secure all 

Louisiana. Congress agreed with him, and the fifteen millions 

were duly paid.  

In those days, no one knew anything about most of the 

country on the west side of the Mississippi, where only a few 

hunters and trappers had gone. Indeed, people so little 

suspected how quickly it would be settled that, at the time of 

the purchase, in 1803, some Americans said we would 

probably not send a settler across the Mississippi for a hundred 

years!  

But Jefferson had long wished to have this part of our 

country explored, and even before the purchase was 

completed, he urged Congress to send out an exploring party 

under his secretary, Meriwether Lewis, and William Clark. 

Congress consented, so these two men and their followers left 

St. Louis, then a mere village (1804), and went up the 

Missouri to the "Gate of the Rocky Mountains." They passed 

through what is now called Yellowstone Park, saw the many 

natural curiosities there, and tried to make friends with the 

Indians wherever they went. With much trouble, they crossed 

the mountains, where they carved their names upon a high 

rock. Then, although their supply of food was very scanty, 

they journeyed bravely on, until they reached the Columbia 

River.  

Floating down this stream, the forty-six men 

composing the expedition reached the Pacific Ocean, in 1805. 

It is said they were thus the first white men who crossed our 

country to the Pacific since Cabeza de Vaca had done so, more 

than two and a half centuries before. But the Columbia River 

had already been visited by an American in 1792, for Captain 

Gray had then sailed into its mouth, giving it the name borne 

by his ship. It seems that this seaman went there to get furs, 

intending to exchange them for tea in China, and to bring the 

latter cargo back to Boston. It was because the valley of the 

Columbia was first explored by Gray, Lewis, and Clark, who 

were all three loyal Americans, that it was later claimed by the 

United States when Great Britain tried to take it.  

After spending the winter at the mouth of the 

Columbia, where he and his men lived principally upon elk 

and salmon, Lewis and Clark made their way over the Rockies 

to St. Louis, which they reached after an absence of two years 

and four months. During that time they had learned a great 

deal about the geography of the western part of our country, 

and the report they made showed President and Congress what 

a rich and beautiful country it really is. 

 

 
 

GREAT FALLS OF THE MISSOURI.  

Still, at that time people knew very little about any but 

the eastern part, and even the source of the Mississippi had 

never been visited. Hoping to find out where it was, Congress 

sent Zebulon Pike to look for it. He traced a stream, which he 

wrongly took for the beginning of the "Father of Waters," in a 

hard journey of more than eight months. Then, in 1806, he 

started on a new expedition up the Missouri. Crossing to the 
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Arkansas River, he saw the peak now bearing his name, and in 

looking for the Red River came to the Rio Grande.  

This proved a long, painful, and heroic journey. The 

snow lay upon the ground several feet deep; the explorers 

often lacked food, and, losing their way in the trackless 

mountains, they would have perished of cold and hunger, had 

it not been for the instinct of their horses and mules. Even 

when Pike and his party reached the Rio Grande, their troubles 

were not over, for they fell into the hands of the Spaniards. 

Taken as spies to Santa Fe, they proved that it was all a 

mistake, and, being set free, returned home.  

Pike, Lewis, and Clark spoke so warmly of the fine 

hunting grounds they had seen that John Jacob Astor, a fur 

trader in New York, decided to found a trading post oil the 

Pacific. He therefore sent out a party, which crossed the 

continent and built a fort called Astoria, at the mouth of the 

Columbia River. The adventures of this party were described 

by Washington Irving, an American author. He gives a 

charming account of the long journey across the plains, of the 

buffalo hunting, and of many encounters with the Indians, 

besides telling us about the life at Astoria, the first American 

settlement on the Pacific coast.  

CHAPTER X 

OUR WAR AGAINST AFRICAN PIRATES 

The purchase of Louisiana, and the explorations of 

Pike, Lewis, and Clark, were not the only important and 

interesting events during Jefferson's two terms as President of 

the United States. He also had to make war against the pirates 

living on the northern coast of Africa and belonging to the 

Barbary States, or Algiers, Tunis, Tripoli, and Morocco.  

For many years these pirates had attacked any vessel 

they met in the Mediterranean. Generally it was only to 

demand a certain sum of money, but if the captain either could 

not or would not pay it, they often sank the vessel after 

robbing it, or towed it into one of their harbors, where they 

sold the crew into captivity.  

The people of northern Africa were Mussulmans, and 

for that reason hated all Christians. Captive sailors were 

therefore often treated with the greatest cruelty. European 

countries, wishing to trade in the Mediterranean, had learned 

to fear these pirates so greatly that they actually paid the 

Barbary rulers large sums for leaving their ships alone. As we 

have seen, our government followed their example in the 

treaty made with Algiers in 1795.  

In 1800, one of our brave naval officers, William 

Bainbridge, was sent to carry the agreed tribute to the dey of 

Algiers. While he was in the harbor, directly under the guns of 

the fortress, the dey suddenly ordered him to carry an 

ambassador to Constantinople, flying the Algerive flag at his 

masthead. Bainbridge refused, saying that the Americans were 

not the dey's slaves. But the pirate haughtily answered: "You 

pay me tribute, by which you become my slaves, and therefore 

I have a right to order you as I think proper."  

As the guns of the fort were pointed straight at him, 

and resistance would bring about the destruction of his ship 

and slavery for his crew, Bainbridge had no choice but to 

obey. But as soon as he was out of gunshot, and long before he 

had lost sight of Algiers, he ordered the dey's flag hauled 

down and again hoisted our stars and stripes.  

Of course, Bainbridge was very indignant at the way 

his country had been treated, and complained to the sultan at 

Constantinople. The sultan did not approve of what the dey 

had done, and gave Bainbridge full power to force the dey to 

give up all his American prisoners without asking any ransom 

in exchange. While still in Constantinople, Bainbridge wrote 

home, saying: "I hope I shall never again be sent to Algiers 

with tribute unless I am authorized to deliver it from the mouth 

of our cannon."  
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The insulting and treacherous behavior of Algiers and 

the other Barbary States roused the anger of our countrymen. 

But Jefferson once remarked that what had happened proved 

the truth of Franklin's famous words: "If you make yourself a 

sheep, the wolves will eat you," and declared that no more 

tribute should be paid.  

In the meantime, the ruler or bashaw of Tripoli, 

hearing that Algiers received tribute from America, wanted 

some too. So, in 1800, he demanded money, threatening war 

unless it was paid. The United States, instead of sending it, 

merely waited until the bashaw declared war, and then sent a 

squadron to the Mediterranean. On the way thither, it captured 

a Tripolitan pirate ship, and, appearing off Tripoli, began to 

blockade the port, to the bashaw's dismay. As our navy was 

very weak, and the Tripolitan harbor was defended by one 

hundred and fifteen guns, nineteen gunboats, and about 

twenty-five thousand soldiers, it could not do more, and the 

war dragged on some time without any great event.  

But in 1803 the Philadelphia, under Captain 

Bainbridge, while pursuing a Tripolitan gunboat, suddenly ran 

upon a rock not marked upon any chart. The American seamen 

frantically tried to get her off; then, seeing it was in vain, they 

made an attempt to scuttle their ship. But, in spite of their 

efforts, the Philadelphia  was seized by the enemy, who towed 

her into the harbor of Tripoli, intending to change her into a 

pirate ship.  

Bainbridge and all his men were made prisoners, and 

kept in Tripoli, where they were treated very unkindly for 

many months. But, although a prisoner, Bainbridge managed 

to send a letter to Preble, another American officer, who was 

then cruising about the Mediterranean.  

In this letter, Bainbridge told the Americans what the 

pirates were doing to the Philadelphia, and suggested that our 

men should rescue or destroy her rather than see her put to so 

shameful a use. Preble talked the matter over with his officers, 

and they decided that it would be impossible to rescue the ship 

with their small force. Among these officers was Stephen 

Decatur, who was such a patriot that when asked to give a 

toast at a public dinner he proudly cried: "Our country! In her 

intercourse with foreign nations may she always be in the 

right; but our country, right or wrong!"  

 

 
 

BURNING OF THE PHILADELPHIA  

This young man bravely offered to steal into the harbor 

and destroy the ship. His offer was discussed, then accepted, 

and a boat which had recently been captured was chosen for 

the expedition. It was loaded with powder and all kinds of 

things which would burn quickly. Then most of the seventy 

heroes who volunteered to take part in the dangerous work 

went below, to remain hidden until their help was needed.  
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Decatur, and the few men needed to sail the ship, 

dressed like Mediterranean seamen, and in that disguise 

entered the harbor of Tripoli at nightfall without arousing any 

suspicions. Little by little, they brought their boat close up to 

the Philadelphia. Pretending they had lost their anchor in a 

storm, they asked and received permission to moor their boat 

to the frigate, so as to make it safe for the night.  

When all this was done, Decatur gave a signal, and the 

Americans, rushing out of their hiding places, scrambled up 

over the sides of the Philadelphia. There they had a short but 

fierce fight with the Tripolitans, who, in their terror of these 

bold Americans, finally jumped overboard and swam ashore.  

The powder was now brought from the vessel to the 

frigate, which was speedily set afire in many places. Then the 

Americans rushed back to their boat, and, cutting it loose, 

began to make their way out of the harbor. As they sailed 

away they beheld the Philadelphia wreathed in flames, and 

heard her heated guns go off one after another with a loud and 

solemn boom. These sounds were also heard by the Americans 

in their prison, and you may be sure they were proud of the 

daring of their friends.  

The Tripolitans, in the meantime, were stiff with 

amazement at seeing the vessel destroyed in their port, directly 

under their big guns; and before they thought of avenging 

themselves it was too late. Owing to their terror, Decatur got 

safely back to our fleet, where he gladly reported the complete 

success of his undertaking, which had not cost the life of a 

single man.  

This deed, which the great English admiral, Nelson, 

called "the most bold and daring act of the age," was soon 

followed by an attempt to bombard the city. Then there were 

five naval battles, in one of which Decatur narrowly escaped 

death at the hands of a Tripolitan pirate. But, although our 

vessels managed to do considerable harm to the enemy's navy, 

the war threatened to run on.  

CHAPTER XI 

DEATH OF SOMERS 

Knowing that the Tripolitans were short of powder, 

Richard Somers, an intimate friend of Decatur's, next 

suggested a plan to destroy the Tripolitan shipping by means 

of a floating mine. This idea was warmly welcomed, and great 

stores of powder, shot, and iron were placed on board 

Decatur's boat, the Intrepid. Then Somers solemnly warned 

the few men who were to go with him that he would blow up 

the boat, and all on board, rather than let the powder fall into 

the enemy's hands.  

In spite of this warning, many brave men volunteered, 

and one boy, rather than miss the honor of sharing the danger 

of the picked crew, hid himself on board the floating mine. At 

dusk, the Intrepid, manned by thirteen American heroes, 

entered the harbor of Tripoli.  

Meanwhile, the other Americans anxiously watched 

and listened to find out what would happen. When it was quite 

dark, and while they were hanging over the railing of the 

ships, they suddenly saw a little light flit about, as if carried by 

some one who was moving rapidly.  

A moment later there was a dazzling flash, which 

lighted up the whole harbor. It was quickly followed by a loud 

explosion, which shook all the houses in Tripoli and the 

vessels both in and out of the harbor. That was all; and 

although the Americans peered anxiously into the darkness, 

waiting for the return of their men, they never came back.  

On the next day, thirteen blackened bodies were 

washed up on shore, but no one has ever known exactly what 

happened. Some say the explosion was an accident, but others 

declare that Somers, seeing he was discovered before he could 

fulfill his object, blew up the vessel with his own hand.. His 
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heroic deed has always been greatly admired, and a monument 

has been erected in his honor on the western side of the 

Capitol at Washington.  

Somers's attempt to set fire to their ships, lack of 

ammunition, and the fact that, there was some trouble in the 

city, finally induced the Tripolitans to make a treaty of peace 

with the Americans in 18o5. All through the war our navy had 

behaved so well that the pope declared that the United States, 

although only thirty years old, had done more in two years to 

put an end to piracy than all the European states together in 

nearly three centuries.  

During the next seven years American shipping was 

left alone; but after the War of 1812, about which you will 

soon hear, the Barbary pirates, thinking the British had 

destroyed our navy, again began to attack our ships. They also 

ordered the American consul to leave Algiers, and he saved 

himself and family from slavery only by paying the dey 

twenty-seven thousand dollars.  

Once more the dey demanded tribute of our country, 

and as it was not paid as he wished, he declared war upon the 

United States in 1815. In reply to this declaration, Decatur, the 

hero of the war with, Tripoli, was again sent to the 

Mediterranean. He boldly forced his way into the bay of 

Algiers, where he threatened to shell the town if the dey did 

not surrender all his prisoners, pay for the damage he had done 

to American shipping, give up all future claim to tribute, and 

come in person on board the American flagship to sign a 

treaty.  

The dey tried for a while to get better terms, even 

hinting that he would gladly accept a tribute of powder instead 

of money. But although Decatur had only four sloops, four 

brigs, and one schooner wherewith to meet the pirates' strong 

navy, he firmly answered: "If you insist upon receiving 

powder as a tribute, you must expect to receive balls with it."  

This threat proved enough: The dey was forced to 

yield, and, coming aboard the flagship, he surrendered his 

prisoners and signed a treaty in 1815. To end the trouble with 

the Barbary pirates once for all, Decatur next visited Tunis and 

Tripoli, where, in less than two months' time, he forced the 

rulers to release their prisoners and promise never to harm 

Americans again. By this time the pirates had learned not to 

trifle any more with our country, nor have they dared to touch 

any of our ships since then.  

CHAPTER XII 

THE FIRST STEAMBOAT 

Our greatest trouble during Jefferson's rule was 

brought about by the war between France and Great Britain. 

The British did not want the French to have any food from 

abroad, and, hoping to starve them, said that no vessels should 

be allowed to enter French ports. The French, to take their 

revenge, then promptly decreed that no vessels should enter 

British ports. To make sure these orders should be obeyed, 

French ships stopped all American vessels to ask where they 

were going. The British did the same, and moreover, seized 

any men on board who were born in England, for they said: 

"Once an Englishman, always an Englishman."  

This, as you know, is not our way of looking at things. 

Americans declared that they had a right to trade with any 

country they pleased, and that a foreigner who had lived a 

certain number of years in the United States became a citizen 

of the country, if he chose to be so. Several quarrels on this 

subject had already arisen, when the British frigate Leopard 

suddenly chased and fired upon the American frigate 

Chesapeake.  

The American vessel, unprepared for war, was forced 

to strike her colors, after three men had been killed and 

eighteen wounded. Then the British boarded the vessel and, 
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carried off three American sailors, saying they were deserters 

from the British navy. This insult, added to many others,—for 

the British had seized about four hundred American ships and 

six thousand American sailors,—made Jefferson justly angry.  

Still, he decided not to declare war, for we had only 

twelve war ships to oppose to Britain's thousand. Our 

President, therefore, merely ordered all British vessels to leave 

American waters, and by his advice Congress forbade our 

ships visiting any foreign port. This law was called the 

"embargo," but most people preferred to spell that word 

backward, and said it was the "O grab me" Act.  

It put an end to commerce, and thereby caused such a 

loss to our people that it had to be repealed at the end of about 

a year. Instead, a law was passed allowing our ships to trade 

with every country except Great Britain and France. As we 

had depended upon the French and British for goods not made 

in our country, manufactories were now started to supply 

them, and thus our land developed new industries.  

 

 
 

THE DUEL BETWEEN BURR AND HAMILTON.  

Two great events happened in 1807. One was the 

downfall of Aaron Burr, the handsome and talented American 

who was Vice President during Jefferson's first term, and 

lacked but one vote of being President in his stead. But Burr 

was, unfortunately, a man of no principle. He quarreled with 

Hamilton, and killed him in a duel, although Hamilton 

discharged his pistol in the air rather than injure Burr. As 

people ceased to approve of him after this duel, Burr made use 

of his talents to win rich friends. With their aid, he tried to 

seize New Orleans, intending to make it the capital of a 

kingdom of Louisiana. But his plans were discovered, and he 

was caught and tried for treason.  

 

 
 

THE CLERMONT  

Many people knew that Burr was guilty, but though his 

friends were ruined by him, no real proofs of his guilt were 

secured, and he was set free. Still, the rest of his life was spent 

in poverty and disgrace; for while a few persons still believed 

in him, the greater part of the nation respected him as little as 

Benedict Arnold, for he, too, had betrayed his country.  

The other event of 1807 was the completion of Fulton's 

steamboat. The United States was growing so fast that a 

quicker and easier way of traveling had become very 

necessary. Fulton and others had already been working at this 

invention more than twenty years. In spite of many failures, 

they kept on, until Fulton finally built the Clermont. It was 

advertised to sail up the Hudson River, and, as it was a great 
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curiosity, a big crowd collected to see it start. Nearly all the 

spectators made fun of it, declaring it would never go, and 

when it did set out they wonderingly cried: "She moves! she 

moves!"  

Not only did the boat move, but it went up to Albany in 

thirty-two hours—a rate of speed which seemed so great then 

that people could hardly believe it either possible or safe. Still, 

before long Fulton's boat made regular trips up and down the 

stream. For a short time it was the only successful steamboat 

in our country, but two years later others were plying along the 

Delaware and Raritan rivers and on Lake Champlain.  

In 1811, the first steamboat went from Pittsburg to 

New Orleans, creating a great sensation all along its way. 

Although vessels without sails or oars were a surprise to all, 

they especially amazed the negroes and Indians. Indeed, we 

are told that when the first steamboat was seen on Lake 

Michigan, the savages called it "Walk in the Water." Some of 

them, too, actually believed a joker who told them it was 

drawn by a team of trained sturgeons!  

CHAPTER XIII 

THE GERRYMANDER 

In 1808 the time came for a new presidential election; 

but as Jefferson, like Washington, refused to serve a third 

term, another man had to be chosen. Of course, different 

candidates were suggested by the two principal political 

parties, which, as you know, were then called Federalists and 

Republicans.  

Then there was, as there always is, a time of great 

excitement, until it was decided that James Madison was to be 

the fourth President of the United States. He had been, as you 

may remember, so active in the Constitutional Convention that 

he had earned the title of "Father of the Constitution." Besides 

that, he had served his country in many other ways, and had 

been secretary of state under Jefferson.  

A quiet and courteous man, he was so fond of peace 

that his enemies once said "he could not be kicked into a 

fight." Still, in spite of the genial nature which won the hearts 

of all who knew him, Madison soon showed that when war 

could no longer be avoided, he could be trusted to uphold the 

honor of the nation. It was on account of his firmness, as well 

as of his gentleness, that Madison was reelected and allowed 

to serve as President a second term.  

 

 
 

GERRYMANDER  

At about this time, Elbridge Gerry, governor of 

Massachusetts, helped in changing the voting districts of his 

state in such a way as to make sure that most of the state 

senators would continue to be Republicans. To do this, some 

of the Federalist districts were cut in two and added to others, 

where Republican voters were found in large numbers.  

The map of one of these newly arranged districts was 

hung up in the office of a newspaper editor, and the changed 
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parts were brightly colored, to call people's attention to what 

had been done. One day, an American painter, Gilbert Stuart, 

came into this office. He saw the map, and laughed at the 

queer shape of the new district. Being an artist, he quickly saw 

that it looked like a monster, and, seizing a pencil, he added a 

head, wings, claws, and a tail.  

Turning to the editor, he then exclaimed: "There, that 

will do for a salamander!" The editor, who disliked Gerry, and 

knew the unfair change was his work, quickly answered, 

"Salamander! Call it Gerrymander!"  This queer word struck 

people's fancy, and ever since then gerrymandering has been 

used to express any change in district boundaries which is 

made to help one party unfairly. As for the picture, copies of it 

were sent everywhere, and when the voters saw what had been 

done, and heard that Gerry had allowed it, they ceased to 

respect him as much as before. Although one of the signers of 

the Declaration of Independence, and once Vice President of 

the United States, Gerry is now best known for this one unjust 

deed.  

 

 
 

BATTLE OF TIPPECANOE  

It was during President Madison's first term that war 

broke out. Ever since the beginning of the Revolutionary War, 

the British had secretly excited the Indians against the 

Americans. This was easy to do, because the Indians were 

already angry at the rapid advance of the settlers. In 1800, so 

many Americans had gone to live in the Northwest Territory 

that it was cut in two. Three years later, one part of it became 

the state of Ohio, while the rest was called Indiana Territory. 

Although the white men had paid the Indians for part of this 

land, the red men would not give it up. They were encouraged 

in behaving so by the British, and, led by their chief, 

Tecumseh, they prepared for war. But the governor of Indiana 

Territory was William Henry Harrison, son of one of the 

signers of the Declaration of Independence. He was very 

brave, and, meeting the Indians at Tippecanoe, in 1811, he 

won a great victory over them.  

CHAPTER XIV 

THE WAR OF 1812 

The people in the West agreed with those along the 

seaboard, in 1812, that it was now time to prove to Great 

Britain that they would no longer submit patiently to insult and 

unfairness. So, after all means had been vainly tried to bring 

about an honorable peace, the "War Congress" directed 

Madison to begin fighting.  

As this struggle began and ended while Madison was 

President, you will often hear it called "Mr. Madison's War;" 

and because its object was to win commercial freedom for our 

country, it is also known as the "Second War of 

Independence." When it began, three armies were sent out to 

invade Canada, and punish the British agents there, who had 

bribed the Indians to rebel. These three armies were to attack 

Canada at different points; but the first, under Governor Hull 

of Michigan, soon retreated to Detroit. There, instead of 

defending the place bravely, Hull surrendered without firing a 

shot. But this surrender made his soldiers so angry that he was 
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never allowed to command again. It has since been said, 

however, that Hull yielded only because he fancied the British 

force larger, and feared lest the Indians with them would kill 

all their prisoners.  

General Harrison, who took Hull's place, started to 

recover Detroit, but on the way thither part of his troops were 

conquered by a large force of British and Indians on the Raisin 

River. Here the Indians were allowed to kill and scalp their 

prisoners of, war. This act of cruelty so angered the Americans 

that the cry: "Remember the Raisin!" was ever after the signal 

for desperate fighting on their part. The British not only held 

Detroit, but, becoming masters of all Michigan, soon pushed 

on into northern Ohio. But there they met patriots who would 

not yield, and who managed to defend Forts Meigs and 

Stephenson against forces three times larger than their own.  

In the meantime, the two other armies were just as 

unlucky; for while one was beaten at Queenstown, the other 

did not dare obey orders and venture across the frontier.  

Still, while these mishaps were taking place on land, 

our little navy was doing wonders at sea. Fighting pirates in 

the Mediterranean had been good training for our sailors, and 

the vessels which the British seamen scornfully called "fir-

built things with a bit of striped bunting at their masthead 

"were soon to show the enemy what they could do.  

The most famous American frigate at that time was the 

Constitution, which came out safely from so many hard fights 

that she earned the nickname of "Old Ironsides." When war 

began, the Constitution  had just come home. In her first cruise 

she fell in with a British squadron, and as she could not face 

several ships at once she tried to get away.  

Now, you know sailboats depend upon the wind, and 

when there is none, they remain almost in the same spot. The 

wind having suddenly gone down, the American frigate and 

British fleet lay close together. The American officer was 

Captain Isaac Hull, a nephew of the man who surrendered to 

the British at Detroit. He was a very clever seaman, and, 

hoping to save his ship, he launched her small boats and had 

her towed along by his sailors. The British could not at first 

discover how the Constitution  was handled, but as soon as 

they saw how it was done, they followed Hull's example. The 

pursuit went on so for about twenty-four hours; then a storm 

arose, and, taking advantage of it, the Constitution escaped.  

A few months later, the Constitution  left Boston to go 

in search of the Guerriere, a British vessel whose captain had 

boasted that "a few broadsides from England's wooden walls 

would drive the paltry striped bunting from the ocean." After 

capturing several merchant ships, Hull met the Guerriere.  

 

 
 

THE CONSTITUTION AND THE GUERRIERE  

His men were so eager to begin fighting that he had 

some trouble in keeping them quiet until they got very close to 
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the enemy. Then Hull cried: "Now, boys, pour it into them! 

The men obeyed with such spirit that fifteen minutes later the 

Guerriere  was nearly disabled. But the Constitution  was by 

that time afire, for the British officer Dacres had been fighting 

with great courage, too.  

The two ships tried to get close enough to board each 

other, but the sea was too rough to permit their doing so. Hull, 

having put out the fire on his ship, sent a cannon ball which 

broke the mainmast of the Guerriere  and left it quite helpless. 

He then sent one of his officers to the British frigate to ask if it 

was ready to surrender.  

The American officer, addressing Captain Dacres, said: 

"Commodore Hull's compliments, and he wishes to know if 

you have struck your flag." The British officer, who hated to 

confess he was beaten, would not at first give a direct answer; 

but when the officer threatened to resume the battle, he slowly 

said: "Well, I don't know; our mizzenmast is gone, our 

mainmast is gone, so, upon the whole, you may say we 

have  struck our flag."  

Not only was his ship helpless and riddled with cannon 

balls, but about seventy of his men were killed or wounded. 

The Americans took possession of the ship, and finding it was 

too much damaged to be of any use, they removed all their 

prisoners to the Constitution. Then the Guerriere  was set afire 

and blown up.  

Captain Hull, who had won such a brilliant victory, 

was a very stout man. As was the fashion of the time, he wore 

a tight pair of breeches. We are told that in the excitement of 

the battle he made a quick motion, which split them from top 

to bottom. But, in spite of that uncomfortable accident, he 

staid on deck until the Guerriere  surrendered, before going 

below to change his garments.  

The naval victory won by Hull made his name known 

throughout our whole country. It is because he was such a hero 

in the War of 1812 that his tomb in Laurel Hill Cemetery, in 

Philadelphia, is still often visited.  

This same Captain Hull was a very generous man; he 

proved it by giving up the Constitution, so that his brother 

officers could have a chance to win honors with it too. Captain 

Bainbridge, who next commanded it, soon after won a great 

victory over the Java, another British frigate, which was also 

destroyed.  

The Constitution  was in many a fight all through the 

War of 1812, and afterwards in the Mediterranean. It won so 

many victories that all Americans felt proud of it. Many poems 

have been written about it, and the most famous of all is by 

Oliver Wendell Holmes. He wrote it when our government 

first talked of taking the old and almost useless war ship to 

pieces. When the Americans read this poem, they all felt that it 

would be a shame to lay a finger upon the vessel, and made 

such an outcry that it was kept as a school-ship.  

CHAPTER XV 

"DON'T GIVE UP THE SHIP" 

Several other naval battles took place during the War 

of 1812. One of the most famous of these was a duel between 

Captain James Lawrence's ship, the Chesapeake, and the 

British frigate Shannon. The Chesapeake  had just come back 

from the Cape Verde Islands, and had lost a mast in a storm. 

The crew, numbering many foreign sailors, was therefore sure 

the ship was "unlucky; "but when the British captain sent 

Lawrence a challenge to come out and fight, he sailed out of 

Boston harbor without delay.  

Lawrence was very brave, and had taken part in many 

a fight since he had helped Decatur destroy the 

Philadelphia  in the harbor of Tripoli; besides, he had sunk the 

British vessel, the Peacock, only a short time before. His ship 
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soon met the English frigate, and the battle began shortly 

before nightfall. Twelve minutes later the Chesapeake  was 

unmanageable, but Lawrence called his men to board the 

enemy. They did not obey very quickly, and before the order 

could be repeated, Lawrence was mortally wounded by a 

musket ball. As his men carried him below, he cried: "Tell the 

men to fire faster, and not to give up the ship; fight her till she 

sinks."  

 

 
 

'DON'T GIVE UP THE SHIP!'  

In spite of these brave words, Lawrence's ship had to 

surrender, but his heroic cry has never been forgotten; and 

whenever people seem discouraged or ready to give up trying, 

we still urge them on by Lawrence's cry: "Don't give up the 

ship."  

The captive Chesapeake  was taken to Halifax, where 

Lawrence and his brave officer Ludlow both breathed their 

last. But their remains were finally brought to New York, 

where they rest under the same monument in Trinity 

churchyard.  

Although the British navy was so much larger than 

ours, it had suffered so much in encounters with our vessels 

that this first victory caused extravagant joy in England. 

Captain Broke of the Shannon  was loaded with honors, and 

the people of his native county, Suffolk, gave him a beautiful 

silver plate, in the center of which the two vessels are shown.  

Not long after the death of Lawrence, Oliver H. Perry, 

a young naval officer on Lake Erie, sailed out to meet a British 

squadron with his nine small and roughly built vessels. Perry, 

who had never been in a real naval battle before, finding 

himself face to face with one of Nelson's officers, determined 

to do his best. As the enemy began fighting, he boldly unfurled 

a blue flag, upon which was written, in big white letters, 

Lawrence's famous words, "Don't give up the ship."  

 

 
 

PERRY LEAVING THE LAWRENCE.  

This was the signal for the Americans to begin. With a 

wild cheer they joined in the fight, serving their guns with 

great energy, until their principal vessel, the Lawrence, was 

completely disabled. But although the Lawrence  could not go 

on fighting, Perry was not yet ready to stop. He left the 

shattered vessel, with four seamen and his young brother, and 
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in spite of a rain of cannon balls, carried his flag to another 

ship. Then, instead of surrendering, as the enemy expected, he 

continued the famous battle.  

Lake Erie with such energy that eight minutes later the 

enemy's flagship struck her colors, and Perry was master of the 

inland sea.  

Hoping to cheer his countrymen, he quickly wrote this 

message on the back of an old letter, the only paper at hand: 

"We have met the enemy, and they are ours—two ships, two 

brigs, one schooner, and one sloop." At nine o'clock that same 

evening he came back in triumph to the harbor he had left that 

morning, and ever since then his name has been famous. It is 

because he won such a great victory that all Americans honor 

him, and that two monuments have been erected for him, one 

in Cleveland, Ohio, and the other in Newport, Rhode Island.  

Thanks to the victory of Lake Erie, Perry could take 

Harrison's soldiers over into Canada. Here they fought the 

battle of the Thames, beating the British and Indians, and 

killing the dreaded Tecumseh. This chief, as you may 

remember, was the principal leader of the Indians, so when he 

fell they were ready to give up the struggle.  

Before dying in Canada, however, Tecumseh had gone 

south to stir up the Creek Indians in Alabama. As they did not 

seem inclined to rebel, they made Tecumseh very angry. He 

finally cried.: "Your blood is white. You have taken my red 

sticks and my talk, but you do not mean to fight. I know the 

reason; you do not believe the Great Spirit has sent me. You 

shall believe it! I will leave directly and go straight to Detroit. 

When I get there, I will stamp my foot upon the ground and 

shake down every house in Toockabatcha!" The Indians, 

somewhat awed by this threat, counted the days after his 

departure, and when an earthquake took place one night 

shortly after, they rushed wildly out of their dwellings, crying: 

"Tecumseh is at Detroit; we feel the stamp of his foot!"  

After this, and the appearance of a comet which also 

terrified them, they no longer dared disobey Tecumseh's 

orders, and, rising up, they murdered the garrison at Fort 

Mimms. To punish them for this cruel massacre of men, 

women, and children, General Jackson soon after met and 

defeated the Creeks at Horseshoe Bend. So many savages 

were slain in this battle that the rest were glad to lay down 

their arms and beg for peace.  

In 1813, a British fleet began ravaging our coast, 

landing here and there to do damage. Thus they set fire to 

towns and shipping, robbed churches, and behaved 

everywhere with great cruelty. But although the enemy 

ravaged the Southern coast, they spared New England, 

because they thought the Northern states might yet offer to 

rejoin England.  

Disappointed in this, the next year they ravaged the 

coast both north and south, until commerce came to a 

standstill. The Americans, perceiving that their beacons served 

only as guides to the British, ceased to light them every night 

as before.  

A British force landed in Scituate, Massachusetts, 

intending to set fire to the shipping. All the men were away, 

but we are told that two quick-witted girls managed to frighten 

off the enemy by seizing a fife and drum, and hiding behind a 

sand bank. There they cleverly beat the drum and played the 

fife, beginning very softly and then playing louder and louder. 

The British, fancying that a large force was coming, beat a 

hasty retreat before this "army of two."  

During the War of 1812, an inspector of army supplies 

at Troy marked all the boxes and bales with the initials of the 

contractors and the letters "U. S." Of course the latter meant 

that the goods belonged to the United States government. But 

as the inspector was known as "Uncle Sam" by every one in 

town, and as he took a great interest in the army, a joker said 

that he always put his own initials on every parcel to let the 
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Troy soldiers know he had not forgotten them and was sending 

them food and clothing.  

The Troy soldiers repeated this joke until it was known 

by all the army, and the men got in the habit of calling the 

government "Uncle Sam" instead of "United States." This 

custom soon spread beyond the army, and gave rise to the 

funny picture which you will often see, dressed in garments 

cut after the fashion of 1812, but striped and starred like our 

national flag. Thus, while in poetry and art our country is 

generally personified by Columbia or Liberty, in politics and 

prose it is more often represented as "Uncle Sam."  

CHAPTER XVI 

THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER 

Two exciting engagements took place in the North, in 

1814. One was the battle of Lundys Lane, or Niagara, so near 

the falls of that name that the roar of the water rose above the 

din of battle. Here, one of the officers under General Scott 

pointed out a battery to Colonel Miller, asking him if he could 

take it. The young officer modestly said: "I'll try, sir;" and, 

marching fearlessly on, tried to such good purpose that the 

battery was taken, and a victory won soon after. Still, as the 

British recovered possession of the battlefield on the next day, 

both nations claim the victory at Lundys Lane.  

Another American force, tinder Macdonough, 

encountered the British on Lake Champlain. We are told that 

the first shot fired by the British in this battle broke a chicken 

coop on one of the American vessels. A rooster, thus freed 

from his cage, flew out, and, perching on the rigging, flapped 

his wings, crowing defiantly. The American sailors, delighted 

with the rooster's spirit, laughed and cheered, saying that they 

too meant to crow over their foes. They went into battle with 

such vigor after this little episode that they soon won a 

brilliant victory.  

But while our forces were thus winning laurels in the 

North, a great misfortune had happened farther south. The 

British fleet, sailing up Chesapeake Bay, landed soldiers, who 

suddenly appeared near Washington and defeated the raw 

American troops at Bladensburg. Hearing of this, and knowing 

the British would soon be masters of the capital, the people 

fled.  

 

 
 

LUNDY'S LANE  

Beautiful Dolly Madison, the President's wife, alone 

retained enough presence of mind to carry off the Declaration 

of Independence and a fine portrait of Washington. But she 

escaped only at the last minute, leaving her dinner table all 

decked for a party she intended to give that evening.  

The British, marching into the deserted city, swarmed 

into the Capitol, and, after breaking all the windows, seized 

torches and set fire to the "harbor of the democrats." Next, 

they went to the White House, where they gayly ate the dinner 

prepared for the President's guests. When their hunger had 

been satisfied, the soldiers rambled all over the house, sacking 

and ruining everything, and finally setting fire to the building.  
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Indeed, they destroyed all the public buildings except 

the Patent Office. They spared this place only because the man 

in charge convinced them that it held the records and models 

of inventions which had been made for the benefit of all 

mankind, and not for the Americans alone:  

The burning of the public buildings at Washington was 

not approved of by the greater part of the English people, 

although their government praised the commanders Ross and 

Cockburn for what they had done. Indeed, it ordered that the 

former should have a monument in Westminster Abbey, where 

the best and greatest Englishmen are laid at rest.  

It is said that the British thus destroyed our costly 

buildings to avenge the burning of Newark, a village in 

Canada. Others claim that they did it because York (Toronto) 

had been taken and ruined by the Americans some time before. 

However this may be, the fact remains that many priceless 

relics were thus lost, together with many important state 

papers.  

Not content with burning Washington, the British next 

attacked Baltimore, where they shelled Fort McHenry for 

more than twenty-four hours. When their ships first drew near 

the fort, some Americans came on board with a flag of truce, 

to arrange for an exchange of prisoners. But fearing that these 

men would betray their plans, the British held them, and it was 

from the enemy's vessels that they saw the whole battle.  

One of these Americans, the poet and patriot Francis S. 

Key, stood there, anxiously watching his country's flag, to see 

whether the fort would surrender. But although hidden by 

smoke from time to time, the flag waved proudly on all day, 

and when the sun rose on the morrow it still greeted his 

delighted eyes. This sight filled Key's heart with such joy and 

pride that he then and there wrote the words of one of our most 

famous national songs, "The Star-Spangled Banner."  

The British, seeing their cannon had had no effect upon 

Fort McHenry, finally sailed away, allowing the Americans to 

go back to land. The song which Key had composed was 

printed without delay, and before long it was sung everywhere. 

Now it is familiar to every citizen of the United States, and is 

sung on every national festival.  

Although a treaty of peace was being arranged with 

Great Britain, a British army under General Pakenham now set 

out to seize New Orleans and Louisiana. But when this officer 

landed near the mouth of the Mississippi, he found General 

Jackson there ready to meet him. And when a British officer 

loudly boasted that he would eat his Christmas dinner in New 

Orleans, Jackson coolly said: "Perhaps so; but I shall have the 

honor of presiding at that dinner." Thus, you see, Jackson 

expected to take him prisoner.  

The American troops, fewer in numbers than the 

British army, stood behind a rampart made of cotton bales and 

mud, waiting for the enemy. Shortly before the battle a young 

officer asked Jackson: "May I go to town to-day?" The general 

quietly-answered: "Of course you may go; but ought you to 

go?" This reminder of duty was enough, and the young man 

went back to his post to fight At the first shots, the cotton in 

the ramparts caught fire, so the Americans had to tumble over 

their cotton walls, and await their foes behind little heaps of 

mud four or five feet high.  

The British now advanced in admirable order. As they 

drew near, Jackson rode slowly along his line, encouraging his 

men and saying: "Stand to your guns. Don't waste your 

ammunition. See that every shot tells." The Americans, 

therefore, took careful aim, and when Jackson cried, "Give it 

to them, boys! Let us finish the business to-day," their firing 

proved so deadly that whole rows of dead soldiers lay upon the 

ground. Still, the enemy marched steadily on, encouraged by 

the loud music of a little drummer boy perched up in a tree, 

but they were driven back again and again. The hot fire of the 

Americans slew Pakenham and many officers, and killed or 

wounded about a fifth of the British army, while the American 

loss was trifling. But had there been an Atlantic cable in those 
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days, this battle of New Orleans (January, 1815) need never 

have been fought, for peace had been signed in Europe a few 

days before it took place. Henry Clay expected to go to 

England as ambassador, and when he heard how bravely our 

men had fought at New Orleans he joyfully cried: "Now I can 

go to England without mortification."  

 

 
 

BATTLE OF NEW ORLEANS  

The news of the treaty of Ghent (1814) reached 

Washington just nine days after the tidings of the victory at 

New Orleans. Although no mention was made of boarding 

ships, seizing sailors, or exciting the Indians, the war and 

treaty put an end to most of those things.  

In the War of 1812 the United States won the right to 

trade as it pleased, and proved to England that its rights had to 

be respected, and that our men were as brave on land as on 

sea. But the war cost many lives on both sides, and greatly 

increased our national debt, which, in 1816, when our Union 

counted nineteen states, amounted to about one hundred and 

twenty-seven million dollars.  

CHAPTER XVII 

CLINTON'S "BIG DITCH" 

Madison was succeeded, in 1817, by President James 

Monroe, who took his oath on the ruins of the Capitol. As he 

gazed at the foundations, which were quite unharmed, he said 

that they reminded him of the Union, which was as firm as 

ever, in spite of all that had happened.  

The war being over, a period of peace and prosperity 

set in for our country. Instead of fighting, people devoted all 

their energies to tilling the soil, working in the new 

manufactories, and building towns and roads. War having 

ceased in Europe also, people in America no longer sided for 

or against the French or the British, and all quarrels on that 

subject were so entirely forgotten that this period of time has 

been called the "era of good feeling."  

Monroe did not have nearly so many cares as the 

Presidents who came before him, and had leisure to travel. He 

therefore decided to make a tour of the Eastern and Northern 

states, so as to inspect forts and harbors, and see how the 

people were thriving in different parts of the country. As he 

had taken part in the Revolutionary War, still wore his 

uniform, and was a general favorite, he was warmly received 

everywhere, and the signs of industry and prosperity which he 

saw on all sides greatly pleased him.  

The United States, having been cut off from commerce 

with Europe for some time, had learned to depend more upon 

itself. Cotton and woolen mills had been built, discoveries of 

coal had given a new start to the iron trade, and American wits 

were hard at work over many new inventions. Among other 

things, matches now took the place of flint and steel, and when 

people wanted to light a fire in a hurry, they no longer needed 

to run into a neighbor's house for hot coals.  
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New roads were made in many directions, bridges were 

built over rivers and brooks, and the National Pike or 

Cumberland Road made traveling easy between the "Potomac 

and Ohio rivers. Stagecoaches now ran regularly between the 

principal cities, and steamboats began to appear on all the 

large lakes and rivers.  

 

 
 

CLINTON BEGINS THE ERIE CANAL.  

Along the roads and down the rivers an endless stream 

of boats and wagons was going westward, where land could be 

bought so cheap that many emigrants hastened thither to 

secure farms. People declared that water ways binding 

together lakes and rivers would be a great improvement, so 

Governor Clinton of New York (1817) dug the first shovelful 

of dirt for a canal which was to connect Lake Erie and the 

Hudson.  

As the work had all to be done by hand, people made 

great fun of Clinton's "big ditch," declaring it would never be 

finished. But Clinton's men went calmly on, and after eight 

years of patient toil his canal was ready. Starting from Buffalo 

with a party of friends, Clinton sailed all along the new canal 

to Albany, and thence to New York by the Hudson. When he 

left Buffalo, a salute was fired, and cannons, stationed all 

along the road every few miles, boomed forth the great piece 

of news one after another, thus telegraphing it to New York in 

about eighty minutes.  

 

 
 

AN OLD STAGECOACH  

It took Clinton much longer than that, however, to 

reach the ocean, for canal travel is very slow. Besides, he had 

to stop and listen to many speeches on his way. When he 

finally reached New York Bay, he solemnly poured a keg of 

Lake Erie water into the Atlantic, to celebrate "the marriage of 

Lake Erie and the ocean," which were now connected by an 

unbroken water way. This was a grand day for New York city, 

and the people cheered until they were hoarse, for they could 

now send merchandise to the Western farmers, and receive 

their produce in exchange, for about one tenth of the sum it 

had cost before.  

During Monroe's two terms as President, another great 

change took place. As there were places where steam boats 

could not go, and as stages seemed too slow, people began to 

talk of building passenger railroads. For more than two 
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hundred years the English had used roughly built railroads to 

carry coal and other heavy materials short distances. In the 

year 1804 the first steam railroad was built in England, but it 

was a very imperfect one, the speed being only five miles an 

hour.  

A short railroad to carry earth for grading streets had 

been built in Boston in 1807, where the cars were drawn by 

horses or mules. This was the first attempt at a railway in 

America, although one of our citizens had said in 1804: "The 

time will come when a steam carriage will set out from 

Washington in the morning, the passengers will breakfast at 

Baltimore, dine at Philadelphia, and sup at New York."  

 

 
 

EARLY PASSENGER TRAIN.  

This prophecy seemed very wild to the people who 

heard it, but it soon came true. Now railroad travel is much 

faster than it was at first, so that one can easily breakfast in 

Washington, and still have half a day to spend in New York. 

Besides, people no longer need to stop for their meals, as the 

trains are provided with comfortable dining cars.  

Soon after this prediction, the inventor John Stevens 

began making experiments with steam railroads, and in 1826 

he built a small model road at Hoboken, in New Jersey. This 

attempt was laughed at just like the steam-boat and canal, but 

people soon ceased to make fun when they saw how useful it 

would be. In fact, during the next five years orders were given 

for the building of several passenger and freight railroads, 

although the cars on them were at first to be drawn by horses 

instead of steam engines.  

The most joyful event during Monroe's time was a visit 

from the Marquis de Lafayette, who was well known to all 

because he had come over from France to America to help 

Washington resist Great Britain during the Revolutionary War. 

After fighting bravely till our independence was won, 

Lafayette had gone back to France to struggle for freedom 

there, and had been a prisoner in Austria for five years. Now, 

however, he was again free, so in 1824 our Congress invited 

him to make this country a visit.  

As the whole nation longed to honor its guest, his visit 

was a long series of banquets and festivities of all kinds. 

People gave him so warm a welcome that his tour through the 

twenty-four states was like a long triumphal march.  

Such was the anxiety to meet him, shake his hand, or 

win some token of his regard, that people constantly crowded 

around him. We are even told that a foolish lady, hearing he 

had kissed a little girl, gushingly cried: "If Lafayette had 

kissed me, I would never have washed my face again!" Since 

she was so silly, it was very fortunate that Lafayette did not 

kiss her, was it not?  

Lafayette visited all the principal cities in our country, 

laid the corner stone of the Bunker Hill Monument, heard 

Daniel Webster's famous speech on that occasion, and finally 

made a pilgrimage to the tomb of his friend at Mount Vernon. 

There he entered the vault alone, kissed the marble coffin, and 

doubtless thought how happy he would have been could he 

only have gazed once more on the strong, good face of his 

fatherly friend.  

On all sides Lafayette beheld great changes, for instead 

of the three million inhabitants of Revolutionary times, our 

country now had ten million. Besides, our wealth and territory 

had greatly increased, and, instead of occupying only a small 

strip along the Atlantic, the United States stretched from that 

ocean to the Rocky Mountains. Lafayette not only received 

many honors, but Congress gave him $200,000 and a fine tract 

of land in reward for his services to the nation.  
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LAFAYETTE'S STATUE AT WASHINGTON  

When his visit was finished, and he wanted to return to 

France, he was sent home on a new man-of-war, which in his 

honor was called the Brandywine, because in the 

Revolutionary War he had been wounded in the battle of that 

name. When Lafayette died he was buried in a little cemetery 

near Paris, where Americans often go to visit the grave of the 

man who was Washington's dearest friend. It is because he 

was Washington's friend, and because he was brave, honest, 

and noble, that every one admires him. As he helped us in our 

time of greatest need, Americans have always wished to do 

him honor, and that is the reason why you will often see 

pictures and statues representing him.  

CHAPTER XVIII 

MORE LAND BOUGHT 

Monroe was so good a man that Jefferson once said in 

speaking of him: "If his soul were turned inside out, not a spot 

would be found on it." Still, you must not imagine that he was 

a weak man. Before his time as President was ended, he had to 

show that, while he was gentle and genial, he could also be 

very firm.  

The Creek Indians, whom Tecumseh had roused to 

war, had been driven into Florida by Jackson. But they fancied 

that as they had made war to please the British, the latter 

would arrange, in the treaty of Ghent, that their lands in 

Alabama should be given back to them. Great Britain did 

nothing of the kind, however, and when the Creeks saw that 

they had been forgotten, they came over the border to take 

their lands by force.  

The Creeks and their allies, the Seminoles, murdered 

some white settlers, so Monroe sent troops southward to bring 

them to order. The leader of this force, General Jackson, was 

such a hard fighter that he soon drove the Indians back into 

Florida. There, finding the Spaniards had helped them, he 

burned a few small towns, and killed two English traders, who 

had also helped the Indians.  

This might have made trouble, for the United State, 

was just then trying to agree with Great Britain about our 

frontiers. Still, the work went smoothly on, until part of the 

northern boundary of the United States (that is, of the 

Louisiana purchase) was fixed as the 49th parallel of latitude, 

from the Lake of the Woods to the top of the Rocky 

Mountains, It was also decided that the Oregon country, then a 

large tract of wild woodland reaching from these mountains to 
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the Pacific, should be jointly occupied by Americans and 

British for the next ten years.  

The following year, the United States made a treaty 

with Spain; which, for the sum of five millions, sold us East 

and West Florida (1819). Then our eastern sea-coast extended 

from the St. Croix River, in Maine, all along the Atlantic 

Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico to the Sabine River. The same 

treaty decided that the boundary- between Mexico and our 

country should be formed by parts of the Sabine, Red; and. 

Arkansas rivers, and the 42nd parallel to the Pacific Ocean.  

Spain was very glad to secure five million dollars just 

then, because the South American colonies had revolted and 

ceased to supply her with funds. Some of the principal 

European kings were so afraid that their states would soon 

follow the example of South America and set up republics too, 

that they made an agreement to help each other, and even to 

force the South American republics to submit again to Spain.  

When Monroe heard of this agreement, or Holy 

Alliance, he said that, while the United States did not mean to 

meddle in European quarrels, we should no longer allow any 

European power to meddle in American affairs. The American 

continent was for Americans only, and no part of it could ever 

be seized by any one else.  

When the Holy Alliance heard of this statement, which 

is known in our history as the "Monroe Doctrine"(1823), it no 

longer dared carry out its plans; for Great Britain sided with us 

against it. The Emperor of Russia, who had been trying to 

secure more land along the Pacific coast, felt so sure that the 

Monroe Doctrine would be upheld, that he consented to sign a 

treaty, whereby he promised never to claim anything on this 

continent but Alaska, or Russian America, as it was then 

called.  

The United States had changed greatly during these 

years. Before the Revolution, negro slaves had been owned in 

all the states. As slaves were not needed in the North, where 

every one worked, and as many people thought that the 

colored race had as much right as the white to be free, one 

Northern state after another abolished or put an end to slavery 

within its limits.  

But it was different in the South. The climate there was 

so warm, and often so moist, that it was thought negroes only 

could thrive as laborers. The planters, therefore, bought many 

slaves to cultivate their rice, cotton, indigo, sugar, and tobacco 

plantations. As white men refused to work side by side with 

the slaves, the latter soon came to form the whole working 

class in the South. When the Constitution was signed, both 

slave and free states formed part of our Union, so it was settled 

that the western land north of the Ohio should be cut up into 

free states, while that south of the river should form slave 

states.  

When Jefferson bought the Louisiana territory, both 

parties wanted to have their own way in the new land. But as 

the people at New Orleans were slaveholders, the first state 

formed, called Louisiana, asked and was allowed to come into 

the Union as a slave state, in 1812.  

Later on, when our Union consisted of eleven free and 

eleven slave states, Missouri asked to join the Union as a slave 

state, too. To please both parties, and end quarrels in Congress 

which every day became more bitter, it was finally agreed that 

Maine should be separated from Massachusetts and come into 

the Union as a free state, while Missouri entered as a slave 

state. But, at the same time, it was also decided that in all the 

rest of the Louisiana territory north of the parallel 36° 30', 

slavery should never be allowed. This law is called the 

"Missouri Compromise "(1820), and was favored by Henry 

Clay, a great Southern orator.  

While the Missouri Compromise did not exactly suit 

any one, it stopped serious trouble on the subject of slavery for 

about thirty years. Still, the Southerners thought they had been 

unfairly treated, and they found fault with Clay for supporting 

the Compromise. Indeed, some were so angry that they even 
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refused to vote for him when he became a candidate for the 

presidency. Of course this was a disappointment for him, but 

he rightly felt that his nickname of the "Great 

Pacificator"(peacemaker) was far nobler than any other, and 

once said: "I would rather be right than be President."  

CHAPTER XIX 

JACKSON STORIES 

The sixth President was John Quincy Adams, son of 

Washington's successor. He was a good and learned man, but 

his election had to be decided by the House of 

Representatives, as neither he nor any of his three rivals 

received a majority of the electoral votes.  

During his term, in 1826, on the fiftieth anniversary of 

independence, while joyful bells proclaimed the nation's 

"Jubilee," two old men quietly passed away. They had been 

friends, then rivals and foes, but were now at peace. In spite of 

suffering, both were conscious of the day, of which one of 

them, John Adams of Massachusetts, had said, in 1776, that it 

"ought to be solemnized with pomp and parade, with shows, 

games, sports, guns, bells, bonfires, and illuminations, from 

one end of this continent to the other, from this time forward 

forevermore."  

Ever since then he had always helped to celebrate the 

glorious anniversary, and, thinking of his old friend, he now 

murmured: "Thomas Jefferson still survives." But Adams was 

mistaken. A few moments before, Thomas Jefferson had 

passed away at Monticello, in Virginia, his last words being: 

"This is the fourth day of July."  

It was during John Quincy Adams's rule that the Erie 

Canal was opened, and work was begun on the Baltimore and 

Ohio Railroad. A great crowd assembled to witness the 

ceremony of breaking ground for it, and when John Carroll of 

Carrollton took up the first sod, he solemnly said: "I consider 

this among the most important acts of my life, second only to 

that of signing the Declaration of Independence."  

 

 
 

MONITCELLO, JEFFERSON'S HOME.  

Among the bystanders were educated men, who 

foresaw what an advantage railroads would be to our country. 

But there were ignorant ones also, who doubtless shook their 

heads and asked foolish questions. Indeed, we are told that a 

farmer in England once scornfully asked Stephenson, the 

inventor of the locomotive, what would happen were a cow to 

get in front of it? To the farmer's amazement, the engineer 

simply answered, "Well, it would be very bad for the cow!"  

Every state now wanted roads, railroads, and canals, 

and there was much discussion as to whether the states or the 

national government should pay for all these improvements. 

Besides questions of roads and canals, new political questions 

also arose, and people began to say that those who helped a 

man to become President ought to receive some reward for 

their efforts. The reward they wanted was some government 

position, and this forced each new President to turn out 

officeholders appointed by the President before him, or else 

displease his friends.  
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Although this had been done very little hitherto, 

General Jackson's friends worked so hard to have him elected 

seventh President of the United States that he put about two 

thousand of them in office. When some one objected to this, 

one of these friends, named Marcy, carelessly said, "To the 

victors belong the spoils," little thinking that words thus 

spoken in jest would soon become proverbial.  

The party to which Jackson belonged was the 

Republican, but his followers now changed the name to 

Democratic, the name by which this party is still known.  

Andrew Jackson, unlike the Presidents before him, 

came of a poor family, and had little education. When only 

fourteen he began to fight the British, and was taken prisoner 

by them. We are told that they once beat him most cruelly 

because he proudly refused to black their boots and act as their 

servant.  

During his captivity, he took the smallpox, and shortly 

after recovering his liberty he lost his mother, who had 

procured his release and nursed him back to health. Left thus 

alone in the, world, Jackson studied law for a little while, but 

he was too active to care much for books. A story says that his 

spelling especially was very bad. Early in his military career, it 

is said, he greatly puzzled one of the officers by putting the 

letters "O.K." on certain papers he had to examine. The officer 

finally asked him what these letters stood for, and Jackson 

scornfully answered: "Why, all correct, of course." This same 

story is also told of an Indian chief; and while it may not be 

any more true of him than of Jackson, you will often see these 

two letters used in this way.  

As Jackson was very hot-tempered, he got into many 

quarrels. But he was loyal to his friends, and very quick-

witted, as the following anecdotes prove. We are told that 

once, during the races, a quarrel suddenly arose among the 

guests at a public dinner in Virginia. Seeing that one of his 

friends at the other end of the room was in danger, Jackson 

promptly sprang upon the table, and striding along, in the 

midst of glasses and decanters, shouted to his friend that he 

was coming.  

As he said this, he thrust his hand behind him into his 

coat pocket, and loudly clicked the lid of his snuffbox. The 

guests, thinking he had a pistol in his pocket, scattered in great 

haste, frantically crying: "Don't shoot! Don't shoot!" This 

terror enabled Jackson to reach his friend, and made the rest of 

the guests forget the quarrel.  

 

 
 

JACKSON AND THE WAGONERS.  

Roads in those days were quite unsafe. Once, when 

Jackson was driving along, he is said to have been way laid by 

wagoners, who, wishing to have some fun, pointed a pistol at 

him and bade him dance. With great presence of mind, 

Jackson gravely assured them he could not dance except in 

slippers, and when the men bade him get them out of his trunk, 

he had it taken down from the carriage and obediently opened 

it.. But, instead of slippers, he took out a pair of pistols. 

Pointing these straight at the wagoners, he ordered them, in an 

awful voice, to dance themselves; and they capered frantically 

up and down the road until he allowed them to rest.  
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CHAPTER XX 

JACKSON'S PRESIDENCY 

Jackson was President two terms. About this time, 

Congress passed a law laying a high tariff, or duty, on goods 

brought from abroad, for the purpose of giving an advantage to 

home manufacturers. This law pleased the people in the North, 

because they manufactured many things, and wanted the 

Americans to buy from them rather than from European 

merchants. But in the South, where there were no 

manufactories then, people were angry, because they said that 

Northern goods were not so fine as the European, and that they 

already paid enough for all that came from abroad.  

The result was that, in 1832, South Carolina said the 

law should be null, or of no force, in her limits. She claimed 

that, according to the Constitution, Congress had no right to 

make it, and announced that she would rather leave the Union 

than pay the tariff. Now, some members of Congress said that 

this question ought to be decided by the Supreme Court, and 

not by the states, and that a state, having once joined the 

Union, could not leave it without the consent of the rest of the 

states; but others, and among them the eloquent Southerners, 

Calhoun, and Hayne, insisted that each state had the right to 

annul any law it considered unconstitutional, and even to leave 

the Union.  

South Carolina was of the latter opinion, but Jackson 

was not, and we are told that when he heard the "Nullification 

Act" had been passed by South Carolina, he flew into a great 

rage, dashed his corncob pipe on the floor, and cried: "By the 

Eternal! I'll fix 'em! Send for General Scott."  

General Scott was then promptly sent to Charleston to 

see that the tariff law should be obeyed. Still, the two opinions 

on state rights were so strongly rooted that neither party could 

convince the other. It was therefore finally agreed that while 

the tariff should be collected at all the ports of the country to 

please the North, it should be lowered little by little so as to 

please the South.  

In settling this question, however, several famous 

speeches were made, among them one by Daniel Webster, 

who said that the Constitution was greater than any state, 

being "made for the people, made by the people, and 

answerable to the people." On that occasion also he spoke of 

"Liberty and Union, now and forever, one and inseparable," a 

phrase which became the watchword of a great part of the 

country. This was Jackson's feeling also, so at a dinner party 

he once gave the toast: "Our Federal Union: it must be 

preserved."  

President Jackson, or "Old Hickory," as his soldiers 

called him, was very fond of having his own way; and while 

he had many devoted friends, he also had some bitter enemies. 

As he did not call meetings of his regular Cabinet, but instead 

listened to the advice of a few other men, these were 

scornfully called, by his enemies, the "kitchen cabinet."  

It was probably by advice of the "kitchen cabinet" that 

Jackson decided not to continue the United States Bank, but to 

send the money to different states, to be placed in what were 

called "pet banks." This change caused some trouble, for 

people borrowed that money and used it in rash ways, hoping 

to get rich very fast.  

Jackson had two Indian wars to carry on while he was 

President. One was the Black Hawk War (1832), in Illinois 

and Wisconsin, where the Indians, after selling their lands, 

obstinately refused to give them up to the settlers. The other 

was the Florida or Seminole War which began in 1835. The 

Seminole Indians had been beaten by Jackson himself some 

time before, and after the purchase of Florida they had 

consented to give up their land and go to the other side of the 

Mississippi.  
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Still, when the time came for them to move, their chief, 

Osceola, would not go, and defiantly drove his knife into a 

table, saying: "The only treaty I will execute is with this." His 

influence was so great that the Seminoles rose up in arms and 

began to massacre all the whites. They surprised and killed 

one officer at dinner, and surrounded another in Wahoo 

Swamp, where he was slain with more than a hundred men.  

The Seminoles next retreated into the Everglades, 

where several battles took place. Finally they were beaten at 

Lake Okeechobee. Osceola, having been treacherously seized 

in the meantime under a flag of truce, was imprisoned in Fort 

Moultrie, near Charleston, where he died and was buried. The 

Indians, however, continued fighting, but were finally forced 

to submit. Many of them were then removed to the Indian 

Territory, so that the white people in Florida, Georgia, and 

Alabama need no longer dread their presence.  

During this Seminole War, which lasted until the year 

1842, there was one engagement in which all the officers but 

one were soon killed. Bravely heading what was left of his 

troop, this young man cried: "Follow me! I'm the only officer 

left, boys; but we'll all do the best we can." Doing his best he 

bravely died, but if his last words serve as a motto for every 

American boy and girl, our country will become greater than 

ever.  

CHAPTER XXI 

NEW INVENTIONS 

While Jackson was President, he called upon France to 

give the five millions she had agreed to pay for damages 

caused to American ships. This the French did not wish to do, 

and if England had not interfered there might perhaps have 

been war. A story of the time, however, claims that war nearly 

resulted simply because the French ambassador sent to discuss 

this question of money with the President knew so little 

English, and Jackson, on his part, did not know a word of 

French. After exchanging the usual greetings, we are told that 

the ambassador began in halting speech: "Mr. President, 

France demands dat dis matter be arranged." Jackson, hearing 

the word "demands," sprang to his feet with clenched fists, 

crying: "France demands!  Let me tell you, sir, that France has 

no right to demand anything from the United States!"  

The Frenchman, who thought that "demand "meant 

"ask" in English as well as in French, gazed at the President in 

utter amazement, and had not a third person hastened to 

explain matters, the interview might have had a stormy close. 

But when the President heard that the ambassador meant that 

France was anxious to have the matter closed, he sat down 

again quietly, saying: "Oh! if France asks  anything, I am, of 

course, always ready to grant it if I can."  

It had seemed, for some time past, as if every year 

some new and important change was taking place. The 

discovery of coal and the building of canals and railroads were 

great improvements; besides, steamboats now ran along all the 

principal rivers, and had even begun to cross the Atlantic. In 

1839, the express business began in a small way, and before 

long goods could be sent quickly from one place to another 

with little trouble.  
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One of the greatest improvements, however, was 

brought about by the McCormick reaper, which was patented 

about ten years before it came into much use. Until then, the 

broad acres of the West had not paid well, for farmers could 

not get hands enough to cultivate the fields where wheat grew 

so well. Of course, they could do their plowing and sowing 

little by little; but when harvest time came, the grain had to be 

cut quickly if they did not wish to lose most of their crop. 

With the reaper, one man could do the work of many; and 

farmers soon found that they could send their grain by canal, 

river, or train to the principal ports, and thence to Europe, 

where breadstuffs were scarcer than in America.  

Women's work, too, had grown far easier than in 

colonial or Revolutionary times. Spinning and weaving were 

now done by machine in large mills; cooking was made 

simpler by the discovery of coal and gas and the invention of 

friction matches; and even sewing and knitting took far less 

time since they could be done by machinery. The Patent Office 

was so busy registering all the new inventions made, that it 

had to have a large force of clerks.  

Countless other discoveries were soon to make life still 

easier and pleasanter. For instance, a few years later, a man 

named Goodyear, after many experiments, found how to 

"vulcanize" rubber, thus preventing it from melting in summer 

and freezing or breaking in winter. Before long, clothes, shoes, 

diving dresses, and countless other articles were made of 

rubber, which is so useful in many ways that we could hardly 

get along without it.  

The country had been growing so rapidly, and so many 

improvements had been made, that when Jackson left the 

White House he said: "I leave this great people prosperous and 

happy." But the prosperity of our twenty-six states was to 

suffer a severe check, for no sooner had Martin Van Buren 

become President than the panic of 1837 began. You see, 

people had tried to become rich too fast, too much paper 

money had been issued, and when suddenly called on to pay 

their debts, so many business houses failed that many men 

were out of work. In New York, where the merchants had 

already lost heavily by the great fire of 1835, there was such 

distress that "bread riots" took place among the hungry people.  

Then, too, the Canadians revolted against Great 

Britain, and, as many Americans remembered the War of 1812 

and still hated the British, they wished to help the rebels. 

Neither Jackson nor Van Buren would allow this, however, 

and General Scott was sent to guard the frontier and prevent 

our citizens from taking any part in the war. In spite of this, a 

few Americans managed to disobey. They even put arms on 

board a vessel in the Niagara River, to ship them to Canada. 

But the British, warned in time, seized the vessel, set it on fire, 

and, cutting it adrift, saw it poise a moment at the head of the 

Niagara Falls, and then plunge down into the abyss!  

The money troubles during Van Buren's rule were 

thought by many people to be his fault; so when the time came 

for a new election, General William Henry Harrison was 

chosen President in his stead. He had governed the Northwest 

Territory, had fought in the War of 1812, and on account of 

his victory over the Indians was known as "Old Tippecanoe."  

A good and honest man, the chief fault his enemies 

could find with him was that he had lived in a log cabin 

instead of a palace, and had drunk hard cider instead of 

champagne. His friends, however, admired him all the more 

on this account, and carried little log cabins in all their 

parades, using "hard cider "as a rallying cry. They also liked 

the candidate for Vice President, and the rhyme "Tippecanoe 

and Tyler too," was soon heard on all sides.  

After meetings and parades without end, Harrison was 

duly elected, and his friends began to crowd around him 

clamoring for government places. Wishing to please them all, 

Harrison worked so hard that one month after his inauguration 

(1841) he died. His last words were: "The principles of the 

government, I wish them carried out. I ask nothing more."  
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CHAPTER XXII 

WHITMAN'S RIDE 

Harrison being dead, John Tyler had to take his place. 

During his one term, Florida, the twenty-seventh state, was 

added to the Union. Although our country was already very 

large, the time was near when it was going to be even larger 

still.  

It seems that, during Jackson's rule, a party of Indians 

traveled from Oregon to St. Louis, in quest of the "white man's 

Bible." They had heard of it from some traders, and the stories 

seemed so wonderful that they had journeyed many miles to 

get the book and some one to read and explain it to them.  

It happened, however, that the people whom they 

asked for it were too busy or indifferent to pay much attention 

to this request from savages. Still, they kindly fed and clothed 

the Indians, and gave them many presents. After three of the 

messengers had died of fatigue and disappointment, the last 

sadly went home to tell their people that no one would listen to 

their prayer. The story of the long journey taken by these 

Indians, and of their pitiful requests, was told in the East, 

where it touched the hearts of many people; and missionaries 

were soon sent out to Oregon, to convert the Indians.  

Two of these men set out with young brides, and 

journeyed slowly all the way across our continent. They 

traveled the greater part of the way in an emigrant wagon, or 

"prairie schooner," and, coming to the foot of the Rockies, 

were the first to take a wagon over those mountains. When 

they reached the Oregon country, which Americans and 

British still occupied in common, they found that the latter 

were trying to get sole possession of the land. Still, the 

Americans claimed that Oregon should belong to them, not 

only because Captain Gray first sailed into the Columbia 

River, but because Lewis and Clark explored it from the 

mountains to the sea, and Astor built the first trading post 

there.  

 

 
 

EMIGRANT AND PRAIRIE SCHOONER.  

After living at Walla-walla five years, one of the 

American missionaries, Dr. Marcus Whitman, heard that the 

British were about to send many settlers into the Oregon 

country, and then claim it as theirs, on the ground that there 

were more English than Americans living there. This news 

was told at a British trading post, where it was received with 

loud hurrahs, for the British thought they had got the best of 

the Americans at last.  
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Now, Dr. Whitman knew that the United States was 

then settling boundaries with Great Britain. He thought that if 

he could only get to Washington in time to tell the President 

and Senate what a beautiful and rich country Oregon really 

was, and how easily emigrants could reach it, they would not 

be willing to give it up without making an effort to keep it. 

Riding back to his farm in hot haste, he therefore told his wife 

and friends that he was going to start for Washington, and 

shortly after set out for a five months' ride. It was autumn 

when Dr. Whitman left home, and as he knew the season 

would not allow him to pass over the mountains by the way he 

had come, he journeyed farther south.  

Through blinding snow and deep drifts, across frozen 

streams, and over mountains so steep and rough that it seemed 

almost impossible to climb them at all, Whitman made his 

way. After thrilling adventures with wolves and bears, and 

many hairbreadth escapes, he reached Great Salt Lake, then 

Santa Fe, and, following the trail from there, came to St. 

Louis. Thence it was easy to leach Washington, where he told 

both President and Congress all about Oregon, and offered to 

lead a train of emigrants into that territory.  

By the Ashburton treaty, which had just been signed 

with Great Britain, the boundary between Maine and New 

Brunswick had been settled. But, fortunately, nothing had been 

said about Oregon. The news of Whitman's daring ride, and of 

his desire to people Oregon with Americans, rapidly spread all 

over the country. Before long, many pioneers were ready to 

accompany him, and when he began his return journey two 

hundred emigrant wagons followed him across the plains and 

over the mountains.  

Although the British made sundry attempts to stop 

them, they were followed by so many others that, three years 

after Whitman's famous ride, no less than twelve thousand 

Americans had passed into Oregon. Our countrymen thus 

proved so much more numerous than the English that they 

soon claimed the whole territory, asking that the boundary be 

drawn at the parallel of 54° 40'. The British, however, did not 

wish to give up so much land. So, before long, a quarrel arose, 

and the Americans began to cry that they would fight Great 

Britain unless it consented to what they wished.  

Many people justly considered that this was a very 

foolish way of acting, and Webster made one of his fine 

speeches to show both parties that it would be wiser to settle 

the dispute in another way. After a great deal of talk, and 

many threats about "fifty-four forty or fight," the United States 

finally thought best to accept the 49th parallel as its northern 

boundary from the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific Ocean 

(1846).  

CHAPTER XXIII 

THE MORMONS 

Each state in our Union is allowed to govern itself by 

any set of laws it pleases, provided these laws do not conflict 

with the Constitution of the United States, which all are 

equally bound to obey.  

In 1841 the people of Rhode Island were not satisfied 

with their state constitution, because, among other things 

which they did not like, it said only property owners could 

vote. It was therefore agreed that a new constitution or set of 

laws should be made, and when that was done the people 

chose Thomas W. Dorr for governor.  

But the old governor, Samuel W. King, refused to give 

up his place to Dorr, and said the new constitution should not 

be obeyed, because it had not been adopted by vote of the 

property owners. As Governor Dorr and his party would not 

listen to this, and tried to seize the state arms, there was some 

trouble in Rhode Island. Although Dorr himself was caught 

and put in prison, the "Dorr Rebellion," as it is called, went on 
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until the property owners adopted a new and better 

constitution.  

At about the same time the tenants of some great land-

holders in New York also revolted, saying they would not pay 

rent. But when they threatened to make serious trouble, troops 

were sent to put an end to what is known as the Helderberg 

War. The soldiers were called out, because, although people in 

the United States are free, they are not allowed to disobey the 

laws made by the greatest number.  

Minds were very active at this time, and many people 

talked of their theories of life. You will not be surprised, 

therefore, to hear that a Scotchman, Robert Owen, said that all 

men ought to live exactly alike. He declared there should be 

no rich or poor people, and that all kinds of work should earn 

the same pay. Thinking this could be managed, he bought land 

in several states, and started what were known as "Owenite 

communities." But although his ideas sounded very well, the 

people soon grew tired of living all alike and having 

everything in common. The Owenite communities therefore 

broke up, after having lasted only a few years.  

Another man, named Joseph Smith, claimed, in 1827, 

to have been helped by an angel to find the "Book of 

Mormon," which is an account of a people chosen by God to 

live in America, many hundreds of years ago. The book was 

said to have been written on golden plates, in a language 

which could be read only by means of two precious stones, 

called Urim and Thummim.  

Smith printed this book in English in 1830, claiming 

that Christians should accept it in addition to the Bible. Many 

people believed his teaching, and considered him a prophet; so 

they went to live with him first in Ohio, then in Missouri, and 

lastly at Nauvoo, in Illinois. Here they built a town, and began 

a fine temple, but as the people around them did not like them 

or their teachings, trouble soon arose. Smith was killed, and 

his people were next led by Brigham Young, a man they 

greatly respected. He said that a man could have several 

wives, but as polygamy (having more than one wife) is not 

allowed in any part of our country, he had to take his people 

first to Council Bluffs, and from there to Utah, which then 

belonged to Mexico. It was only after the Mexican War that 

Utah became a territory in our country.  

 

 
 

MORMON TEMPLE, SALT LAKE CITY.  

This journey across the plains was both long and 

tedious, but the Mormons, who believed they were led by a 

special order from God, went bravely on. They divided their 

forces and marched and camped like the Israelites in the days 

of Moses, for they said they, too, were going in search of a 

Promised Land. When they finally beheld the Utah basin from 

the top of the surrounding mountains they greeted it as their 

future home with loud songs of praise.  

Before long, they began to send out missionaries, and 

Mormonism, the religion taught by Smith, was preached 

everywhere, until converts from every state and from every 

country in Europe went to live in Utah. There they built Salt 
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Lake City, and erected a huge temple, which is said to seat 

more people than any other church in the world.  

The Mormons felt the deepest veneration for their 

leader, Brigham Young, who died in 1877. Later, however, 

they gave up the polygamy he had preached, so that Utah 

could join our Union. They are very numerous, and have been 

so active and thrifty that their state, which was once a desert, 

is now very fertile. It is, besides, so attractive in scenery that 

many travelers visit it.  

Many other changes had been taking place in our 

country. For instance, as people became rich, they grew more 

kind-hearted, and longed to help those who were poorer than 

they. Newspapers were now seen in nearly every home, and in 

reading of all the sad things which are always happening, the 

people who had the means sought to remedy them by building 

hospitals and asylums for orphans, for the deaf and dumb, for 

the blind, the idiotic, and the insane. There, many of these 

unfortunates were taught by clever means, so that they, too, 

could become good and useful citizens, of whom our country 

could be justly proud. Other well-meaning people visited the 

prisons, and when they saw how cruelly the criminals were 

treated, they talked and worked until new and better laws were 

made, and until prisoners were kept in clean and healthful 

places. Little by little, too, classes and shops were started in 

the prisons, so the people could learn better ways. The fact that 

they knew a trade well helped many prisoners to find work 

when their term of imprisonment was ended, and many of 

them have greatly repented of their past, and by hard and 

honest work have since won the respect of all who know them.  

CHAPTER XXIV 

THE FIRST TELEGRAPH 

There was one institution in our country which many 

people had long felt should be stopped. This was slavery. Even 

in 1688 the Quakers declared it was wrong, and made the first 

petition to have it ended. This opinion spread little by little, 

until, as you know, laws were made in several states, stopping 

or abolishing slavery.  

People now began to say that in a Christian country, 

and especially in a republic where "all men are created equal," 

it was very unjust and even sinful to allow one class of human 

beings to be bought and sold, and treated like cattle. Those 

who talked thus and said slavery must stop were called 

"abolitionists." To gain more influence and bring others to 

share their views, they soon formed what were known as 

"abolition societies."  

The people in New England were in general against 

slavery, and, as many of the clever men and women of the day 

were abolitionists, they began to write and talk against slavery 

as much as they could. Now, it happened that clever people 

were just then very numerous in our country, and among them 

were our brightest literary stars, men whose names should be 

familiar to every good American.  

There were, for instance, our famous poets, Bryant, 

Poe, Whittier, Longfellow, and Lowell; our novelists, Cooper 

and Hawthorne; our essayists, Irving, Emerson, and Holmes; 

our historians, Prescott, Bancroft, Motley, and Parkman; the 

great naturalists Audubon and Agassiz; and countless other 

men who had the welfare of our country at heart.  

Noah Webster, a great student, had worked hard for 

more than twenty years to make a big dictionary. He also 

wrote primers and a spelling book; and, instead of writing 
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words just as they pleased, Americans learned to spell alike. 

They were so glad to do so that they considered it great fun to 

have young and old take part in "'spelling bees," or "spelling 

matches." Webster's dictionary thus proved a great help to 

literature, and every one admired and respected the man who 

made it, and of whom it has been said: "He taught millions to 

read, but not one to sin."  

 

 
 

A SPELLING MATCH.  

There were, as we have seen, more and better 

newspapers. Some were written by men who were strong 

abolitionists, so they were called antislavery papers. The first 

and most famous of all these editors was a man named 

William Lloyd Garrison, who, although poor, devoted all his 

time and money to a paper wherein he tried to convince people 

that slavery is wrong. These papers were sent everywhere; but 

the people in the South soon learned to hate them so bitterly 

that a law was made forbidding such papers to be sent in the 

Southern mails.  

Among other interesting inventions of this time was 

the making of the first photographs, or daguerreotypes. Then 

there was also the discovery that a patient could be put to 

sleep, so that he need not feel pain, while doctors performed 

an operation. But the greatest change in our country, and, 

indeed, in the whole world, was brought about at this time by 

the invention of the electric telegraph, by Samuel Morse.  

You have heard, have you not, how Benjamin Franklin 

made his electrical experiments? Well, once when Morse was 

on his way to America, a passenger on the same ship told him 

that an electric current could be sent along a wire. Morse 

immediately thought that if such was the case, an electric 

current could be used to convey messages, and during that 

long sea trip he worked out the system which still bears his 

name.  

Although poor, he spent every cent he had in making 

experiments. Then, when his plans were all ready, he laid them 

before Congress, and, after many discouraging delays, he was 

finally given thirty thousand dollars to build the first telegraph 

line in the United States. This was between Baltimore and 

Washington, and Ezra Cornell, founder of Cornell University, 

invented the machine to lay the wires.  

But, after the greater part of the money had been spent 

in vain efforts to make underground wires work, Morse hung 

them on poles, and the first official message was sent over the 

line in 1844, by the young lady who had brought Morse the 

welcome news that Congress had given him thirty thousand 

dollars. She telegraphed the words: "What hath God wrought!" 

Two days later a message was sent from Baltimore to 

Washington, to announce that Polk was to run for President, 

but some people refused to believe it until the news reached 

them in the usual way.  

Since then telegraph lines have been built in every 

direction. Wires run now underground as well as above it, and 

a way has also been found to lay them in the sea:  
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CHAPTER XXV 

THE MEXICAN WAR 

We have seen how Oregon became a part of our 

country. It was settled mostly by people opposed to slavery, so 

that it came in as free soil. But the Southerners had already 

asked that Texas be allowed to join the Union as slave soil. 

Many people wished thus to keep the balance even.  

Now, you must know that Texas had grown very tired 

of Mexico's harsh rule. So Stephen Austin and Samuel 

Holliston, two Americans who had received large grants of 

land in Texas, encouraged the people to revolt and form a 

republic of their own. They did so, and when the Mexicans 

tried to force them to obey, they won their freedom at the 

battle of San Jacinto (1836).  

The most exciting event during this war was the siege 

of the Alamo, a large building in the town of San Antonio. 

Here about one hundred and fifty Texans held an army of 

more than four thousand Mexicans at bay, until all but seven 

of the men in the fort were killed. When the Mexicans finally 

forced their way into the place, they cruelly killed these men, 

too, although they begged for quarter. Among the dead was 

the great Kentucky hunter and pioneer, Davy Crockett, whose 

motto, "Be sure you are right, then go ahead," you will often 

hear quoted. The Mexicans' lack of mercy made the Texans so 

angry that after this event they used the words, "Remember the 

Alamo!" as a battle cry.  

Eight years later, Texas asked permission to join the 

United States. This pleased the Southern people, for although 

Texas had been free soil according to Mexican law, slavery 

was permitted in the "Lone Star Republic" when it gained its 

independence.  

Just before Tyler finished his four years' term, 

therefore, Congress decided to admit Texas (1845); but as a 

dispute soon arose about its southern boundary, the eleventh 

President, James K. Polk, found himself with a war on his 

hands. Many good Americans say that Texas had no right to 

claim the land between the Nueces River and the Rio Grande, 

and that this was an unfair and needless war, but others claim 

that it was for the best.  

The new President began his term by sending General 

Zachary Taylor down to Texas to occupy the disputed strip of 

land. There he was met by the Mexicans, who attacked the 

American troops. A skirmish took place, blood was shed, and 

soon after war was declared. Instead of waiting until more 

troops could join him, Taylor pressed on, and, meeting the 

Mexicans at Palo Alto and Resaca de la Palma, near the mouth 

of the Rio Grande, he defeated them both times, in spite of 

their superior numbers.  

The Mexicans having fled over the Rio Grande, Taylor 

pursued them, took Matamoros, and began to besiege 

Monterey. This place, too, was carried, though defended by a 

garrison of about ten thousand men. In the meantime, two 

other armies had been sent out; so the Mexicans were obliged 

to defend themselves not, only against Taylor in the north, but 

also against General Scott, who took his army by sea to Vera 

Cruz, and marched thence across country, toward the city of 

Mexico. The third American army, under Colonel Stephen W. 

Kearny, was directed toward New Mexico and California, both 

of which belonged to Mexico at that time, and included all the 

land from the Pacific ocean to Texas and the Rocky 

Mountains, up to the parallel of 42°.  

After the siege of Monterey, the Mexican general, 

Santa Anna, tried to crush the Americans, under Taylor, in a 

mountain pass at Buena Vista (1847). But Taylor was a very 

good general, and as cool as he was brave. Sitting sidewise on 

his horse, he calmly directed the troops, paying no heed to the 

bullets raining around him. We are told that one of his officers 
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suggested that his white steed made such a fine target for the 

enemy that he had better withdraw; but Taylor quietly patted 

"Whitey," and said: "The old fellow missed the fun at 

Monterey; he must have his share this time." A little later, a 

Mexican brought a message from his army, and, seeing Taylor 

sitting there, wonderingly asked what he was waiting for.  

"Oh," said Taylor, coolly, "I am waiting for Santa 

Anna to surrender."  

 

 
 

TAYLOR AT BUENA VISTA  

Taylor's men, following his example, were just as cool 

as he. One of them was sent over to the Mexican camp with a 

message, and Santa Anna told him that he would treat General 

Taylor well if the latter would only surrender. The officer, 

looking straight at him, is said to have proudly answered: 

"General Taylor never surrenders." This remark so delighted 

the Americans that they quoted it very freely during the 

Mexican War, and even long after.  

The battle of Buena Vista lasted all day, and toward 

evening Bragg's artillery came up to help our troops. They 

poured their shot upon the Mexicans, who, in spite of all their 

courage, began to give way. When Taylor saw this, he is 

reported to have cried: "A little more grape, Captain Bragg!" 

In obedience to this order, a few more rounds were fired, and 

the Mexicans, unable to face the shot any longer, turned and 

fled.  

While Taylor was holding the ground he had won, 

Santa Anna hurried off to meet and stop General Scott, on the 

road Cortez had traveled when he came to conquer Mexico, 

more than three centuries before. Scott's advance was one 

continual fight; but although he lost many men from wounds 

and disease, he won several battles.  

The principal engagements took place at Cerro Gordo, 

not far from the coast, and at Contreras, Churubusco, and 

Chapultepec, near the city of Mexico. In this campaign our 

troops did wonders, for they had to climb tall mountains and 

scale high walls before they could march in triumph into the 

capital of Mexico (1847).  

Taylor and Scott were not the only ones to win laurels 

during this war, for Kearny, after leaving Fort Leavenworth, 

went on to take Santa Fe and all New Mexico. He next 

intended to conquer California, but when he got there he found 

the work nearly done, and could only help win the struggle 

against the Mexicans. This was be-cause Captain Fremont, 

who was surveying there, had taken command of the 

American settlers as soon as the Mexicans tried to turn them 

out. Helped by Commodore Stockton, who was on the Pacific 

coast at the same time, this small force beat the Mexicans. 

Next, the Americans decided that California should be called 

the "Bear State Republic," and govern itself until it could join 

the United States.  
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CHAPTER XXVI 

THE SLAVERY QUARREL 

John C. Fremont is one of our national heroes and 

pioneers. Besides conquering California, he is noted for his 

explorations, which he had been carrying on for more than five 

years. His guide and friend was the famous trapper, Kit 

Carson, whose name is now borne by a prosperous city in 

Nevada. Once when Fremont crossed the Rocky Mountains, 

he carved his name on a boulder more than thirteen thousand 

feet above the sea, on Fremont Peak.  

People had long believed that the wide tract of land 

just east of the Rocky Mountains, which was called the "Great 

American Desert" on old maps, was entirely barren. But 

Fremont, the "Pathfinder," discovered that the greater part 

could be cultivated or used as pasture land.  

Fremont had also explored a vast tract of land in 

northern Mexico, which the United States wished to own. So, 

when the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo was signed, in 1848, it 

was agreed that Mexico should give up all claim to Texas as 

far south as the Rio Grande, and also to New Mexico and what 

was then called Upper California,—including all the land 

between the Gila River and the parallel of 42°,in exchange for 

fifteen million dollars.  

There was, however, soon after this some slight trouble 

about the boundary, so James Gadsden was sent to sign a new 

treaty. He bought for the United States another strip of land, 

south of the Gila River, for ten million dollars (1853). Because 

he did this, and signed the treaty, that strip of land is known as 

the "Gadsden Purchase."  

The war with Mexico was, according to Northern 

views, unfair, and it seemed doubly so because Mexico just 

then was weak and poor. In speaking of it later on, General 

Grant, who took part in it, said it was "one of the most unjust 

wars ever waged by a stronger against a weaker nation." Many 

other people did not approve of it, either, and when they heard 

how much money the war cost, some remarked that if Texas 

were spelled properly it would read "Taxes."  

 

 
FREMONT THE EXPLORER.  

Meanwhile, the old quarrel about the slavery question 

raged worse than ever. When President Polk, in 1846, asked 

for money to pay Mexico, a man named Wilmot proposed that 

it should be granted only on condition that the territory bought 

with it should be free soil. This is what is known as the 

"Wilmot Proviso," and it gave rise to endless disputes, not 

only in Congress, but all through the country.  

The quarrel between the slavery and antislavery 

parties, which had begun so long before, was to go on much 

longer, and many eloquent speeches for and against slavery 

were made in the House during the following years. Among 
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the many able speakers of that time there was John Quincy 

Adams, who was now over eighty, and was known as the "Old 

Man Eloquent." Hearing the wrangling over this vexed 

question, he once said, with great sadness: "Slavery is in all 

probability the wedge which will split up this Union."  

Still, John Quincy Adams did not live long enough to 

see his words come true, for he died soon after in Congress, 

crying: "This is the last of earth; I am content" (1848). As he 

had served his country faithfully for many years as minister, 

President, and in Congress, he had a public funeral, and Daniel 

Webster was asked to make a speech about him.  

This Daniel Webster is one of the greatest orators of 

our country. He had already made famous speeches for the 

laying of the corner stone of the Bunker Hill Monument, and 

in praise of John Adams and Thomas Jefferson. Since then, he 

had spoken in many parts of the country, and he had now 

reached the highest point of his fame.  

As he is one of the great men of our country, it will 

interest you to hear a few anecdotes about him.  

CHAPTER XXVII 

DANIEL WEBSTER'S YOUTH 

Daniel Webster's father lived in central New 

Hampshire, at the time when miles of uninhabited forests lay 

between him and the nearest settlement in Canada. He took 

part in the French and Indian War, and when the Revolution 

began went to serve at Boston. He also took part in the famous 

fight at Bennington, and the night after Arnold's flight from 

West Point Washington chose him to mount guard over his 

tent, saying: "Captain Webster, I believe I can trust you."  

As a child, Daniel Webster was very delicate. Hoping 

to do him good, his mother once took him to the seashore, 

making the long journey on one of the old farm horses, with 

her sick boy in her arms.  

Although not strong enough to work on the farm like 

his eleven brothers and sisters, Daniel learned to read before 

he was five, and went to the village school, where he was the 

brightest pupil. His memory was so good that when the 

schoolmaster once offered a jackknife as a prize to the scholar 

who learned the most Bible verses, he recited chapter after 

chapter. Indeed, the teacher cried "enough," and gave him his 

reward long before he had said all he knew!  

 

 
 

DANIEL WEBSTER RECITES BIBLE VERSES.  

Daniel Webster was so fond of reading that he 

borrowed all the books he could, and learned them by heart. 

Besides, he carefully saved up his few pennies to buy a 

handkerchief on which was printed the Constitution of the 
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United States, and committed that to memory, too. When told 

to watch the saw in his father's mill, he used to set it going, 

and read while the work went slowly on, instead of playing or 

fishing, as did most boys of his age.  

When Daniel had learned all the village schoolmaster 

could teach him, his father made a great effort, and sent him 

first to Exeter Academy and then to Dartmouth College. He 

studied hard in both places, for he knew he must make the best 

of his opportunities.  

Daniel was, besides, very quick-witted. Once, when he 

and an older brother were out driving together, they found the 

road completely blocked by a heavily laden cart. Ezekiel, who 

was large and strong, fancied they would have to wait until the 

teamster came back with men to help him; but Daniel cried: 

"Come, we can start this team. You put your shoulder to the 

hind wheel, and I will mount the near horse." Ezekiel obeyed, 

and the team, thus encouraged, drew the load up to the top of 

the hill, where the road was wide enough to let the Websters 

drive past. They were almost out of sight when the teamster 

came back with the help he no longer needed.  

Like most New England country people of that time, 

the Websters made their own garments from the wool of their 

sheep. Once, on his way to college, the sleigh in which Daniel 

was riding broke through the ice while they were crossing a 

stream, and the young man was drenched To keep from 

freezing, he ran behind the sleigh until he came to a 

farmhouse, where he went to bed so that his clothes could be 

dried. On undressing, he was at first greatly alarmed to find his 

body dark blue; but after a while he discovered, as he quaintly 

said, that "the contents of my mother's dye pot were left on my 

body instead of my clothes."  

Daniel was very kind and brotherly, and taught school 

for a while to help Ezekiel through college. Then he began to 

study law, although an old farmer had advised him to become 

a conjurer, saying he could earn a great deal of motley by 

telling people where to find the things they had lost, or by 

telling fortunes.  

His family was so poor that it seemed at one time as if 

he would have to give up his studies to accept a position 

offered him. But the lawyer with whom he was studying said: 

"Go on and finish your studies. You are poor enough, but there 

are worse evils than poverty. Live on no man's favor; what 

bread you do eat, let it be the bread of independence. Pursue 

your profession, make yourself useful to your friends and a 

little formidable to your enemies, and you have nothing to 

fear."  

Daniel Webster took this advice, finished his studies, 

and went to Portsmouth to practice law. Although far from 

rich, he was generous. One night, while walking home very 

late, he saw a poor woman steal the boards he had laid down 

in front of his house as a walk. He followed her home, and 

seeing that she was in great need, sent her a load of wood the 

next day.  

CHAPTER XXVIII 

WEBSTER'S SPEECHES 

Once a blacksmith came to Daniel Webster with a very 

difficult case. Webster had to study hard to get it right, and 

was even forced to spend fifty dollars for the books he had to 

consult. He won the case, and, knowing the man was poor, 

charged him only fifteen dollars. This good deed was not to 

remain unrewarded, however. A few years later Aaron Burr, 

Vice President of the United States, consulted Webster about a 

case like the blacksmith's. Thanks to the careful preparation he 

had made for that case, and to his wonderful memory, Webster 

this time earned a large fee in a few minutes.  

A teamster who had known him as a dark-eyed, brown-

skinned farmer's boy was disgusted to find he had been 
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engaged to defend him. But after Daniel had made one of his 

grand speeches, and thus won the case, the man's friends slyly 

asked what he thought of Webster now. "Think!" cried the 

teamster, warmly; "why, I think he is an angel sent down from 

heaven to save me from ruin, and my wife and children from 

misery."  

As time went on, Webster rose ever higher in his 

profession, until he was elected to Congress, where his careful 

study of the Constitution was a great help to him. Besides 

being a lawyer, he was also a good statesman, and one of the 

most eloquent men the world has ever seen. His first public 

speech was a Fourth of July oration, delivered when he was 

only eighteen; but after that he made many famous speeches 

besides those already mentioned. One of his finest historical 

speeches was made at Plymouth, to celebrate the two 

hundredth anniversary of the landing of the Pilgrim Fathers, 

and his greatest political speech was his answer to Hayne, 

while in the Senate.  

When this last-named speech was over, knowing 

Webster could never do any better, one of his admirers said: 

"Mr. Webster, I think you had better die now, and rest your 

fame on that speech." But Governor Hayne quickly said: "You 

ought not to die; a man who can make such speeches as that 

ought never to die."  

This was very generous on Hayne's part, for Webster's 

speech had surpassed his own. The next time they met, when 

Webster asked him how he felt, Hayne again showed that he 

owed his rival no grudge by answering, with a merry smile, 

"None the better for you, sir."  

Webster not only helped to make the Ashburton treaty, 

but wrote such a clever letter to England that, although the 

British had still claimed the right to search American ships, 

they no longer dared do so except in the way the law allowed.  

Webster, like his father, was an ardent patriot, and 

when the quarrels on the slavery question grew so bitter that it 

seemed as if the words of John Quincy Adams must soon 

come true, he made a great effort to preserve the Union. He 

fancied this could best be done if the Northern people yielded 

to the Southerners on some points, and he therefore made a 

speech in Congress on the 7th of March, 1850, which greatly 

disappointed his antislavery friends.  

 

 
 

WEBSTER'S COUNTRY HOUSE AT MARSHFIELD, MASS.  

Because they did not like the views expressed in that 

speech, they began to abuse him, and when he wanted to be 

nominated for President most of them would not even consider 

him. This was a great disappointment to Webster, who sadly 

withdrew to private life. Soon after this he became ill, and 

being thrown from his carriage, he grew rapidly worse until he 

died. As the church bells tolled out his age, the people around 

his country house at Marshfield looked at one another, and 

solemnly said: "It must be that Daniel Webster is dead. The 

pride of our nation is fallen."  

Webster's famous speeches have been printed, and if 

you want to read some of the most soul-stirring and patriotic 
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words an American orator ever spoke; you must turn to the 

speech which he made in Congress to answer Hayne. Because 

Webster is one of our greatest orators you will often see his 

portrait. A fine statue of him has been erected in Central Park, 

New York, and on its pedestal you can read what are probably 

the finest words he ever spoke: "Liberty and Union, now and 

forever, one and inseparable."  

CHAPTER XXIX 

EARLY TIMES IN CALIFORNIA 

The land taken from Mexico included, as we have 

seen, our present state of California. This new section was still 

little known, although more than three hundred years had 

passed since the Spaniards first visited it. They named it 

California because a fabulous story of the time claimed that 

there was a rich province of that name near India. As people 

then fancied that India could not be very far away from this 

part of America, the Spaniards considered this name most 

appropriate for the newly discovered region.  

Some time later California was visited by Sir Francis 

Drake in the course of his famous journey around the world. 

He renamed it New Albion, and is said to have discovered San 

Francisco Bay and the one bearing his name, near by. We are 

even told that he landed on the shores of Drake Bay to refit his 

vessel, and that he made such friends with the Indians that 

they begged him to stay with them and be their king.  

Drake was followed, early in the seventeenth century, 

by a Spaniard who not only discovered the bays of San Diego 

and Monterey, but claimed the whole region for his sovereign. 

Nevertheless, for nearly a century, and a half after that no 

lasting settlement was made in California. But at the end of 

that time some Franciscan friars came from Mexico to preach 

the gospel to the Indians.  

These good men built churches and a score of mission 

stations in some of the most charming "garden spots" in 

California. Here they preached to such good purpose that at 

the end of about fifty years—in 1820—there were nearly thirty 

thousand Christian Indians. Indeed, the natives felt such awe 

for the priests that they obeyed them at a word, and worked so 

hard that the missions soon became very rich.  

 

 
 

SPANISH MISSION IN CALIFORNIA  

The Spanish had hitherto been the only white men in 

California, with the exception of a few trappers and traders. 

The trappers roamed about the pathless woods and wild 

mountains, while the traders, who were mainly New 

Englanders, sailed up and down the coast, landing from time 

to time to exchange calicoes and groceries for the hides which 

the herders had to sell.  

Sometimes these traders carried the hides to China and 

exchanged them for tea, but as a rule they went home again 

and sold their cargoes in Boston or New York. The two-year 
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journey around the Horn was not only long, but often very 

tedious, for ships were often becalmed, or driven out of their 

course by unfavorable winds.  

Still, both traders and trappers told such wonderful 

stories of the land they had visited in the far West, that a 

number of adventurers longed to go there. But the journey 

across the plains, through the deserts, and over the mountains, 

was so long and painful that only the bravest and strongest 

dared undertake it.  

These men generally followed the road pointed out by 

the trappers, who often served as guides for the travelers, and 

beguiled the way by their many stories. Some of these were 

quite true, but others were told in fun to see if people would 

really believe them.  

For instance, James Bridges, a famous trapper, used to 

tell of an awful snowstorm in the Great Salt Lake valley which 

lasted seventy days and stopped only when there were seventy 

feet of snow on the ground. He said that vast herds of 

buffaloes perished from the cold, and that their meat was kept 

fresh by the snow in which they were buried. When spring 

came, and the snow melted, he tumbled the frozen buffaloes 

into Great Salt Lake, where the water was so briny that it 

pickled all the meat perfectly. Thus, he had food enough to last 

several years for himself and for a whole tribe of Ute Indians. 

Of course this story was pure nonsense, but it shows what kind 

of stories some of these backwoodsmen told.  

CHAPTER XXX 

THE DISCOVERY OF EL DORADO 

California was so sparsely peopled, in the first half of 

the nineteenth century, that the Russians tried to get a foothold 

in it by building a trading station, and several adventurers 

settled in the places which best suited their fancy.  

One of these men was a Swiss, john Sutter, who had 

been a soldier, and wanted to plant a Swiss colony in 

California, on the Sacramento River. He was very successful 

in his ventures, and soon owned large herds of cattle, sheep, 

and horses. Besides, his farm was thriving, and most of the 

Western travelers, including Fremont, visited him in the 

course of their journeys.  

Shortly before peace was made with Mexico, and the 

land really purchased by the United States, a man working for 

Sutter saw some shiny gravel in a mill race which he was 

digging. The man picked up a few of these small shiny lumps, 

and carried them to his employer, who, examining them 

carefully, saw that they were pure gold.  

 

 
 

SUTTER'S MILL, WHERE GOLD WAS DISCOVERED.  

He tried to keep his discovery a secret, but it soon 

leaked out. When it became known, every white man dropped 

his work as a herder, lumberman, or trapper, and began to dig 

for gold, or to wash the mud and gravel at the bottom of the 

streams, where sometimes as much as forty dollars' worth of 
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gold dust was found in a panful. A few, more lucky than their 

companions, found larger lumps, and thus became rich in a 

few minutes.  

The news of the wonderful discovery spread like 

wildfire, passed over the mountains, reached the nearest 

telegraph station, and thence flashed all over the country, 

creating the wildest excitement. On all sides one heard of 

nothing else, and people remembered how the Indians had told 

the Spaniards, more than three hundred years before, that there 

was a land of gold in the West. The Spaniards had vainly 

sought this "El Dorado," as they called it, which had now been 

discovered by chance.  

As soon as the newspapers began to describe how 

easily a fortune could be made in California by a few days of 

digging, hosts of men started westward. But the journey was 

long and dangerous, no matter what road one took to get there. 

Some went by sea, sailing around Cape Horn. Others sailed to 

Aspin-wall, and made their way as best they could across the 

unhealthful Isthmus of Panama, waiting on the Pacific coast 

until some vessel came along to carry them the rest of the way.  

Both of these roads were, however, costly as well as 

tedious, so the majority of the gold seekers set out, on foot, in 

ox carts, and on horseback, across the plains. Such was the 

rush for the gold fields in California that before long one could 

see hundreds of emigrant wagons, and trains of mules, horses, 

and men afoot, crossing the plains. Of course, there were by 

this time several ways of getting to California overland, but 

the most traveled of all the roads was the old Santa Fe trail.  

As long as people were on the grass-covered prairies 

traveling was quite easy, but after a time they came to the 

desert places and alkali plains, where the fine dust choked both 

men and beasts. Water was so scarce that many of the animals 

died of thirst on the way; and as no one stopped to bury them, 

the road was soon strewn with whitening bones.  

CHAPTER XXXI 

THE RUSH TO CALIFORNIA 

In spite of dangers, suffering, and hardships of all 

kinds, men kept hurrying on to California, where many of 

them refused to do anything but dig for gold. It was in 

January, 1848, that the first gold was found in Captain Sutter's 

mill race. San Francisco was then but a tiny settlement. But 

before long ship after ship came into the harbor, laden with 

gold seekers. In 1849 the gold fever "attacked even the officers 

and crews of these vessels, which were forsaken in the harbor 

while the seamen went to seek their fortunes also.  

So many people came thus to California that in less 

than a year San Francisco became a large and prosperous city. 

Many of the inhabitants were mere adventurers, some of them 

were criminals, but others were men who came there for love 

of excitement or in hopes of getting rich in an honest way. 

Seeing that the bad men thought they could do anything they 

pleased in a city where there was as yet only a weak 

government, the better class banded themselves together, and 

in 1851 formed what was known as the Vigilance Committee. 

This was a body of men who kept watch over the people, and 

who promptly punished all who did wrong.  

Most of the men who came over to California in 1849 

called themselves the "forty-niners." At first they kept order 

with their pistols, and executed justice by lynch law. But they 

soon saw that it would be better for California to have good 

laws, and the proper officers to see that they were carried out.  

The most important forty-niners, therefore, assembled 

at Monterey to draw up a constitution; and then asked 

permission to join the Union as a free state. This was granted, 

and California, which had been for a short time the Great Bear 

Republic, became in 185o the "Golden State." During the next 
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five years it grew rapidly, until its population increased 

fourfold. Besides, many interesting discoveries were made by 

men in search of gold, and before long several other metals 

and borax and asphalt were found in considerable quantities.  

 

 
 

YOSEMITE VALLEY  

In 1851, while tracking some Indian thieves, a band of 

white men came by accident into the Yosemite Valley, which 

is about one hundred and fifty miles from San Francisco. This 

is one of the most wonderful places in the world, for the 

narrow valley is hemmed in by huge straight cliffs two and 

three thousand feet high.  

In one place the Yosemite Creek falls down over the 

face of a cliff twenty-six hundred feet high, forming three 

cascades, the highest of which falls more than fifteen hundred 

feet. Here, too, is the Bridal Veil Fall, whose waters are 

dashed into fine spray as they fall. Besides wonderful 

mountains, tall peaks, strange rocks, carpets of bright-hued 

flowers, and countless charming views, this region also has 

some of the California big trees, which are the largest in the 

world.  

A few miles south of the Yosemite Valley there is a 

grove of about six hundred of these trees. A few have been cut 

down, and by patiently counting their rings people have found 

out that some of the giant trees are more than twenty-five 

hundred years old. One of them is so large that a four-horse 

stagecoach with all its passengers can drive through a hole cut 

in the trunk, and there is still so much wood left on either side 

that the tree grows on, and does not seem to have suffered in 

the least.  

In 1864, thirteen years after the discovery of this grove 

and the Yosemite Valley, Congress decided that these 

wonderful curiosities should remain untouched. Since then the 

Yosemite has been a state park, and although every one is 

allowed to go, in it and admire its matchless scenery, no one is 

allowed to cut down trees, blast rocks, or build roads or houses 

there without the permission of those who keep guard over it 

for the benefit of the nation.  

CHAPTER XXXII 

THE UNDERGROUND RAILROAD 

In 1849 General Zachary Taylor became twelfth 

President of the United States. He had served in the War of 

1812, and had won many friends by his victories in Mexico. 

All who fought there with him admired him greatly, and 

affectionately called him "Old Rough and Ready."  

But, the year after his inauguration, Taylor died, and 

Vice President Millard Fillmore took his place. He was able 

and honest, and had been a workman, school-teacher, and 

lawyer before he became a politician.  

Several interesting things happened while Fillmore was 

President. For instance, it was then that the first measures were 
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taken to build a railroad from the Mississippi to the Pacific 

Ocean. This road was to make the journey so short and easy 

that there would be no more need of crossing the continent in 

emigrant wagons.  

Besides, Fillmore soon saw that it would be a fine 

thing if the Americans living in California could trade with 

Japan. In those days, however, the Emperor of Japan feared 

strangers and would not allow any foreign vessels to come into 

his ports, except a few Dutch ships. Hoping to make him 

change his mind, and to get to sign a treaty which would open 

his ports for American trade; President Fillmore sent him a 

letter and several present's, among which were mechanical 

inventions which had never been seen in Japan before.  

As there was then no postal service between the United 

States and Japan, this letter was given to Commodore Perry, 

the brother of the hero of Lake Erie. Although told to be very 

friendly with the Japanese, he was sent out with seven war 

ships, so that he could hold his own if attacked. Perry 

delivered his letter, and after long delays finally got the 

Emperor of Japan to make a trade treaty with the United 

States.  

The main trouble at home during Fillmore's rule was 

the old quarrel between the slavery and antislavery parties. For 

a time it had slumbered, but the fact that California wished to 

join the Union as a free state, started it up again with new fury. 

Men got excited over it, and the Capitol rang with the 

speeches of Calhoun, Clay, Seward, and Webster. The quarrel 

raged until Clay, the "peacemaker," finally suggested the bills 

forming what is known as the "Compromise of 1850."  

Each party again gave up something to please the 

other, deciding that California should be a free state, but that 

Utah and New Mexico should form territories where slavery 

would be allowed or forbidden, just as the people settling there 

wished. Besides, to satisfy the Texans, who said that part of 

New Mexico belonged to them, ten million dollars was given 

in exchange for it. Clay's bill for settling all these questions 

was called the "Omnibus Bill."  

The Compromise of 1850 also decided that slaves 

should no longer be bought and sold in the District of 

Columbia, although members of Congress and others might 

still keep their slave servants.  

A law had long been in existence which, in accordance 

with the Constitution, allowed slaveholders to go into free 

states to claim their runaway slaves. But instead of helping the 

owners, the Northern people often hid the negroes who 

besought their aid, and helped them to escape. They did this 

because they believed that slavery was wrong and that it was 

better to break such a law than to keep it.  

 

 
 

A FUGITIVE SLAVE.  

To stop this practice, a new fugitive-slave act was 

included in the Compromise of 1850; but before long it made a 

great deal of trouble. Slaves who had run away many years 

before were now seized in the North and brought back by 

force to their masters. The poor negroes, who had thought 

themselves safe, naturally made a loud outcry when caught, 

and so roused the pity of people in the North that they several 

times rescued them from their captors.  
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As slaves were no longer safe in any part of our 

country, kind-hearted people who thought more of their 

suffering than of obeying the law, now sent them into Canada. 

But, not daring to oppose the law openly, they forwarded them 

secretly from place to place, hidden under loads of hay, 

packed in barrels, or done up in queer=shaped parcels. These 

were passed on from one person to another, who thus formed 

what was known as the "underground railroad."  

Of course, the sight of slave catchers in the Northern 

towns made people talk and write more than ever against 

slavery. All agreed that the trouble had begun in 1619, when 

the first negroes were sold in Virginia, and that it had steadily 

grown worse. Many people in the South also thought slavery 

an evil, but they added that their negroes were so ignorant and 

helpless that they had to be treated like children, for they 

would starve if left to themselves.  

Still, there were also many others who insisted that it 

was only right that negroes should serve white men. These 

people were very angry when Northern papers were sent 

south, or when their slaves were taught to read, for they said 

any knowledge the colored people gained would only make 

them discontented with their lot.  

CHAPTER XXXIII 

THE FIRST WORLD'S FAIR 

When the government was formed, slave property was 

recognized in the Constitution, and each state was left free to 

do as it chose about keeping slaves. But since then ideas had 

been changing. The appearance of slave catchers in the North, 

and the publication of a novel called "Uncle Tom's Cabin"—of 

which many thousands of copies were sold—created a great 

sensation.  

This novel was written by Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe, 

while busy with her house and children. It told a great deal 

about slavery, made people laugh, and cry, and think, and 

showed so plainly what slavery might be under cruel masters 

that most of those who read it declared the slaves ought to be 

freed.  

Now, no one had a right to force the Southern states to 

set the slaves free, except—some people said—the President, 

in time of war. But the Northerners thought it was bad enough 

to have slaves in the states which already existed. You know 

that when Missouri was admitted as a slave state, it was 

decided that all the rest of the Louisiana purchase, north of a 

line drawn west from the southern boundary of Missouri, 

should be free soil. But although people thought this Missouri 

Compromise would end all trouble about slavery, quarrels 

broke out again, as we have seen, over the lands acquired from 

Mexico.  

After the Omnibus Bill had been passed (1850), people 

again thought the slavery question settled forever. But four 

years later Senator Stephen A. Douglas proposed that two 

territories, Kansas and Nebraska, should be carved out of the 

old Louisiana purchase, and be admitted as states as soon as 

they had enough inhabitants. He added that these should be 

allowed to choose for themselves whether they would be free 

or slave states, although they lay north of the Missouri 

Compromise line.  

This proposal made the antislavery men very angry, 

and they wrote and talked against it with all their might. Still, 

in spite of all their efforts, the Missouri Compromise was 

repealed, in 1854. The only way now left to prevent the new 

territories from becoming slave states was to send out as many 

settlers as possible who were against slavery; so the Northern 

people worked hard to do this.  

On their part, the Southerners hastened into these lands 

with large bands of slaves. Thus it became a race, each party 

trying to send the most settlers. The two kinds of men—
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antislavery and proslavery—thus began farming side by side; 

but when they began to talk politics, they soon quarreled 

fiercely.  

 

 
 

BROOKS AND SUMNER.  

People rushed into the country so fast that before long 

there were men enough in the present state of Kansas to vote 

and decide whether it should be free or slave soil. The 

excitement, therefore, daily grew greater and greater, and as 

the Missouri people hoped it would be slave soil, there was 

some cheating about voting. Some Missouri men crossed the 

frontier to vote for slavery, and this fact helped to make 

trouble when the elections decided that it should be slave soil. 

For several years there were quarrels and fights between the 

two parties in the territory, and this time of violence, 

bloodshed, and border warfare won for that part of our country 

the name of "bleeding Kansas."  

Fillmore, in the meantime, had been succeeded by 

Franklin Pierce, fourteenth President of the United States. 

Pierce had been a poor lad, but he managed to secure a good 

education. He then became a lawyer, and was so determined to 

succeed that when some people made fun of him, after a first 

failure, he firmly said: "I will try nine hundred and ninety-nine 

cases, if clients continue to trust me; and if I fail just as I have 

failed to-day, I will try the thousandth. I shall live to argue 

cases in this court-house in a manner that will mortify neither 

myself nor my friends." As the young man proved as good as 

his word, it will not surprise you to hear that he did succeed.  

All through Pierce's term of office, the quarrels 

between the slavery and antislavery parties continued. Charles 

Sumner, a senator from Massachusetts, once spoke so strongly 

against slavery that Preston Brooks, saying that he was 

insulting all Southerners, attacked him in the Senate chamber, 

and hit him such a cruel blow on the head that Sumner was ill 

for more than two years. But, although a few slavery men 

approved of what Brooks had done, and made him a present of 

a fine cane as a reward, most people believed that he had done 

wrong. It was not in Pierce's power, however, to put an end to 

the quarrel of those who were for or against slavery, although 

he made a good President.  

The first summer of his term was an interesting time, 

for people in our country, wishing to follow an example set by 

England, held their first world's fair, or exhibition, in the 

Crystal Palace in New York. At first, people in Europe made 

fun of the idea of having a world's fair in America, but it soon 

proved a great success. Not only were there exhibits from 

every foreign country, but our own was well represented. 

Indeed, when foreigners saw the McCormick reaper, and heard 

of the changes it had brought about, one of them declared the 

inventor had "done more for the cause of agriculture than any 

man living."  

England and the United States were now on such 

friendly terms that when the English explorer, Sir John 
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Franklin, was lost in the ice of the Arctic Sea, Dr. Kane, an 

American, went off in search of him. Unfortunately, as was 

found out later, Franklin and all his companions were dead; 

but Kane made many interesting discoveries in the north. To 

show their gratitude to the Americans for Kane's friendly deed, 

the English, finding the remains of one of his ships some time 

after, had a beautiful desk made out of it, and sent it to the 

White House, where it is reserved for the President's use.  

 

 
 

PART OF KANE'S EXPEDITION.  

It was under Pierce, too, that our fleet came home from 

Japan, where, as we have seen, a treaty was made which 

allowed our ships to trade there. Ever since then, America has 

kept up a lively trade with Japan, where the people are 

learning civilized ways so rapidly that it is said they will soon 

overtake the most advanced countries.  

CHAPTER XXXIV 

JOHN BROWN'S RAID 

The slavery question created such very strong and 

bitter feeling that the next election saw the rise of what is still 

called the Republican party, which soon included all those in 

favor of free soil. The Democrats proving the stronger, 

however, James Buchanan, their candidate, became the 

fifteenth President of the United States.  

As Buchanan was already sixty-six and unmarried, he 

is sometimes called the "Bachelor President." Many had hoped 

that his election would put an end to all quarrels. But he was 

neither firm nor tactful, and things had already reached such a 

state that it seemed as if no Power could prevent the terrible 

events which were soon to take place.  

In the beginning of Buchanan's term a dispute was 

settled which was to be talked about in all parts of the country. 

A Doctor had taken his slave, Dred Scot, north. After living in 

a free territory several years, this slave fancied he was free, 

and when his master took him south again, and sold him, he 

appealed to the courts.  

The question was finally laid before the Supreme Court 

of the United States, which decided that a man's slaves 

belonged to him, no natter where he happened to live. When 

people in the free states heard this, they made a great outcry, 

because, as they said, slaves could now be held anywhere.  

The people in the South, on the other hand, were 

greatly pleased, for this was just what they wanted. The result 

was that both parties felt all the more determined, the one to 

stop the spread of slavery, the other to extend it over the whole 

country. Fiery speeches were again made on both sides of the 

question, and people grew more and more excited.  
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Now, one man who was against slavery was named 

John Brown. He was a religious man, but not very wise. He 

went to settle in Kansas, where he spoke his mind so freely 

that the slavery people there soon learned to hate him. In a 

fight at Osawatomie, John Brown was victorious, but lost one 

of his relatives. This loss almost crazed him, and made him all 

the more anxious to put an end to slavery. Indeed, he finally 

imagined that the Lord had specially chosen him to do this 

work.  

 

 
 

JOHN BROWN AT HARPER'S FERRY  

As he could not stay in Kansas, where a price had been 

set upon his head, John Brown of Osawatomie went to Harpers 

Ferry, in Virginia, in 1859. There, with the help of a few well-

meaning but very unwise persons in the North who supplied 

him with money, John Brown made a plan to free the slaves. 

As he knew they would need arms to resist capture, he and 

twenty followers seized the United States armory at Harpers 

Ferry. Then they seized and imprisoned a few slaveholders.  

This was against the laws of both state and country. 

Before John Brown could escape, he was caught by our troops, 

tried for treason and murder, and hanged. "John Brown's 

Raid," as his expedition in Virginia is generally called, created 

a great excitement, for the Southern people did not realize at 

that time that it was merely the plan of a man half-crazed by 

suffering. Some Southerners fancied that all the abolitionists in 

the North were in league with John Brown, and as they had 

lived through the horrors of small negro revolts, they were 

naturally indignant.  

 

 
 

ABRAHAM LINCOLN  
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In fact, most people in the North thought it very wrong 

of John Brown to take the law into his own hands or to try to 

free slaves by violence. They did long to see slavery ended, 

but they wanted it to be done by vote, and not by force. 

Besides, they knew, as well as the Southerners, that an 

uprising of the negroes was greatly to be dreaded, for the latter 

were so ignorant at that time, and so easily led, that they might 

have been urged on to commit the most horrible crimes.  

John Brown's attempt only made slavery quarrels 

worse, and when the time came for a new election, four 

candidates were proposed. One of these men, Breckinridge, 

was in favor of allowing slaves to be carried into all the 

territories, but another, Stephen A. Douglas, said that the new 

territories ought to be opened to slaveholders and free men, the 

settlers themselves deciding for or against slavery. The third 

man declared merely in favor of union and peace. The fourth, 

Abraham Lincoln, claimed that, while the laws of states should 

be respected, slavery ought not to spread any farther, because 

it was morally wrong.  

Now, by the last census made, there were thirty-one 

million inhabitants in our country, only twelve million of 

which lived in slave states. You will therefore not be surprised 

to learn that Abraham Lincoln, the Republican candidate, was 

elected sixteenth President of the United States (186o).  

It was in 1861 that Kansas joined the Union as a free 

state, and the thirty-fourth star was added to our flag. In 

mentioning Old Glory, Senator Charles Sumner once spoke 

these words, which every American citizen should remember: 

"The stripes of alternate red and white proclaim the original 

union of thirteen states to maintain the Declaration of 

Independence. Its stars, white on a field of blue, proclaim the 

union of states constituting our national constellation, which 

receives a new star with every new state. These two signify 

union, past and present. The very colors have a language 

which was officially recognized by our fathers. White is for 

purity, red is for valor, blue is for justice."  

CHAPTER XXXV 

LINCOLN'S YOUTH 

Before we go on to speak of the great events which 

took place after Lincoln's election, it will interest you to hear 

something about Lincoln, who, as you will see, was one of the 

most remarkable men that ever lived.  

Born in a Kentucky log hut in 1809, Lincoln belonged 

to the poor white class; indeed, his father was so ignorant that 

he did not even know how to read. But, like most great men, 

Lincoln had a very good mother, who, although poor and far 

from learned, taught her boy all she could. She died soon after 

they had moved to Indiana, and when only nine years old the 

poor little fellow had to help his father dig her grave. He never 

forgot his mother's teachings, however, and many years later, 

when in the White House, he said: "All that I am, or hope to 

be, I owe to my sainted mother."  

The Lincoln family had but one book, a Bible, which 

Abraham used to read by the light of the pine knots he picked 

up, for they could not afford any other light. Instead of a slate, 

Lincoln had a piece of rough board, or an old fire shovel, and 

used a bit of charcoal or limestone as a pencil. He was eager to 

learn, and so persevering that he borrowed an old arithmetic, 

and not only worked out all the sums without any help, but 

copied it all so as to have a book of his own.  

Obliged to work all day, Lincoln plowed, sowed, and 

reaped, and split rails to fence in his father's little farm. The 

only way the farmers in that region could get money was by 

building flatboats and taking their produce to New Orleans. 

Lincoln soon did this too, and on reaching that city saw many 

strange new sights. For instance, he once went to the slave 

market, where, for the first time in his life, he saw human 

beings sold like cattle. It made him feel so bad that we are told 
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he then said, in regard to slavery: "If I can ever hit that thing, 

I'll hit it hard!"  

Lincoln made several trips to New Orleans, and 

perceiving that flatboats were often caught in snags or tangles 

of branches in the Mississippi, he invented a kind of pole to 

lift them over such obstacles. The roughly whittled pattern of 

this invention can still be seen in the Patent Office at 

Washington, where it is shown as a curiosity.  

When Lincoln became a young man, he was clerk in a 

small store in Illinois. He was so careful and upright in all his 

dealings while there, that he soon won the name of "Honest 

Abe."  

 

 
 

CABINET MADE BY LINCOLN  

Indeed, we are told that after making a mistake in 

giving change, he once tramped several miles at night, after 

the store was closed, to give an old woman the few cents he 

still owed her. On another occasion, Lincoln found he had 

given short measure in tea to a customer, and could not rest 

until he had corrected his mistake.  

While in charge of this country store, Lincoln was 

post-master, too. But letters were so few that he carried them 

around in his hat. When any one called for mail, he quickly 

produced the small bundle, and, looking it over, found the 

right letter. Both store and post office came to an abrupt end; 

but Lincoln was so honest that when people came to him, 

several years later, to straighten out the post office accounts, 

he brought out an old stocking containing the little sum still 

due to the government. The money had lain there ever since; 

but although often penniless, Lincoln had never even 

borrowed a cent of it. 

 

 
 

LINCOLN AS CLERK.  
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He was so anxious to study law that when some one 

offered to lend him Blackstone, he hastened to go and get the 

four heavy volumes, although he had to tramp twenty-one 

miles and back in the course of one night. Then he began to 

study, working so hard that before long he became a good 

lawyer and settled in Springfield.  

Lincoln was so clear-headed, so kind-hearted, so full of 

humor and tact, so unselfish and honest, that he won friends 

wherever he went. We are told that, when riding to court, he 

once saw that some little birds had fallen out of their nest. In 

spite of his companions' jeers, he got down from his horse and 

carefully put them back. When he again joined his friends, 

they asked why he had stopped, and began to make fun of him; 

but he quietly answered: "I could not have slept unless I had 

restored those little birds to their mother."  

Lincoln was tall and ungainly, but his homely face was 

so strong and kind that every one trusted him. He was for 

several years a member of the Illinois legislature, and was 

once a member of Congress. Later on, when it came time to 

elect a senator for his state, some of his friends named him, 

while others named Stephen A. Douglas.  

Both men were fine orators, and although Douglas was 

small, he was so strong in argument that he was called the 

"little giant." Douglas's speeches were very eloquent; but 

Lincoln's were so simple, so full of common sense and human 

sympathy, that they went straight to people's hearts. These two 

men had many a debate during this campaign, and although 

Lincoln failed to be elected, he won many good friends.  

Lincoln never pretended to be either wise or clever, but 

his life motto was "to do his level best," and he manfully put it 

into practice. He did not like to hear all the quarreling that was 

going on, and always did all he could to stop it. But when he 

thought a thing right, he could be very firm; and once, after 

some ministers tried to convince him, by quoting Bible texts, 

that slavery was not wrong, he cried:  

"I know there is a God, and that He hates injustice and 

slavery. I see the storm coming, and I know His hand is in it. If 

He has a place and work for me,—and I think He has,—I 

believe I am ready. I am nothing, but truth is everything. . . . 

Douglas don't care whether slavery is voted up or down; but 

God cares, and humanity cares, and I care, and with God's help 

I shall not fail. I may not see the end, but it will come, and I 

shall be vindicated [proved right], and these men will find that 

they have not read their Bibles aright."  

When called upon to make his first speech as senatorial 

candidate, Lincoln said: "'A house divided against itself cannot 

stand. I believe this government cannot endure permanently 

half slave and half free. I do not expect the house to fall, but I 

expect it will cease to be divided. It will become all one thing 

or all the other." This speech is so plain, yet so clever, that it 

has always been greatly admired. As we have seen, Lincoln 

had won many friends, so when the time came to elect a new 

President he was one of the candidates proposed.  

During this campaign some of the opposite party tried 

to spoil Lincoln's chances by calling him a "rail splitter." But 

his friends promptly said that  was nothing to be ashamed of, 

and even carried rails in their processions. When asked 

whether he had really split the rails they thus paraded, Lincoln 

once smilingly said that he could not swear to the rails, 

although he had certainly split a great many just like them.  

A few gentlemen from the East, seeing Lincoln's 

awkward figure, felt sure he would never do for President, but 

they changed their minds after hearing a speech he made in 

New York. All listened to it spellbound until he closed it with 

the noble words: "Let us have faith that right makes might, and 

in that faith let us to the end dare to do our duty as we 

understand it."  

The campaign was an unusually exciting one, for the 

Southern states had vowed that if Lincoln was elected they 

would leave the Union. Every one, therefore, anxiously 

awaited the result of the election; and when it finally became 
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known that Lincoln was chosen, the long-gathering storm 

burst.  

The time was now rapidly drawing near when our 

country was to be a prey to the saddest and bloodiest conflict 

in our history. War is a very sad thing, even when it has to be 

waged on outsiders; but a civil war, where friends, fellow-

citizens, and even families are often divided, is the saddest 

thing in the world.  

CHAPTER XXXVI 

THE FIRST SHOT 

Without even waiting to see what Lincoln would do, 

the senators from South Carolina left their seats in Congress 

and went home. Next, a meeting was called in Secession Hall, 

in Charleston, South Carolina, where it was decided that South 

Carolina, the "Palmetto State," should separate, or secede, 

from the Union (December 20, 1860). The Southern people, 

you know, firmly believed that they had a perfect right to 

leave the Union whenever laws were made which they thought 

unfair.  

They were so sure they were doing right that in less 

than two months six other states joined South Carolina in 

seceding from the Union. Then the seven states, South 

Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, Louisiana, 

and Texas, united to form a new republic, which was called 

the "Confederate States of America." Southerners said that this 

new republic was to have "slavery for its corner stone," and 

chose a well-known man, Jefferson Davis, for its President. At 

first Montgomery was the capital of the Confederacy, which 

adopted a flag with three bars and seven stars instead of the 

stars and stripes. When this became known in the North, and 

the people there realized that the new banner would be raised 

instead of the stars and stripes, they became so excited that 

Secretary Dix telegraphed to New Orleans: "If any person 

attempts to haul down the American flag, shoot him on the 

spot!"  

The Confederates, or secessionists, next seized most of 

the Southern forts belonging to the United States, except Forts 

Pickens and Sumter, which the officers refused to surrender. 

They also fired upon a ship called the Star of the West, when it 

came into the Charleston harbor to bring supplies to the 

government troops at Fort Sumter. In fact, the Confederates 

showed themselves so determined not to let it come in that it 

had to turn around and go back.  

 

 
 

JEFFERSON DAVIS  
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The Southerners believed so thoroughly in state rights 

that, although many of them did not wish to secede, they felt it 

their duty to do so. Thus more than two hundred officers who 

had been in the United States service, and had won laurels in 

the Mexican War, now gave up their positions in the army and 

navy and returned home.  

The action taken by the Southern states greatly 

bewildered President Buchanan, who looked on helplessly, 

and did nothing. He said that the Southern states had no right 

to secede, but added that he had no right to force them to stay 

in the Union. Everything was therefore left for Lincoln to 

settle, and people anxiously wondered what he would do.  

 

 
 

A rumor had arisen that, even if elected, Lincoln 

should never be inaugurated. This made his friends so anxious 

for his safety that they persuaded him to travel secretly to 

Washington. There he was inaugurated, on March 4, 1861. 

After taking his solemn oath to "preserve, protect, and defend 

the Constitution of the United States," Lincoln made a grand 

speech, saying that, while he must at any cost keep this oath, 

he had no intention whatever of meddling with slavery in the 

states where it already existed.  

He said that, in his opinion, no state could leave the 

Union, declared that he would hold the forts still belonging to 

the Union, and firmly but kindly added: "In your hands, my 

dissatisfied countrymen, and not in mine, is the momentous 

issue of civil war. The government will not assail you. You 

can have no conflict without being yourselves the aggressors."  

For the first month after his inauguration, Lincoln was 

so bothered by office seekers that he could not attend to much 

else. But by this time Major Anderson, who was holding Fort 

Sumter, was so short of food and supplies that Lincoln sent 

word to South Carolina that he was going to send him help. 

This message was given to Jefferson Davis, who called a 

council to decide whether the supply should be allowed to 

come in or not.  

 

 
 

FORT SUMTER.  

There were two opinions about this, even in the 

Confederate Cabinet, and after some one had spoken warmly 

in favor of taking the fort by force, the secretary of state 

gravely said: "The firing upon that fort will inaugurate a civil 

war greater than any the world has yet seen. . . . You will 

wantonly strike a hornet's nest which extends from mountains 

to ocean, and legions now quiet will swarm out and sting us to 

death."  

In spite of this warning, Jefferson Davis finally decided 

that Sumter must be taken. He bade the Southern general, 
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Beauregard, not to allow any supplies to pass in, and to fire 

upon the fort if it did not surrender. As Anderson firmly 

refused to yield to Beauregard's summons, the bombarding of 

Fort Sumter began on April 12, 1861.  

At the end of about thirty hours the fort was a heap of 

smoking ruins, and as there was neither food nor ammunition 

left, Anderson was forced to haul down the Union flag and 

surrender. But he and his men were allowed to leave with their 

arms and colors, and the flag they thus saved was, as we shall 

see, again raised over Fort Sumter four years later.  

Although there were none killed on either side in this 

battle of "seventy men against seven thousand," the firing on 

Fort Sumter acted like an electric shock upon the whole 

nation. Until then there had been two kinds of patriots in the 

North; but the fact that the flag had been fired upon put an end 

to all disputes, and the people rose like one man to defend it.  

Lincoln, who had made no preparations for war, so as 

not to make the South angry and force matters, now called for 

seventy-five thousand men "to maintain the honor, the 

integrity, and the existence of the Union." These men were 

called for three months only, because people then fancied that 

the war would be over in ninety days at the utmost.  

In fact, at this sad time both parties greatly 

misunderstood each other. Educated people in the North felt 

sure the South would yield rather than see blood shed. But 

educated people in the South felt equally certain that for the 

sake of peace the North would yield, as had so often happened 

before. Besides, there were ignorant Northerners who fancied 

that Southern people were "fire eaters," and could only talk; 

while the same class in the South loudly boasted that the 

Yankees "would back up against the north pole rather than 

fight," and that "one Confederate could whip five Yankees."  

CHAPTER XXXVII 

THE CALL TO ARMS 

Lincoln's call was answered with a promptness which 

showed how ready Union men were to defend their flag. 

Before thirty-six hours were over, troops began to gather in 

Washington, which was considered the most dangerous point, 

as it was so near the Southern states. These Northern soldiers 

wore blue uniforms, and as they came to defend the Union and 

uphold the federal government, they were called Unionists or 

Federals. As many of them came from the New England 

states, they were also often called Yankees. Southern troops, 

who responded to Jefferson Davis's call just as promptly, wore 

gray uniforms, and were called Confederates by their own 

people, and rebels or Johnnies by the Unionists.  

 

 
 

CONFEDERATE  
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In those days there were not nearly so many railroads 

as there are now. To reach Washington, troops from 

Pennsylvania and the East had to pass through Baltimore, 

where the two depots were at opposite ends of the town. Now, 

Maryland was a slave state, but so many people there were 

against slavery that it never joined the Confederacy.  

While some Union troops were marching through the 

city on their way to Washington, on the eighty-sixth 

anniversary of the battle of Lexington, they were first hooted 

at and then attacked by a mob of slavery men. The soldiers 

kept their temper and took the insults calmly, but before long 

several shots were heard. One of the soldiers, mortally 

wounded, swung around, saluted the flag, crying, "All hail the 

stars and stripes!" and then fell down dead.  

 

 
 

UNIONIST.  

The sight of three lifeless companions proved the 

"lighted match which set fire to the powder magazine," and the 

Union troops shot at the mob. Several persons in the crowd 

were killed or wounded, and the troops had to fight their way, 

as it were, out of the town. Because these Northern regiments 

suffered in passing through Baltimore, the rest were taken by 

water to Annapolis and thence on to Washington.  

The Southern people were very brave, and to show the 

North that they were not afraid, Jefferson Davis made a 

proclamation two days after Lincoln called for soldiers. In it 

he said he would give Confederate vessels leave to take or 

destroy Union vessels wherever they met them on the seas.  

Now, you must know that war consists largely in 

giving tit for tat. So when Lincoln heard that Southern vessels 

were making ready to capture Northern vessels, he quickly 

ordered all the Southern ports closed, and forbade any ships to 

sail out of the harbors of the states which had seceded. To 

make sure that these orders would be obeyed, Northern vessels 

were sent to blockade the Southern ports. But, at that time, 

there were very few ships in the Union navy, and to keep 

guard over a coast line more than two thousand miles long a 

great many were needed.  

 

 
 

THE CONFEDERATE CAPITOL AT RICHMOND.  
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Almost everything that could float was, therefore, 

called into service, and Southern vessels passing in and out 

could do so only by running past the Union blockade. This 

was dangerous work, for the Union vessels were armed with 

guns, and did their best to catch or sink the Southern vessels. 

Still, the blockade runners were very wary, and as their ships 

and sails were painted gray, they could not easily be seen, and 

they often managed to slip past. At first the blockade was not 

strict at all, but every day it became more severe. It had to be 

close to prevent the South from sending out cotton, sugar, or 

tobacco, because the money those products brought in served 

to buy new supplies for the Southern army.  

When war broke out, several states were undecided 

which side to take, but before long they made up their minds, 

and Arkansas, Tennessee, North Carolina, and part of Virginia 

joined the Confederacy, which thus embraced eleven out of 

the thirty-four states. But the western part of Virginia later 

formed a separate state, called West Virginia, because the 

people living there wanted to remain in the Union.  

Soon after Virginia joined the Confederacy, Richmond 

became the Confederate capital. The fact that Washington and 

Richmond lay so close together made the largest forces collect 

there, and while the cry in Washington was "On to 

Richmond!" in the Confederate army it was "On to 

Washington!" As the Confederates held the Shenandoah 

valley, and had long been preparing for war, it seemed as if 

they could easily reach the Union capital; and hence it became 

necessary to have troops enough to defend it.  

The Southerners were ready, as we have seen; and 

while most of the white men fought in the army, their 

plantations were worked by their slaves, who thus supplied 

them with the food they needed. Hearing that war had broken 

out, a few negroes came into the American lines, asking to be 

set free. But the Northern people, mindful of the fugitive slave 

law, would not at first allow them to stay, and sent them back 

to their masters.  

Still, when the Unionists saw that the slaves built most 

of the fortifications, acted as teamsters, and served the soldiers 

in many ways, General Benjamin F. Butler said they ought to 

be seized as well as tools, ammunition, or anything else which 

helped the enemy. Because such things are called "contraband 

of war," slaves were classed as such, also, and before long 

many of them came into the Union lines, shouting, "I's 

contraband, massa, I's contraband!" knowing this would secure 

them good treatment.  

CHAPTER XXXVIII 

THE PRESIDENT'S DECISION 

Although quite unprepared for war, the North was in 

many respects better off than the South. Not only did it have 

many more inhabitants, but it owned shipyards, machine 

shops, and manufactories of all kinds, and could thus supply 

all its army's needs. This was not the case in the South, where, 

until then, the main occupation of the people had been 

agriculture.  

By the time summer came on, General George B. 

McClellan was at the head of a large force in control of West 

Virginia. Missouri, in the meantime, was almost all in the 

hands of Union forces, in spite of a Confederate victory won at 

Wilsons Creek, where the Federal General Lyon was killed. 

But, although the Confederates failed to secure Missouri and 

West Virginia, they had built forts so as to control the 

Mississippi, and still hoped to get Kentucky.  

As Kentucky had not seceded from the Union, General 

Ulysses S. Grant was sent down there to defend it. Before long 

he managed to take Paducah, which was in the power of the 

Confederates, He seized it, although the Union troops at this 

time were not yet used to warfare.. Indeed, they knew so little 

about discipline that when marching along they often broke 

ranks to pick blackberries.  
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After several small victories in West Virginia, a Union 

army under General McDowell marched southward to meet 

Beauregard at Manassas, or Bull Run. Here the Confederates 

were first driven back; but they bravely rallied when one of 

their officers cried, pointing to another: "See, there's Jackson 

standing like a stone wall." This remark was so true that ever 

after this Southern general was known as "Stonewall Jackson."  

The battle of Bull Run, where two untried armies 

found themselves face to face on a hot July day, resulted in 

complete victory for the Confederates, and in an awful defeat 

for the Federals. Ta its great surprise and dismay, the Union 

army was completely routed; but both sides learned a great 

deal by this fight. The Southerners were no longer quite so 

sure that one Confederate could whip five Yankees, and the 

Northern men had found that if they meant to save the Union 

they would have to work very hard.  

General McClellan—the "Soldiers' Pride," or "Little 

Mac," as his men affectionately called him—now entirely 

replaced General Scott, who was too old to continue as general 

in chief. He began to drill the troops vigorously; but there was 

very little fighting at first, and for a time "all was quiet along 

the Potomac." The only engagement of any importance took 

place at Balls Bluff. Here some Union troops barely escaped, 

by sliding down a slippery bank more than one hundred feet 

high. Although their boats were waiting for them in the river 

beneath, many sank, and the battle of Balls Bluff, like Bull 

Run, proved a Confederate victory.  

Still, the North was not idle, but was making a plan of 

war. Besides keeping up a strict blockade, the Union 

government wanted to take Richmond, to drive the 

Confederates out of Kentucky and Tennessee, and to become 

master of the Mississippi River, thus cutting the Confederacy 

in two.  

In war time it is very easy to make plans, but it is not 

nearly so easy to carry them out, as you will see. In spite of the 

blockade, two Southern men, Mason and Slidell, went to 

Havana. Here they embarked upon the British vessel Trent, to 

go to England and ask help for the Confederate States. They 

had been sent on this mission by the Southerners, who thought 

that the English would side with them because so many 

factories in that country depended upon the Southern states for 

all their cotton.  

 

 
 

ALABAMA AND KEARSARGE.  

Captain Wilkes, a Union captain, hearing of this, 

promptly boarded the British ship Trent, a thing he had no 

right to do, as we were not at war with Great Britain. He 

seized Mason and Slidell, and carried them off to a Union fort, 

where they were kept prisoners. When the "Trent  affair" 

became known, both the Confederates and the British were 

justly angry, and the latter sent a firm letter demanding that the 

two captives be set free without delay.  

Many people in the North had not stopped until then to 

think whether it was fair to seize these men or not, and when 

the letter came they wanted to refuse to give them up. But 

Lincoln was very cool, and quietly and sensibly said: "We 

fought Great Britain in 1812 for doing just what Captain 

Wilkes has done. We must give up the prisoners to England."  
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Then, in spite of the outcry raised by some Americans, 

he calmly went on to do what he considered right. Not only 

were the two-men allowed to go to England, but an apology 

was sent by Lincoln to Queen Victoria. Still, this capture, and 

the fact that the Confederates bought and armed vessels in 

England, caused a great deal of bitter feeling between the two 

nations, and for a time it really seemed as if the United States 

would have war with Great Britain too.  

A country claiming to be neutral has no right to sell 

ships or arms to nations at war. Unionists were justly 

indignant, therefore, when they heard that a fine vessel called 

the Alabama  had been sent out of British waters and handed 

over to the Confederate navy. After getting it all ready to fight, 

Captain Semmes began to scour the seas in search of Northern 

vessels. He pursued and sank, captured, or burned many 

Northern ships, and it was not till 1864, after a hard fight, that 

the Kearsarge, a Union frigate, finally succeeded in sinking 

this terrible foe, off the coast of France.  

CHAPTER XXXIX 

ADMIRAL FARRAGUT 

While McClellan was drilling his troops so as to have 

them ready to take Richmond, other Union generals were 

trying to get possession of the Southern forts along the 

Cumberland, Tennessee, and Mississippi rivers. For instance, 

Commodore Foote and General Grant took Fort Henry (1862). 

Next, after three days' very hard fighting at Fort Donelson, 

General Buckner asked General Grant what terms he would 

make if the fort surrendered.  

The Union general, who was a man of few words, 

promptly answered: "No terms except immediate and 

unconditional surrender can be accepted. I propose to move 

immediately upon your works."  

When this short letter, which Buckner was not in a 

position to resent, became known in the North, some one 

exclaimed that Grant's initials, U. S., evidently stood for 

"Unconditional Surrender." This joking remark so pleased the 

public that the name was generally adopted, and you will often 

hear this Union general mentioned as "Unconditional 

Surrender," instead of "Ulysses S." Grant.  

 

 
 

BATTLE OF SHILOH.  

We are told that a Union officer had been accused of 

not being loyal, simply because he was very quiet and inclined 

to be fair. When one of his friends asked why he did not deny 

the accusation, he gently said: "Oh, never mind; they'll take it 

back after my first battle." At Donelson, when called upon to 

take a battery, this same officer called out: "No flinching now, 

my lads! Here—this is the way; come on!" And he led his men 

so bravely that his fellow-soldiers not only took back all they 

had said against him, but declared that their triumph was due 

to his good example.  

The taking of Forts Henry and Donelson broke the 

Confederate line in one place, and the Union army and 
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gunboats now went on southward, to win the victory of Shiloh. 

Here nearly ten thousand men on each side were killed or 

injured, and the Southern General Albert S. Johnston received 

a mortal wound. He was one of the South's noblest men, and 

proved it to the very last by begging his surgeon to leave him 

and hurry off to help the Union soldiers, some of whom could 

yet be saved. In this battle, General William T. Sherman did 

such wonders that when Grant sent the news of the victory to 

Washington, he said: "I am indebted to General Sherman for 

the success of that battle."  

The Union troops had already secured Nashville and 

Columbus, and, while the battle of Shiloh was being fought, 

they became masters of Island No. 1o, and soon after of Fort 

Pillow and Memphis. Thus they won control of the Mississippi 

as far south as Vicksburg, where large Confederate forces 

blocked their path. Hoping to regain lost ground, the 

Confederates, under General Bragg, now made a raid into 

Kentucky, but they were defeated at Perryville and twelve 

weeks later at Murfreesboro. While this raid was taking place, 

part of their army, left behind, was beaten at Iuka and Corinth.  

Other Union troops had in the meantime won a victory 

at Pea Ridge in Arkansas, and by the end of the year they 

managed to drive the Confederates south of the Arkansas 

River. At the same time an attempt was made to secure the rest 

of the Mississippi, an undertaking which needed the efforts of 

both army and navy. So the fleet which the year before (1861) 

had taken the forts at Hatteras Inlet in North Carolina, and Port 

Royal in South Carolina, was now ordered to the Gulf of 

Mexico.  

The plan was that Commodore David G. Farragut and 

General Butler should take New Orleans, and then sail up the 

Mississippi to meet the army under Grant, and the gunboats 

under Porter, at Vicksburg. But this was a very difficult 

undertaking, for the Confederates had Forts Jackson and St. 

Philip, on either side the river, about sixty miles below New 

Orleans, and between them there was a line of hulks, chained 

fast together, so as to form a very strong barrier.  

 

 
 

AN AUGUST MORNING WITH FARRAGUT  

The first thing was, if possible, to reduce these forts; so 

Farragut prepared to attack them. To protect his large fleet of 

wooden vessels, and make them ball-proof, he looped heavy 

chains all over their sides; for there were at this time only two 

ironclads in the whole fleet. Sailors were then so sure iron 

ships must sink that when one was asked to transfer his flag to 

an iron vessel, he angrily muttered that he did not want to go 

to the bottom "in a teakettle."  

Besides these ships, Farragut also had a number of 

mortar boats anchored along the shore. They were so well 

hidden by leafy branches and long canes that they could not be 

located against the green banks. The bombarding of the two 

strongholds now began, and was kept up for six days and 

nights, during which time nearly seventeen thousand shells 

were hurled at the forts.  

The noise of the bombardment was so deafening that it 

was heard forty miles away. Windows thirty miles away were 

shattered; birds flying near there were stunned, so that they fell 

to the ground as if shot; and fishes floated as if lifeless on top 
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of the waters, into which so many cannon balls fell that it 

looked as if they were boiling hard. But, in spite of all this, the 

forts did not surrender.  

Finally Farragut made up his mind to break the chain, 

sail boldly up the river between the forts, and then land forces 

so as to attack them on all sides. His plans being ready, a brave 

young officer volunteered to cut the chains which held the 

hulks together. As soon as he had done so, the hulks, driven by 

the current, drifted apart, and the Union fleet suddenly started 

upstream. The orders were to run the vessels as close to the 

shore as possible, so that shots from the forts would pass right 

over them.  

In spite of a hot fire, the Union fleet, directed by 

Farragut, steamed safely past the forts, and destroyed the 

Confederate ships there. Troops being landed, the forts were 

forced to surrender to the double attack by land and sea.  

Meanwhile, Farragut proceeded up the river to New 

Orleans. Large quantities of cotton had been stored there, and 

when the people heard that the Yankees were coming, they set 

fire to it, so it should not fall into their hands. They also 

burned their shipping, and when Farragut drew near the city, 

he saw a line of fire on the piers five miles long. Ever so much 

property was thus destroyed, for the cotton alone was worth 

more than $1,500,000. But the people of New Orleans could 

not prevent the landing of the Union troops, who joyfully 

hauled down the stars and bars, and hoisted the stars and 

stripes instead.  

The Northern army now took control of affairs in New 

Orleans, where people felt very bitter toward it. It also secured 

the cities of Natchez and Baton Rouge, and thus gained control 

over all the lower part of the Mississippi. The Confederates, 

therefore, had only two important points left on the river, Port 

Hudson and Vicksburg, which were both situated on such high 

bluffs that they were above the reach of cannon balls hurled 

from the river.  

CHAPTER XL 

THE MONITOR AND THE MERRIMAC 

In the meantime, great events had been taking place in 

the East. At the very beginning of the war, the Confederates 

seized the Norfolk navy yard and the big ship Merrimac. For 

some time past there had been rumors afloat that they were 

changing this vessel into an ironclad, so strong that no cannon 

balls could harm it.  

This was quite true, and the Confederates relied upon 

this ship to play havoc with the Union fleet in Hampton 

Roads, at the mouth of the James River. When quite ready, 

therefore, the Merrimac  steamed out, at noon, on March 8, 

1862, while thousands of people stood on the shore, anxiously 

waiting to see what it would do.  

The first vessel it encountered was the Cumberland. 

This ship defended itself heroically. The guns were fired until 

it sank, and the water ran into their mouths; but the Union 

sailors refused to surrender. It is said that when summoned to 

do so, the Union commander nobly answered: "Never! I'll sink 

alongside."  

True to his word, he and his crew gallantly went down 

with their vessel, the Union flag still floating at the masthead. 

For months after it continued to wave there, because, the 

vessel having sunk in only fifty feet of water, the tops of the 

masts still rose above the waves.  

The destruction of the Cumberland  was quickly 

followed by that of the Congress, which ran aground, was set 

afire by red-hot cannon balls, and was forced to surrender. But 

when boats came from the Merrimac  to take possession of it, 

the Union troops in a fort near by began to bombard them. The 

Confederate officers loudly bade them stop, saying the vessel 

was theirs; but the commander of the fort defiantly answered: 
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"I know the ship has surrendered; but we haven't; "and he went 

on firing in spite of all their objections.  

 

 
 

THE BURNING OF THE CONGRESS.  

Still, the Merrimac  (which the Confederates had 

renamed the Virginia)  was quite unharmed by all the shot 

poured upon her, and had lost only a very few men. She 

therefore went back to port that evening (March 8, 1862) with 

the firm intention of coming out again on the morrow, to 

destroy all the other vessels of the Union navy within reach.  

The news of the sinking of the Cumberland  and of the 

burning of the Congress filled Union hearts with dismay, for it 

now seemed as if nothing could resist the terrible Southern 

ironclad. But the President and Congress had been preparing 

for this danger. Several months before, they had given orders 

to John Ericsson, the inventor of the hot-air engine and of the 

screw propeller for steam-ships, to make a ship after a strange 

model which he had shown them.  

 

 
 

THE MERRIMAC AND THE MONITOR.  

The work was carried on in secret, and at the end of 

one hundred days the Monitor was all ready. When the huge 

Merrimac steamed out, on the next day, to attack the Union 

fleet, she met a small and strange-looking craft, which has 

been described as a "cheese box on a raft." But the "raft "was 

of iron, the "cheese box "was a revolving turret with two big 

guns inside it, and the little Union David, although manned by 

only a few very brave men, came boldly on to tackle the 

Confederate Goliath.  
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When the Merrimac tried to attack one of the Union 

vessels, the little Monitor got between them, and now began 

the "most important single event of the war." The Merrimac 

vainly poured her fire upon the Monitor. The heaviest cannon 

balls glanced off when they happened to strike its iron hull, 

which, being almost level with the water, could not easily be 

hit. Besides, the Monitor was so small that it circled round and 

round its huge foe, hurling heavy balls from its two big guns.  

Still, after a while, a ball from the Merrimac struck the 

Monitor's pilot house and knocked a bit of lime into the 

principal officer's eyes. Blinded thereby, he was forced to give 

up the command; but his companions continued the battle with 

such spirit that, when evening came, the Merrimac went back 

to port, and never ventured out again. At the news of this 

victory the Union people almost went mad with joy.  

Thus, although the Monitor did not again take part in 

any great battle, it saved the Union at a moment of great 

danger. The inventor Ericsson won much praise for the good 

work his vessel had done, and since then many vessels have 

been built for our navy on about the same plan. In honor of the 

first ship, they are called monitors, too; but each of them also 

has a special name, like all other vessels in our navy.  

CHAPTER XLI 

THE PENINSULAR CAMPAIGN 

The year 1862 brought many important events besides 

the duel between the Monitor  and the Merrimac, as we have 

already seen. Still, there are several more of which it is well 

you should know, and which will surely interest you.  

While the War of the Secession was raging on in the 

southern part of the country, the Sioux Indians in the West, 

who had always been troublesome, suddenly dug up the war 

hatchet, and invaded Minnesota and Iowa. Here they attacked 

lonely farmhouses and small villages, killing and scalping 

nearly a thousand men, women, and children.  

But the Indian revolt was soon ended by the arrival of 

Federal troops, and public attention was again all turned to the 

war in the South. Here, early in the spring of 1862, had begun 

the Peninsular Campaign. It is called so because both armies 

were on the peninsula between the James and York rivers; and 

while one was defending, the other was trying to seize the 

Confederate capital, Richmond.  

 

 
 

THE PENINSULAR CAMPAIGN.  

The Union plan was that McClellan's army should 

march up from Yorktown, and McDowell's come down from 

Washington, while a small force guarded the Shenandoah 

valley to prevent the Confederates from attacking Washington. 

The Confederates, fearing for Richmond, gave up Norfolk to 

defend their capital. Besides, they burned all their naval stores, 

and even blew up the Merrimac, so it should never serve the 

Union again.  
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But, although clever, the Union plan was hard to carry 

out. McClellan had to take both Yorktown and Williamsburg 

before he could proceed to the Chickahominy, where he 

expected McDowell to meet him. This, however, General 

McDowell could not do, as he had to stay in the neighborhood 

of Washington to defend that city against other Confederate 

forces.  

These Confederate forces were under Stonewall 

Jackson, who, having heard that there was only a small force 

in the Shenandoah valley, marched up and down it, fought 

three battles there, and cleverly retreated after burning many 

bridges.  

We are told that once, during this campaign, General 

Jackson and his staff accidentally found themselves on the 

opposite side of the river from their troops. A few Union 

soldiers had already taken possession of the bridge between 

them, but Jackson rode boldly forward, and called out to the 

officer standing there: "Who ordered you to post that gun 

there, sir? Bring it over here!" The officer, at this tone of 

command, prepared to obey; and it was only when Jackson 

and his staff dashed safely past him to rejoin the Southern 

forces, that he saw he had made a mistake, and had obeyed the 

orders of the enemy.  

Jackson's bold raid in the Shenandoah made the 

President fear for the safety of Washington; so instead of 

allowing McDowell to go on and join McClellan, as had been 

arranged, he bade him come back to defend the capital. Thus, 

you see, almost at the same moment both capitals were equally 

panic-stricken. In fact, when people at Richmond heard that 

McClellan was coming, they were so frightened that the 

Confederate Congress left the city, and Jefferson Davis's niece 

wrote to a friend: "Uncle Jeff thinks we had better go to a safer 

place than Richmond."  

Heavy rains had made the roads rivers of mud, and 

McClellan, who had crossed the Chickahominy when it was 

only a small stream, now had a raging torrent behind him. The 

Confederates, seeing this, promptly attacked him at Fair Oaks 

or Seven Pines. Although their General Joseph E. Johnston 

was sorely wounded, and failed to win a signal victory, the 

Confederates killed so many Union men that they crippled 

McClellan's force.  

 

 
 

ROBERT E. LEE  

Johnston being disabled, Robert E. Lee, son of "Light-

Horse Harry" Lee of the Revolutionary War, now became the 

head of the Confederate army. General Lee had been trained at 

West Point, had taken part in the Mexican War, and was a 

most able general. At the time of the secession he held a high 

command in the Union army, but he gave it up, thinking it his 

duty to serve his native state, Virginia.  
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Lee, whom the Southern soldiers affectionately called 

"Uncle Robert," now tried to check McClellan, and for seven 

days the two armies fought. They had encounters at 

Mechanicsville, Gaines Mill, Savage's Station, Frayser's Farm, 

Malvern Hill, and Harrison's Landing. Although the Union 

troops were never positively defeated in these battles, the 

Confederates generally had the best of it. Besides, they 

entirely prevented the proposed siege of Richmond, the object 

of the whole campaign.  

CHAPTER XLII 

BARBARA FRIETCHIE 

McClellan was ordered to take his army back to 

Washington by water; and Lee, advancing, fought another 

Union force, first at Cedar Mountain and then at Bull Run, 

where he won two brilliant victories, thus forcing the 

remainder of those troops to retreat and join McClellan. By 

this time the people in the North were so frightened that they 

felt the need of a larger army. Lincoln, therefore, called for 

more men, who eagerly volunteered, singing the new song: 

"We're coming, Father Abraham, three hundred thousand 

more!"  

Encouraged by success, Lee now crossed the Potomac 

River and marched into Maryland, his army singing 

"Maryland, my Maryland!" for the Confederates felt very sure 

that people there would now desert the Union to side with 

them. They were disappointed, however, and McClellan, 

having found a copy of Lee's orders, set off after him, and met 

him at Antietam, where a terrible battle was fought. Here 

many men lost their lives, but neither army won a real victory, 

though Lee soon after returned to Virginia.  

On his march with Lee toward Antietam, Stonewall 

Jackson rode through Frederick, Maryland, where the Union 

flags had been hauled down for fear of the anger of the 

Confederate army. Still, there was one old woman, Barbara 

Frietchie, who wished to show her love for the Union, and a 

famous story is told of how she kept the stars and stripes 

proudly floating from her attic window.  

 

 
 

BARBARA FRIETCHIE.  

When the Confederate soldiers came marching through 

the town they saw the flag, we are told, and, raising their guns 

and aiming carefully, broke the flagstaff; but Barbara Frietchie 

quickly grasped the falling pole and held it firmly upright, 

defiantly bidding the soldiers shoot her, if they must, but spare 

their country's flag. The story says that they could not resist 
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this appeal, that Stonewall Jackson himself rode under the flag 

with bared head, and that his army followed silently, not a man 

venturing to insult the banner which the old woman so 

gallantly defended.  

Barbara Frietchie's patriotism made every one feel 

proud of her, and our poet Whittier has told her story in a 

beautiful poem which you will like to read.  

Although McClellan had received orders to follow Lee 

and meet him in another battle, there was considerable delay. 

The Northern people, who eagerly read the war news 

published in the newspapers, grew very impatient, and now 

asked that another, less cautious, general should be put in 

command of the Army of the Potomac. General Burnside was 

therefore chosen, and he immediately attacked the 

Confederates who were intrenched at Fredericksburg. Here, in 

spite of the great courage they showed, the Union troops were 

beaten with great slaughter.  

During this battle the Union army tried to storm the hill 

where a battery stood, and were mowed down like ripe grain 

by the deadly fire poured upon them by the Con-federates 

intrenched behind a big stone wall. Six times the Union 

soldiers tried to dislodge their foes, but all in vain. The news 

of this awful battle, and of the loss of life it occasioned, caused 

great mourning throughout the country. When it reached 

Washington, Lincoln, who suffered keenly whenever he heard 

of loss of life and defeat, bitterly cried: "If there is any man 

out of perdition that suffers more than I do, I pity him!"  

CHAPTER XLIII 

LINCOLN'S VOW 

The war which was to have been over in ninety days 

was still dragging on. When it began, Lincoln had no intention 

to interfere with slavery in the states where it already existed. 

Even later on, in writing to the great newspaper editor, Horace 

Greeley, he said: "My paramount object is to save the Union, 

and not either to save or destroy slavery. If I could save the 

Union without freeing any slave, I would do it; if I could save 

it by freeing all the slaves, I would do it; and if I could do it by 

freeing some and leaving others alone, I would also do that."  

But, little by little, Lincoln saw that slavery was the 

real cause of the war, and that if it were not for the negroes, 

the Southerners who were on the battle field would soon be 

forced to surrender from lack of food. He also knew that most 

people in the North wished him to abolish slavery. They made 

this plain in countless ways, and hosts of Union soldiers 

tramped for miles to the tune of  

"John Brown's body lies a-moldring in the grave; 

His soul goes marching on!" 

because they felt they were carrying out the good work 

Brown had so unwisely begun.  

There was, besides, another question: France had 

promised to recognize the independence of the Confederates if 

Great Britain did; and just at this time it seemed as if the 

British, who needed cotton, might yet do so. The Southerners 

fully expected it, and openly boasted that "cotton is king." But, 

on the other hand, while Great Britain might side with the 

Confederates as long as the war was only against secession, 

she could not do so if the war was also against slavery, 

because her people were opposed to slavery, which was no 

longer allowed in any of her colonies.  

In the very beginning of the war, Generals Fremont 

and Halleck both made proclamations freeing the slaves in the 

districts where they were stationed. But Lincoln knew that the 

right moment had not yet come, and therefore bade them free 

only the slaves they seized as contraband. As it now seemed to 

Lincoln that the right time had come, he made a vow that as 

soon as the Union won a victory he would make a 

proclamation emancipating, or setting free, all the slaves in the 
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rebel states. Therefore, five days after the battle of Antietam, 

on September 22, 1862, President Lincoln announced that he 

would declare the slaves in the Confederate States free, if their 

owners did not lay down their arms and obey the Union by 

January 1, 1863. At that date, he issued another proclamation, 

setting those slaves free. This famous state paper was written 

entirely by Lincoln, who signed it on New Year's Day, after 

shaking hands with the many guests who came to wish him a 

happy New Year.  

No slaves were freed, at that time, in the states or parts 

of states that were in the hands of the Union forces; but later 

on Congress proposed that a thirteenth Amendment be added 

to the Constitution, forbidding slavery in the United States 

forever. The necessary number of states finally accepted this 

amendment, which went into force in 1865.  

The Confederate States paid no attention at all to the 

Emancipation Proclamation, so the negroes dared claim their 

freedom only when the Union troops were near enough to 

protect them. Besides, the greater part of the colored people 

could not read, and did not even know they had been declared 

free until told the joyful news by Northern soldiers.  

The first regiment of colored freemen had already been 

formed, however, and the proclamation was read aloud to 

them, too, very near the place where some of the South 

Carolinians had drawn up a law saying the negroes should be 

slaves forever. Although many people had predicted that 

negroes never could be trained to fight properly, they covered 

themselves with glory when the time came. Indeed, colored 

people bravely helped Union soldiers whenever they could, 

often risking their own lives to do so, and one of the most 

heroic deeds in all the war was done by a negro boy, at Fort 

Wagner, in 1863. This lad fell in a gallant attempt to climb the 

wall. Seeing one of the officers hesitate because he could not 

get up without hurting him, the poor boy bravely said: "I'm 

done gone, massa! Step on me and you can scale the wall!"  

CHAPTER XLIV 

THE BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG 

Burnside, having failed to win a victory at 

Fredericksburg, was now removed in his turn, and the 

command of the Union army given to General Joseph Hooker, 

whom the soldiers called ".Fighting Joe." But at 

Chancellorsville (1863) Hooker was stunned by a cannon ball, 

and as his army was thus left during several hours without a 

general, it was completely defeated. Owing in part, no doubt, 

to this accident, Lee won a brilliant victory over an army twice 

as large as his own; but he lost one of the bravest Southern 

officers, the gallant Stonewall Jackson. The latter was riding 

along with his staff, at nightfall, when his own men, mistaking 

him for the enemy, suddenly fired upon him, thus killing the 

man they loved so dearly.  

Chancellorsville was the last great victory won by the 

Confederates in the Civil War, but their past successes had 

filled their hearts with hope. When Hooker retreated, 

therefore, Lee boldly crossed the Potomac and marched into 

Pennsylvania. His plan was to carry the war into the enemy's 

country and make the Northern people feel the hardships 

which the South had to suffer. Hooker, who had not expected 

this bold move, followed him in hot haste; but before he could 

overtake Lee, the command of the Union army was taken from 

him and given to General Meade.  

It was the latter general, therefore, who overtook Lee at 

Gettysburg, on the 1st of July, 1863. Here was fought the 

greatest and most decisive battle of the whole war. It lasted 

three whole days, and about one third of the men engaged in it 

were killed or wounded. Both sides did wonders in the way of 

bravery on this occasion, and the Confederate General Pickett 

led a charge which will ever be famous in history. But in spite 

of their determined valor, the Confederates were finally 
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beaten, and Lee was forced to retreat to Virginia, having failed 

in his second and last attempt to carry the war into the North.  

So many Americans lost their lives at Gettysburg that 

part of the battle ground was changed into a national cemetery. 

The dead of  

 

 
 

A CHARGE AT GETTYSBURG  

both armies are buried there, and, besides many 

nameless graves, there are those of some of the principal men 

who fell during those three awful days (July 1–3, 1863). The 

regiments which took part in the battle have since erected 

beautiful monuments on the spots where they stood during that 

terrible but glorious struggle, when both sides proved their 

valor.  

Every year, on the anniversary of the battle, speeches 

are made in Gettysburg Cemetery, but none of them have ever 

equaled the short address made by President Lincoln, when he 

dedicated it the autumn of 1863. This speech, one of the 

simplest and most famous in our history, runs as follows:  

"Fourscore and seven years ago our 

fathers brought forth on this continent a new 

nation, conceived in liberty, and dedicated to 

the proposition that all men are created equal.  

"Now we are engaged in a great civil 

war, testing whether that nation, or any nation 

so conceived and so dedicated, can long endure. 

We are met on a great battle field of that war. 

We have come to dedicate a portion of that 

field as a final resting place for those who here 

gave their lives that that nation might live. It is 

altogether fitting and proper that we should do 

this.  

"But, in a larger sense, we cannot 

dedicate, we cannot consecrate, we cannot 

hallow this ground. The brave men, living and 

dead, who struggled here, have consecrated it 

far above our poor power to add or detract. The 

world will little note, nor long remember, what 

we say here, but it can never forget what they 

did here. It is for us, the living, rather to be 

dedicated here to the unfinished work which 

they who fought here have thus far so nobly 

advanced. It is rather for us to be here dedicated 

to the great task remaining before us, that from 

these honored dead we take increased devotion 

to that cause for which they gave the last full 

measure of devotion; that we here highly 

resolve that these dead shall not have died in 

vain; that this nation, under God, shall have a 

new birth of freedom; and that government of 

the people, by the people, for the people, shall 

not perish from the earth."  
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CHAPTER XLV 

THE TAKING OF VICKSBURG 

The fact that the Union forces had won the victory at 

Gettysburg filled all Northern hearts with happiness, and they 

were soon to enjoy a new triumph. You remember that while 

the disastrous peninsular campaign was going on, Grant was 

on the Mississippi, where his object was to gain possession of 

Vicksburg. As already stated, this city stands on a steep bluff; 

it is more than two hundred feet above the river. It was, 

besides, well fortified on all sides, and very ably defended by 

the Confederate General Pemberton.  

Grant soon saw that it would be best to attack 

Vicksburg from the land side; but to do that he had to convey 

his troops across the river at a point many miles below that 

city. The only fleet Grant had lay above Vicksburg, and as he 

did not like it to run the gantlet of the fire from the forts, he 

tried to find another way to get the gunboats down the river.  

The west shore of the Mississippi River is very low, 

and there are so many bayous that Grant fancied they might 

perhaps afford a passage to his fleet. The gunboats, under his 

orders, therefore went in and out of every bayou, working their 

way over and under fallen trees, through mud and marshes, 

until the soldiers laughingly called them "Uncle Sam's 

webfeet." As no passage was found, an attempt was made to 

dig a canal. But to do this, trees had to be cut six feet under 

water, and the job was soon given up as hopeless.  

Upon the failure of this plan, Grant saw that the fleet 

must steam rapidly down the river past the forts. This was 

considered so dangerous an undertaking that the men were told 

that only such as wished need take part in the expedition. But 

the Union navy was so brave, and the volunteers so many, that 

all could not be accepted, and lots had to be drawn to select 

the number of men needed to man the boats. We are told that 

those thus chosen for dangerous duty were so proud of their 

luck that they would not give up their places to their comrades, 

some of whom vainly tried to bribe them to exchange places.  

 

 
 

SAILING PAST VICKSBURG.  

When all was ready, Porter's fleet rushed down the 

Mississippi, one dark night. But the Confederates had such 

bright fires kindled along the river bank, that the Union fleet 

was seen as plainly as if it had been broad daylight, and a hail 

of cannon balls and shells was instantly poured down upon it.  

Nevertheless, Porter safely ran the gantlet of the deadly 

Vicksburg batteries, and, having reached the spot where 

Grant's troops awaited him, carried them safely across the 

Mississippi. As soon as they had landed, Grant marched them 

to the northeast, so as to get between Vicksburg and the 

Confederate forces, under General Johnston, which were 

moving toward that city.  

During the next seventeen days Grant defeated 

Confederate forces at Port Gibson, Jackson, Champion Hills, 

and Big Black River, and prevented Johnston from uniting 

with the army that was defending Vicksburg. Then he 
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completely surrounded Vicksburg by means of his own army, 

a force under General Sherman, and the fleet commanded by 

Porter.  

Thus hemmed in on all sides, Vicksburg suffered all 

the horrors of a frightful siege. Before it ended even "mule 

steaks" gave out, and people were reduced to such strange fare 

as mice, rats, and pieces of old leather. Meanwhile shells and 

cannon balls poured into the city from all sides, and as the 

inhabitants no longer dared stay in their houses, they dug 

caves in the soft, clayey soil, and went to live there.  

The bombardment lasted forty-seven days, and we are 

told that little children grew so accustomed to flying bullets, 

and to the noise of exploding shells, that they ceased to mind 

them, and played out in the streets as merrily as if no siege 

were going on. But the grown people were very anxious, for 

the Union troops kept such a keen watch on every part of the 

fortifications, that when some one put a hat on the end of a 

stick, and held it for a moment above the ramparts, it was 

instantly riddled with bullets.  

As he had no food left, was surrounded on all sides, 

and could not expect any relief, gallant General Pemberton 

was finally forced to surrender to Grant. So, at noon, on July 

4, 1863, the Confederate flag was replaced by the stars and 

stripes in Vicksburg. The Union troops made the courthouse 

ring with the sounds of their new song, "We'll rally round the 

flag, boys," while "Old Abe," the pet eagle of one regiment, 

flapped his wings and screamed aloud, as in battle when the 

din grew greatest.  

The news of the surrender of Vicksburg, with more 

than thirty thousand prisoners, reached Washington on the day 

after the battle of Gettysburg, and caused great rejoicing. Five 

days later Port Hudson surrendered also, and, as Lincoln 

gladly said, "the Father of Waters rolled unvexed to the sea." 

Besides, the Confederates west of the Mississippi were 

entirely cut off from their companions on the east side, for 

Union men held the river.  

Still, the war was far from over, and the hardships it 

forced upon the people were daily growing harder to bear. 

When it first broke out it cost the Union about one million 

dollars a day, but by this time the expense was nearly three 

times as much. To raise the necessary funds, Congress little by 

little ordered internal taxes, and "revenue stamps "were placed 

on photographs, pianos, and many other objects which were 

not absolutely necessary. This was a "stamp tax," like the one 

which helped to cause the Revolution; but this time the 

representatives of the people voted for it, and the people were 

willing to pay it.  

 

 
 

BESIEGING VICKSBURG.  

Besides this, taxes were laid on other articles, large 

sums of money were borrowed, and paper bills were issued, 

which from their color came to be known as "greenbacks." 

Every one knew that if the Union came out of the storm safely, 

silver or gold would be given in exchange for these bills. 

When the Union troops were successful, therefore, no one 

objected to paper money; but whenever the Federals were 

beaten, the value of greenbacks fell, until at one time a paper 

dollar was worth only thirty-five cents in coin.  
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CHAPTER XLVI 

RIOTS, RAIDS, AND BATTLES 

Until 1863 the President had been able to secure 

enough soldiers by calling for volunteers; but the time now 

came when Lincoln had to resort to drafts. That is to say, all 

the able-bodied men in the country between certain ages were 

forced to register their names, and from them a certain number 

in each state were selected by lot. These were obliged to join 

the army in person, or hire men to take their places.  

The fact that the President issued such orders, although 

Congress had given him the right to do so, made some of the 

people so angry that there were draft riots in several cities. The 

worst of all, however, was in New York, where the rioters 

took possession of the city, attacked and brutally murdered 

some poor negroes, destroyed much property, and behaved so 

lawlessly that troops had to be called out to restore order. 

During those terrible days the excitement was intense; but the 

law-abiding citizens behaved so nobly that the mob was 

quelled after some bloodshed.  

Drafts, which created such an uproar in the Union 

states, were also made in the South, where boys, and even old 

men, were made to serve, until it was said that "the 

Confederate army robbed both the cradle and the grave.'? 

There, too, paper money was used; but as the war dragged on, 

Confederate bills were worth less and less in coin. Owing to 

this, and also to the strict blockade, it took at one time about 

fifteen hundred dollars to buy a barrel of flour, and several 

thousand for a suit of common clothes. After the war was over, 

Confederate bills were worth nothing at all.  

All through the war, Southern and Northern women 

proved equally ready to work night and day for the soldiers on 

their side. Some of them raised money by fairs; others made 

garments or delicacies for the sick; and many served as nurses 

in the hospitals or on the battle field. Even small children 

helped, and while the little girls knit stockings, the boys made 

lint, or picked berries which were made into jellies for the use 

of convalescent soldiers. The whole country suffered from the 

effects of the war, but while many families north and south 

were in deep mourning for their heroic dead, the worst 

suffering was borne by the Southern states, where most of the 

fighting took place.  

The North knew very little of the actual hardships of 

warfare; for, with the exception of Antietam in Maryland and 

Gettysburg in Pennsylvania, there had been no great battles on 

its soil. It is true that General Bragg, the hero of Buena Vista, 

had made a raid in Kentucky, but he had been driven by 

General Buell back into Tennessee. Besides, several other 

daring raids, mostly for plunder, had been made by John 

Morgan, a guerrilla chief. He had been with Bragg in 

Kentucky in 1862, and had even threatened the city of 

Cincinnati.  

In 1863 this same Morgan raided Kentucky, and, 

crossing the Ohio, went into Indiana and Ohio, where he 

hoped that many men would join him. His quick movements 

and his fearlessness enabled him to do much damage and to 

get away again before any troops could be collected to crush 

him. During this expedition his men took horses, plundered 

mills and factories, and made the people pay large sums of 

money to save their buildings from being burned down.  

The people were so exasperated by his invasion that 

they made a determined effort, and finally hemmed him in and 

made him a prisoner. He and six of his officers were locked up 

in the penitentiary at Columbus, Ohio, whence they managed 

to escape a few months later. Cleverly making their way 

through the enemy's country, these men contrived to get back 

to their own people, and joined the Confederate army in 

Georgia.  
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Some very funny stories are told about this Morgan 

and his men, who often indulged in harmless frolics. When the 

people did not oppose them, they generally took only from the 

rich or well to do, leaving the poor alone, and sometimes even 

astonishing them by giving them some of the plunder.  

 

 
 

MORGAN'S RAIDERS  

While Grant was besieging Vicksburg, Bragg was in 

Tennessee, where General Rosecrans drove him from 

Chattanooga to Chickamauga Creek: Here a desperate battle 

took place, and the Confederates were victorious; but General 

Thomas with his part of the Union army made such a firm and 

brave stand that he won the name of "Rock of Chickamauga." 

Some of his officers showed equal courage, for when one was 

asked how long he could hold a certain pass, he firmly 

answered: "Until the regiment is mustered out of service."  

When the battle was all over, Thomas retreated to 

Chattanooga, where Bragg followed and besieged the Union 

army. Now began a hard time for the Union troops, for they 

had hardly enough food for the men. Besides, forage was so 

scarce that most of the mules died. Indeed, one soldier 

described a march near Chattanooga, saying: "The mud was so 

deep that we could not travel by the road, but we got along 

pretty well by stepping from mule to mule as they lay dead by 

the way."  

There was so much danger that the army might retreat 

or surrender, that Thomas was put in command at 

Chattanooga, and Grant sent him orders to hold fast till he 

came. Thomas nobly answered: "We will hold the town till we 

starve." In a few days Grant reached Chattanooga, and soon 

after the army was re-enforced by Sherman and Hooker.  

 

 
 

LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN  

Battles were now fought near Chattanooga, first at 

Orchard Knob and the day after on Lookout Mountain. As 

lowering clouds cut off all view of the summit during the 

greater part of this engagement, you will often hear it called 

the "Battle above the Clouds." The next day, the Union troops 
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won a great victory on Missionary Ridge, so that at the end of 

three days' fighting the Confederates were driven away.  

The next move made by Union forces was Sherman's 

raid across Mississippi, from Vicksburg, early in 1864. His 

aim was to destroy bridges and railroads over which supplies 

could be sent to the Confederate army, and to burn mills and 

factories. He did this so thoroughly, and left so little standing 

at Meridian, that one person remarked: "Sherman didn't simply 

smash things, but he just carried the town off with him."  

CHAPTER XLVII 

THE BURNING OF ATLANTA 

Sherman's raid prevented the Confederates from again 

attacking Chattanooga, where the Union troops spent a quiet 

winter. When the spring of 1864 came on, Grant was made 

commander in chief of the whole army, with the rank of 

lieutenant general, a rank which had been given only to 

Washington and Scott before him. Grant had been so fortunate 

in all his efforts that every one felt great confidence in him, 

and while Lincoln said that at last he had a man  at the head of 

the army, the rest of the people, referring to his initials, 

playfully spoke of him as "Uniformly Successful "Grant, 

"United States "Grant, "Unconditional Surrender "Grant, and 

"Uncle Sam's "Grant.  

As soon as Grant received this appointment, he met 

Sherman, and they two together formed a clever plan to carry 

on the war. As there were now only two large Confederate 

armies, it was agreed that Grant should face Lee, near 

Richmond, while Sherman should beat Johnston, and then 

push on across Georgia to the sea, destroying all supplies on 

his way, so that the South should have to cease making war. It 

was further agreed that they should set out to do this on the 

same day.  

Grant now went to join the forces in the East, and led 

them across the Rapidan into the Wilderness, to begin his 

famous "hammering campaign." It was in May that his army 

started, and, sitting on a log by the roadside, Grant wrote the 

telegram which ordered Sherman to commence fighting.  

As soon as Sherman received this dispatch, he set out, 

with about one hundred thousand men, to meet Johnston, with 

about one half that number, at Dalton. But Johnston placed his 

forces in the mountains and woods in good positions, and 

always retreated in time to avoid a disastrous defeat. Sherman, 

therefore, had to fight bloody battles at Dalton, Resaca, Dallas, 

Lost Mountain, and Kenesaw Mountain, while driving 

Johnston back to Atlanta.  

 

 
 

GRANT WRITES A TELEGRAM TO SHERMAN.  

This sort of fighting—which was the wisest thing 

Johnston could do—made President Davis so angry that, 

hoping to settle matters by one big victory, he took the 

command away from Johnston and gave it to Hood. The latter 
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was very energetic; but although three more battles were 

fought, and each army lost thousands of men in this campaign, 

Sherman went on, and soon entered Atlanta. Then he 

telegraphed to Washington the news: "Atlanta is ours, and 

fairly won."  

Marching thus into the Confederate country, Sherman 

found the railroads destroyed by the Confederates, who hoped 

thus to prevent his advance and to cut off his supplies. But he 

had a force of men who rapidly rebuilt the roads, and trains 

quickly followed his troops to bring them food and 

ammunition. The engineers who laid tracks and built bridges 

were so skilled, and their men worked so fast, that they really 

did wonders.  

The Confederates were amazed to see how promptly 

the damage they had done was repaired. Once, when some one 

suggested blowing up a tunnel so as to check Sherman's trains, 

a man cried out: "No use, boys; Old Sherman carries duplicate 

tunnels with him, and will replace them as fast as you can 

blow them up; better save your powder!"  

Hoping to prevent Sherman's doing any harm to 

Atlanta, or going farther south, Hood suddenly set out for 

Tennessee, thinking the Union army would follow to stop him. 

This, however, was just what Sherman wanted, and as soon as 

he was quite sure that Hood had gone, he sent word to Thomas 

at Nashville to look out for himself. Thomas, he knew, was 

calm and very deliberate. After keeping Hood waiting for 

about two weeks, General Thomas suddenly came out of the 

city, and in a hard two days' fight completely defeated him. In 

this battle the Confederates fought so bravely that when it was 

all over they had no army left wherewith to pursue Sherman.  

Sherman, in the meantime, had gone steadily on, and 

had burned the rich stores and fine mills and factories of 

Atlanta. The churches and dwelling houses were not harmed, 

for Sherman's object was only to destroy the shops and 

factories which supplied the Southern army with arms, food, 

garments, or anything else.  

CHAPTER XLVIII 

THE MARCH TO THE SEA 

After cutting all the telegraph wires, so no one could 

send news of his next movement, Sherman suddenly left 

Atlanta and set out for his famous "march to the sea." He had 

long been preparing for this. His plans were all made, and he 

sent on his sixty thousand men in four great columns. Their 

orders were to head for Savannah, three hundred miles away, 

to destroy all the railroads and supplies along a strip sixty 

miles wide, and to take nothing with them but the food they 

needed.  

While the main army, therefore, marched steadily on, 

skirmishing parties overran the country, burning or breaking 

all they did not carry off. Last of all came the men whose duty 

it was to tear up railroads and burn bridges. They were adepts 

in this work, and finding that iron rails merely bent could be 

straightened out ands used again, they adopted a new plan of 

destruction.  

First, the railroad ties were torn up, piled together, and 

set afire. Then the rails were laid over the red-hot coals, so that 

the middle part of each one was heated red-hot. Two men next 

grasped a rail at either end, and, running to the nearest tree, 

twisted it around the trunk, thus making what the soldiers 

jokingly called "Jeff Davis neckties."  

It was thus that the Union army left nothing but ruin 

and desolation behind it. This seems very wicked, but it is one 

way of making war, and Sherman thought it was wiser to stop 

the Confederates by depriving them of supplies than by killing 

so many men in pitched battle.  

The roads were very bad during this five weeks' tramp, 

for the year (1864) was rapidly drawing to its close; but the 
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men went merrily on, cheering their leader whenever he rode 

past them, and sturdily singing the familiar war songs.  

 

 
 

MARCH TO THE SEA.  

The result of this move was just what Grant and 

Sherman had expected, and as soon as the army reached 

Savannah they stormed Fort McAllister and thus forced the 

city to surrender. As telegraphs and railroads had all been 

destroyed, no news had been heard of Sherman and his sixty 

thousand men since they had left Atlanta. So there were many 

anxious hearts in the North besides the President's, and as 

week after week went by the suspense grew awful.  

Knowing this, Sherman no sooner reached Savannah 

than he sent a dispatch by boat to Fortress Monroe, so it could 

be telegraphed from there to Washington. Some one standing 

near him cried that the message would probably reach the 

President on the 25th of December; so Sherman wrote to 

Lincoln: "I beg to present you as a Christmas gift the city of 

Savannah, with one hundred and fifty heavy guns and plenty 

of ammunition; also about twenty-five thousand bales of 

cotton." This message reached Lincoln on December 24, and 

the news, being flashed over telegraph wires, made many 

anxious Northern people spend a very thankful Christmas Day.  

Sherman had first expected to take his army northward 

by sea; but after the capture of Savannah it was determined 

that he should march northward. Although he did not say a 

word of this plan, his men all suspected it. They were so 

impatient to go on that during their month's rest in the city 

they often called out when he rode past: "Uncle Billy, I guess 

Grant is waiting for us at Richmond."  

Sherman was almost as impatient as his men; so as 

soon as he thought they were well rested, he *led them up to 

Columbia, and then advanced, driving his old foe Johnston 

ahead of him, and beating him at Averysboro and Bentonville 

(1865 ). While he was doing this, other Union troops occupied 

Charleston, which, after a long resistance, had finally 

surrendered.  

Sherman's aim was to join Grant and help him crush 

Lee, who was still defending Richmond with the last large 

Confederate army. The roads were now worse than ever; but 

all were so eager to finish the war and go home, that the men 

cheerfully tramped on through mud and rain, waded through 

streams, and even fought one battle on ground covered with 

water.  

Some of the swamps were so broad and treacherous 

that Sherman's army had to build corduroy roads through 

them. This was hard work, too; but the men all worked 

bravely, and cut down trees, whose trunks, laid side by side on 

top of larger timbers, formed a firm but very rough road. At 

Goldsboro, Sherman's army was joined by two other bodies of 

Union troops; and there, while the men were again resting 

after their hard labors, Sherman hurried off to meet Grant, at 

City Point, and plan the next moves with him.  
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CHAPTER XLIX 

SHERIDAN'S RIDE 

While Sherman was going thus, first to Atlanta, then to 

Savannah, and finally north again, Grant had been very busy. 

No sooner had he got into the Wilderness—where woods and 

underbrush were so dense that one could not see far ahead—

than he met the Confederate forces there; and he also met them 

at Spottsylvania Courthouse and Cold Harbor.  

About fifty thousand Union soldiers were killed or 

wounded in these three battles. But Grant knew this was the 

quickest way to end the war, and wrote to Lincoln: "Our losses 

have been heavy as well as those of the enemy; but I propose 

to fight it out on this line if it takes all summer." The news of 

these losses was hard for the country to bear, and after one of 

these engagements Lincoln despairingly cried: "My God! My 

God! Twenty thousand poor souls sent to their account in one 

day. I cannot bear it! I cannot bear it!"  

Next, Grant went southward to besiege Petersburg, 

hoping that Lee would come out of Richmond, which he 

intended to attack next. But Lee now sent General Jubal A. 

Early into the Shenandoah valley, to make a raid there. Early 

swept down the valley with a large force of cavalry, came 

within about five miles of Washington, then suddenly rushed 

up the valley again, carrying off large numbers of horses and 

supplies of all kinds.  

This first raid was soon followed by a second, equally 

successful, the Confederates this time pushing on into 

Pennsylvania, where they set fire to Chambersburg. Knowing 

that these raids filled the hearts of Washington people with 

great terror, Grant now determined to stop them once for all. 

He therefore sent General Sheridan into the Shenandoah 

valley, with orders to burn and destroy everything, so that the 

enemy would find no food there for either man or beast.  

General Sheridan set out in August, and after burning 

many barns and fields of grain, he found and defeated General 

Early at Winchester. The Confederate army retreated up the 

valley, while Sheridan followed, halting at Cedar Creek. On 

his way he destroyed everything, until he could say: "If a crow 

wants to fly down the Shenandoah, he must carry his 

provisions with him." As all seemed quiet, Sheridan went to 

Washington, where he had been summoned; but on coming 

back to Winchester, he fancied he heard distant sounds of 

firing.  

Mounting his horse, Rienzi, which had been his 

faithful companion for many months, Sheridan rode quickly 

out of Winchester in the direction of the noise. Before long he 

met the first fugitives, who told him that the army had been 

attacked and defeated by General Early, at break of day.  

Sheridan now put spurs to his steed, and galloped 

along the road, swinging his cap to the soldiers, who watched 

him dashing past. He cheerily called out to them: "Face the 

other way, boys; we're going back!" The men, who had great 

confidence in him, now cheered him loudly, and, wheeling 

around, hurried after him to join in the coming fray.  

Galloping thus for twenty miles, rallying the troops as 

he went, jumping fences and dashing through fields when the 

road was blocked by wagons or fugitives, Sheridan rode on, 

mile after mile. But all through that long gallop his noble steed 

never faltered, and the men, hearing his "Turn, boys, turn; 

we're going back!" followed him blindly.  

When Sheridan finally came up to the troops, he 

encouraged them by crying: "Never mind, boys; we'll whip 

them yet. We shall sleep in our old quarters to-night." At these 

words the army quickly formed again, and when all was ready, 

Sheridan, at his officers' suggestion, rode down the line, to 

make sure that all the men would see him.  
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The sight of their familiar and trusted leader on his 

noble black steed roused the enthusiasm of the soldiers. When 

the signal came, they renewed the battle with such spirit that 

Early was defeated and sent flying out of the valley with a 

shattered army. This victory created a great sensation 

throughout the country. In speaking of it, Grant wrote: 

"Turning what bade fair to be a disaster into a glorious victory 

stamped Sheridan—what I have always thought him—one of 

the ablest of generals."  

 

 
 

HOLDING THE LINE  

It may interest you to hear that the noble horse Rienzi, 

which so bravely galloped from Winchester to Cedar Creek, 

was treated with great kindness until his death in 1878. Then 

his skin was carefully stuffed and mounted, and placed in the 

Military Museum on Governors Island, New York, where it 

can still be seen.  

Although Sheridan's campaign in the Shenandoah 

valley was the shortest, it was also the most brilliant in the 

whole war, for, while it lasted only one month, it put an end to 

all raids in the direction of Washington.  

CHAPTER L 

THE DOINGS OF THE FLEET 

The Southern Confederacy was now in a bad plight; 

for, while it had won most of the triumphs in the beginning of 

the war, it had lately lost heavily, and its resources were 

exhausted.  

Besides, its seaports had fallen, one by one, into the 

hands of the Union, and now it had hardly any left. In 1864, 

two years after taking New Orleans, Admiral Farragut went to 

attack Mobile. He wrote home, saying: "I am going into 

Mobile Bay in the morning, if God is my leader, as I hope he 

is." True to his resolve, he ran into the bay, past the great guns 

of the Confederate forts, and in spite of the rams which tried to 

stop him.  

To direct this battle, Farragut was tied fast to the 

rigging, and when one of his officers called out that they could 

not proceed on account of the torpedoes which had been sunk 

in the channel, he answered that this was not the time to think 

of torpedoes. Then, taking the lead, he bade his engineer run at 

full speed, and dashed safely ahead. Here, in Mobile Bay, took 

place a famous naval battle. The iron ram Tennessee  was 

captured only after a hard struggle, and the port was blocked 

so securely that not a single vessel could pass in or out. But 

the city itself was not taken till the next year, at the end of the 

war, and with the help of Union land forces.  

About two months after Farragut steamed into Mobile 

Bay and captured the iron ram Tennessee, another Confederate 

ram, called the Albemarle, played havoc among the Union 

vessels blockading the coast of North Carolina. It had already 

done a great deal of damage, and was getting ready to do more 

still, when Lieutenant W. B. Cushing proposed to destroy it 

while it was lying at anchor at Plymouth.  
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Stealing into the harbor one dark October night, 

Cushing and fourteen men drew close to the ram before they 

were seen. When only twenty yards away they were 

discovered and fired upon; "but in spite of the bullets 

splashing into the water all around him, Cushing ran his small 

boat close up to the Albemarle, released his torpedo, and, 

bidding his men look out for themselves, set it off.  

At that very moment a shot from the Albemarle  struck 

his boat, which was dashed to pieces; but a second later a 

frightful explosion was heard, and the ram was a wreck. As for 

Cushing and his men, they were struggling in the water in the 

darkness, surrounded by floating bits of wreckage. Only two 

of them managed to escape, and Cushing himself, although 

slightly wounded, swam bravely ashore and hid in a swamp, 

where some kind-hearted colored people found him and 

brought him food.  

 

 
 

CUSHING DESTROYS THE ALBEMARLE  

After hiding there all day, Cushing got into a leaky 

little boat he found near the shore, and, in spite of weakness 

and stiff muscles, paddled out to a Union ship, where the 

sailors were anxiously watching for the return of his launch. 

They saw him coming, but, failing to recognize him in this 

sorry plight, sternly hailed him, crying: "Who goes there?"  

A weak voice answered: "A friend—Cushing; take me 

up." The men, hanging almost breathless over the ship railing, 

then cried: "Cushing! and the Albemarle?"   

"Will never trouble the Union fleet again," answered 

the same weak, hoarse voice. "She rests in her grave on the 

muddy bottom of the Roanoke."  

You can imagine with what joy this news was 

received, and how eagerly hands were now stretched out to 

help Cushing on deck. There, all crowded around him to hear 

about it, and while the men mourned their lost companions, 

they heartily cheered Cushing, whose heroic deed will never 

be forgotten.  

In the meantime, Porter, after gallantly helping Grant 

to secure the Mississippi, had taken part in an expedition up 

the Red River (1863-1864). Here army and navy together tried 

to crush the Confederates. But the army was beaten at the 

Sabine Crossroads, and the fleet became helpless when the 

water in the river became low. Indeed, before long the men 

perceived that there was not enough water left to float their 

vessels down the stream.  

Porter was about to blow up his gunboats, so they 

should not fall into the Confederates' hands, when a Wisconsin 

lumberman suggested a plan by which they could be saved. 

Under his directions, dams were built, and the waters rose. 

Then the boats were sent downstream, and, passing through 

the dams, which were broken one after another, they safely 

reached navigable waters.  

With another fleet, Porter then joined Butler's army in 

besieging Fort Fisher, near Wilmington, North Carolina. But 

the fort held out so bravely that Butler decided it could not be 

taken, and returned with the army to Fortress Monroe. Porter, 

however, would not give up, and he was so anxious to make a 

second attempt, that troops were sent back under another 
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general, and the fort taken, in spite of the heroic defense of its 

garrison (1865).  

 

 
 

LINCOLN AT RICHMOND  

The war was rapidly reaching its close, for it was plain 

that the Confederates would not be able to hold out much 

longer. By this time they had little left in the East besides 

Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina. Feeling that 

they must soon stop fighting, the Southerners now made an 

attempt to end the war without shedding any more blood. At 

their request, an interview took place, on a war vessel at 

Hampton Roads, between Alexander H. Stephens, the Vice 

President of the Confederacy, and President Lincoln with 

Secretary Seward.  

We are told that in the course of this interview 

Stephens, seeing Lincoln not willing to grant the terms he 

asked, urged that even Charles I. made certain concessions. To 

this, wishing to show that it was not wise to yield under certain 

circumstances, Lincoln quietly answered: "I am not strong on 

history; I depend mainly on Secretary Seward for that. All I 

remember of Charles is that he lost his head." Then, after a 

long talk, Lincoln said he could make peace only if the 

Confederates would lay down their arms, promise to obey 

Congress, and abolish slavery.  

These terms the South would not accept, so the 

interview ended, and the war went on to the bitter end. About 

two months later, Lee, thinking the situation desperate, 

withdrew the Confederate troops from both Richmond and 

Petersburg, giving orders that all ships and ammunition be 

destroyed. When the Confederate army left Richmond, 

therefore, all the Southern rams on the James River were 

burned.  

 

 
 

CAVALRY CHARGE AT FIVE FORKS  

A colored man brought the news that the Confederate 

army had left Richmond, and the Union troops immediately 
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marched in. When they got into the town they found it was not 

so well defended as they had supposed, for many of the 

cannons were "Quaker guns,"—that is to say, logs of wood 

painted black so as to look like artillery at a distance. Still, as 

the colored man explained, they were "just as good to scare 

with as any others."  

Lincoln, hearing that the Confederates had left 

Richmond, now went there on Admiral Porter's boat, and as no 

carriage was ready for him, he walked slowly up the street. 

When the negroes heard he was in town, they rushed to meet 

him, kissing his hands and fervently crying: "May de good 

Lord bless you, President Linkum!"  

But when some of the Southerners, watching him, saw 

him return the colored men's greetings by taking off his hat to 

them just as he did to the white people, they were offended, 

and said he lacked dignity. Those Southerners, however, had 

forgotten that Thomas Jefferson, a Virginia gentleman, used to 

do the same. When his grandson found fault with him for 

doing so, he quietly said: "You surely do not want me to be 

less polite than that poor man!"  

CHAPTER LI 

LEE'S SURRENDER 

Lee's plan had been to force his way through the Union 

lines, and join Johnston farther south; but it was now too late. 

He was without food, and hemmed in on all sides by large 

armies. At the end of six days, therefore,—and after making as 

brave a stand as you can find in history,—he saw he must 

surrender. Sheridan had just won a last victory over his army 

at Five Forks, and Grant was rapidly moving toward 

Appomattox Courthouse. It was useless to fight any more, so, 

after exchanging a few letters, Grant and Lee met at a house 

which has since become historical.  

There the two generals drew up the conditions of the 

surrender of Appomattox (April 9, 1865). Grant asked that 

Lee's army should lay down their arms and promise not to 

fight again until properly exchanged. But he allowed the 

Southern soldiers to take their private horses with them, saying 

he knew the men "would need them for the spring plowing."  

When Grant noticed that General Lee wore a beautiful 

sword, which had been presented to him by his admirers, he 

also said that the officers might keep their side arms. This was 

both kind and thoughtful; and when Lee confessed that his 

men were starving,—having had little to eat but parched corn 

for several days,—Grant gave immediate orders to distribute 

rations among them.  

The two greatest commanders of the Civil War then 

cordially shook hands; for, like all true-hearted men, they bore 

each other no grudge. They had been on opposite sides, it is 

true, but they thoroughly respected each other, for they knew 

they had done nothing but what they believed right.  

 

 
 

HOUSE IN WHICH LEE AND GRANT MET  

The interview over, Lee went back to his army, and 

with tears in his eyes, sadly said: "Men, we have fought 

through the war together. I have done the best I could for you. 

My heart is too full to say more." He then issued the necessary 
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orders, and no sooner was it known in both armies that Lee 

had surrendered, than the men went to visit one another. 

Before many minutes, therefore, men in blue and in gray were 

sitting side by side, the Union soldiers sharing rations with 

their former foes in the friendliest way.  

The very next day Lee made a farewell address to his 

men, who then went back to their homes, to work as hard as 

they had fought. Four years had now elapsed since the Civil 

War, or the "War for the Union," had begun. This war cost our 

country untold suffering, nearly a million lives, and about ten 

thousand million dollars. But it settled two important 

questions: that no state can leave the Union, and that slavery is 

forever at an end in our country.  

On the fourth anniversary of the surrender of Fort 

Sumter, Anderson again hoisted the United States flag over its 

ruins. The war was so plainly over that joy all over the country 

was great, and even those who mourned were thankful that no 

more blood would be shed.  

That evening, to please some friends who particularly 

wished it, President Lincoln went to a theater at Washington. 

While he was sitting there quietly in his box, John Wilkes 

Booth, an actor, stole in behind him. He noiselessly fastened 

the door, crept close to Lincoln, shot him through the head, 

and jumped on the stage, crying: "Sic semper tyrannis!"  [ So 

be it always to tyrants! ] As he sprang, his foot caught in a 

United States flag draping the President's box, and he fell, 

spraining his ankle. Nevertheless, he sprang up again, crying: 

"The South is avenged!" and escaped by a side door, where, 

mounting his horse, he dashed away before any one thought of 

pursuing him.  

Lincoln, in the meantime, had fallen forward 

unconscious. He was carried to a neighboring house, where 

every care was lavished on him; but he never recovered his 

senses, and quietly passed away the next morning. The people 

around him seemed stunned by this unexpected blow, and the 

whole nation, North and South, mourned for the murdered 

President.  

When Lincoln's death became known, all rejoicing was 

at an end. Houses decked in bunting the day before were 

draped in deep mourning; for every one felt that he had lost a 

friend. At first people were terrified, too, because that same 

night Secretary Seward, although ill in bed, was attacked and 

stabbed several times. It was later discovered that a few 

wicked people had made a plan to murder the President, Vice 

President, Secretary of State, and General Grant, because they 

thought they would thus serve the Confederate cause.  

But this wicked and foolish attempt failed, and those 

who had taken part in it were justly punished. Booth was 

pursued and overtaken in a barn in Virginia, and—as he 

defended himself and refused to surrender—was shot on the 

spot by one of his captors. The rest of the criminals were tried 

and either hanged or imprisoned for life.  

CHAPTER LII 

DECORATION DAY 

Although Lincoln was dead, and people were almost 

stiff with horror, there was no break in the government. Three 

hours later, Vice President Andrew Johnson took the 

presidential oath.  

On the 26th of April, 1865, General Johnston 

surrendered the last large Confederate army to General 

Sherman, at Raleigh; and on the loth of May, President Davis 

was caught in Georgia. Some say he tried to escape by 

donning a woman's waterproof, tying an old shawl over his 

head, and carrying a pail, as if on the way to draw water from 

a spring. But the United States soldiers seized him, and sent 

him to Fortress Monroe. There he was detained for two years, 

and then he was bailed out by the famous newspaper editor, 
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Horace Greeley. But Davis was never tried before a jury, and 

when he died in 1889, in New Orleans, he was surrounded by 

his family and friends.  

Those who had taken part in the Civil War were never 

called to account for their share in it, except that they were not 

allowed to vote or hold office for some time. The only person 

executed was the jailer of the Andersonville prison in Georgia. 

He had treated the Union prisoners with fiendish cruelty; and 

in punishment for this inhuman conduct he was sentenced to 

be hanged, because even a jailer should remember that 

prisoners are his fellow creatures. So many prisoners were 

crowded into a small space in the Libby and Andersonville 

prisons, that the men suffered greatly, and many of them died 

there from hunger, filth, and disease.  

 

 
 

LIBBY PRISON, RICHMOND  

The Confederacy being now a "lost cause," the United 

States army, numbering more than a million men, was 

disbanded. Grant's and Sherman's troops were reviewed at 

Washington by President and Congress. They formed a 

column thirty miles long, and as they marched up 

Pennsylvania Avenue, people from all parts of the country 

wildly cheered them. These soldiers deserved all the credit 

they received, for they had saved the Union. Now they were 

going home, to take up their daily work again, and handle the 

plow or pen with the same energy as they had handled picks 

and guns. The veteran officers of the Revolutionary War had 

formed the Society of the Cincinnati, and, following their 

example, the veterans of the Union army soon founded another 

society, which is known as the Grand Army of the Republic 

G.A.R. 

The army was disbanded on the 24th of May, and soon 

afterwards some Southern ladies started a beautiful custom 

which has since become national. They visited the places 

where soldiers were buried, and, after decking with fragrant 

flowers the tombs of their own dead, spread blossoms also 

over those of the Union men.  

There are now in our country over eighty national 

cemeteries, where nearly four hundred thousand dead soldiers 

have been buried. Every Decoration or Memorial Day these 

graves, as well as others, are visited and strewn with flowers, 

and little children eagerly listen to the speeches telling how 

bravely their grandfathers fought and died.  

Before going on with the story of the great events 

which next happened in our country, you will enjoy hearing a 

few of the famous Lincoln stories, for you know he stands 

beside Washington on our book of fame. You have already 

heard, however, how poor he was, how hard he worked to get 

an education, and how he rose step by step until, from a 

rawboned rail splitter, he became the most famous President of 

the United States.  
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CHAPTER LIII 

LINCOLN STORIES 

Lincoln was a true patriot in every sense of the word. 

In 1850, before any one suspected his name would be 

renowned, he once said,—speaking of some one who had 

passed away after spending a useless life,—''How hard, ah, 

how hard it is to die, and leave one's country no better than if 

one had never lived in it!".  

When Lincoln first ran for office, and was defeated, 

some one asked him how he felt. Lincoln gazed at the speaker 

a moment in silence, and then said: "Like the boy who stubbed 

his toe: too bad to laugh, and too big to cry."  

He was always gentle and tender-hearted toward every 

one, and very thoughtful about his wife and children, who 

simply adored him. The moment he heard he had been 

nominated for President, Lincoln caught up his hat, and started 

off, saying: "There is a little woman on Eighth Street who 

would like to hear about this."  

In fact, he was not ashamed to own that a man's family 

is his dearest possession. Once, when asked just how much 

one of his acquaintances was worth, he answered that the man 

in question had a wife and baby which were certainly worth 

more than fifty thousand dollars, but that, as far as the rest was 

concerned, he thought he owned some office furniture and 

things, which might be valued at one dollar and fifty cents.  

After the battle of Bull Run, when Lincoln first met the 

author, Mrs. Stowe, he wonderingly shook hands with her, 

saying: "And this is the little woman who caused this big 

war!" Another time he remarked: "Whichever way it ends, I 

have the impression that I shan't last long after it."  

Although some of the funniest stories you ever heard 

were told by Lincoln, he was a very sad man, and when he 

joked it was often to conceal the fact that he felt sad enough to 

cry. But people who did not know him well were often 

shocked by what they considered his levity.  

Thus, a Congressman, who visited him at a trying time, 

rose impatiently in the midst of one of his stories, saying: "Mr. 

President, I did not come here this morning to hear stories; it is 

too serious a time." The President, who respected every one's 

feelings, no matter how different they were from his own, 

immediately answered: "Sit down, Mr. A! I respect you as an 

earnest, sincere man. You cannot be more anxious than I am 

constantly, and I say to you now that were it not for this 

occasional vent I should die!"  

People around him knew this so well that when the 

cares of government pressed hard enough upon him to have 

broken down any man less strong, they used to long for some 

one to come and make him laugh, knowing it would do him 

more good than anything else.  

Every President is bothered by people who make all 

sorts of requests, and as Lincoln would not allow any one to be 

sent away unheard, he had no rest. Of course, he would have 

been glad to grant all they asked, for he was generous to a 

fault; but that was impossible. In his funny way, he once 

showed how all these prayers troubled him, for when he took 

the varioloid he told his doctor: "Well, at last I've got 

something I can give to everybody if they want it!"  

The news of the army was always sent to him, and 

whenever he had any bad tidings to announce, he took it so to 

heart that it made him ill. Once, after a defeat, he mournfully 

cried: "How willingly would I exchange places to-day with the 

soldier who sleeps on the ground in the Army of the 

Potomac!"  

It is often difficult to know and do what is right, and 

even while Lincoln was doing his very best, many people 
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found fault with all he said and did, thus making his task all 

the harder. Once, when one of the newspapers had been very 

unkind, one of Lincoln's friends told him he ought to deny the 

slander; but the President quietly answered:  

"Oh, no; at least, not now. If I were to try to read, much 

less answer, all the attacks made on me, this shop might as 

well be closed for any other business. I do the very best I 

know how—the very best I can; and I mean to keep on doing 

so until the end. If the end brings me out right, what is said 

against me won't amount to anything. If the end brings me out 

wrong, ten angels swearing I was right would make no 

difference."  

Once, gentlemen of great wealth and standing came to 

see the President, to ask his plans and give him their advice. 

Now, it happened that the President could not tell them his 

plans, as it was very important, just then, to keep them secret. 

Besides, it was quite impossible to take their advice. Still, he 

did not wish to offend them, so he resorted to what is probably 

the best known of all his stories, and, alluding to a famous 

tight-rope dancer, he said:  

"Gentlemen, suppose all the property you were worth 

was in gold, and you had put it into the hands of Blondin to 

carry across the Niagara River on a tight rope. Would you 

shake the cable, and keep shouting to him: 'Blondin, stand up a 

little straighter! Blondin, stoop a little more! Blondin, go a 

little faster! Lean a little more to the north! Bend over a little 

more to the south! No, gentlemen; you would hold your breath 

as well as your tongues, and keep your hands off until he was 

over. The government is carrying an immense weight. Untold 

treasure is in its hands. It is doing the very best it can. Do not 

badger us. Keep silence, and we will get you safe across."  

The way in which he told this story made the 

gentlemen part with him in the most cordial way, whereas, had 

he stiffly told them that he could not impart state secrets, they 

would probably have left him in anger.  

CHAPTER LIV 

LINCOLN'S REBUKES 

Lincoln could be firm and severe when there was 

occasion for him to be so, and he never allowed disrespect to 

God or disobedience to his generals. Two anecdotes will 

illustrate this. A man once came to him with a petition; before 

long this individual began to swear horribly. Lincoln gently, 

yet firmly, checked him. Still, in a few minutes the man swore 

harder than ever. Then Lincoln rose with great dignity, opened 

the door, and said: "I thought that Senator had sent me a 

gentleman. I find I am mistaken. There is the door, sir. Good 

evening."  

 

 
 

SHERMAN AND THE SOLDIER  
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Many of the Union soldiers had enlisted thinking the 

war would soon be over, and fancying they would surely be 

released at the end of three months at the latest. After the 

battle of Bull Run, an officer came to Sherman, and coolly 

announced that he was going home. Sherman reasoned with 

him a few moments; but perceiving that he was defiant, and 

that several of his companions were inclined to follow his 

example, he said sharply: "Captain, this question of your term 

of service has been submitted to the rightful authority, and the 

decision has been published in orders. You are a soldier, and 

must submit to orders till you are properly discharged. If you 

attempt to leave without orders, it will be mutiny, and I will 

shoot you like a dog! Go back into the fort now, instantly, and 

don't dare to leave without my consent."  

There was such a firm look in Sherman's eye that the 

officer went back to his post until he could find a chance to 

make a complaint against his superior. Shortly after this, 

President Lincoln visited the camp, and, meeting Sherman on 

the way thither, invited him to take a seat in his carriage. They 

now exchanged a few remarks, and knowing the President 

would make a speech, Sherman begged him to encourage the 

men to do less cheering and boasting, and prepare to be "cool, 

thoughtful, hard-fighting soldiers." When the carriage drew up 

before the ranks, Lincoln made one of those simple, touching 

speeches which, once heard, were never forgotten. But when 

the men started to cheer him, he quickly checked them, saying: 

"Don't cheer, boys. I confess I rather like it myself; but 

Colonel Sherman here says it is not military, and I guess we 

had better defer to his opinion."  

Then, as usual, he went on to explain that as President, 

and therefore commander in chief of the United States army, it 

was his duty to see that the soldiers were well and happy, and 

that he was ready to listen to any just complaints. He was 

scarcely through speaking, when the officer whom Sherman 

had threatened stepped up to the carriage, saying: "Mr. 

President, I have a cause of grievance. This morning I went to 

speak to Colonel Sherman, and he threatened to shoot me."  

"Threatened to shoot you?" asked the President, 

looking at the man with his deep, keen eyes.  

"Yes, sir; he threatened to shoot me."  

Lincoln looked at the man again, then at Sherman, and, 

bending over, said to the officer in a loud whisper: "Well, if I 

were you, and he threatened to shoot, I would not trust him, 

for I believe he would do it."  

This answer sent the man back to his post without 

another word; but later on Sherman explained the facts to 

Lincoln, who said: "Of course I didn't know anything about it, 

but I thought you knew your own business best." Sherman 

warmly thanked the President for the way in which he had 

settled the question, and added that it would have a good effect 

upon his men, some of whom could not realize that a soldier 

must obey his superior without asking why.  

CHAPTER LV 

A PRESIDENT'S SON 

Lincoln was elected President twice. His first term 

ended in 1865, and in 1864, when the time came to elect his 

successor, many people were tired of the war, and doubtful 

whether all this bloodshed was not the effect of bad 

management. This was an anxious time for the country, and 

although Lincoln would have been only too glad to withdraw, 

and leave the awful responsibility to some one else, he knew it 

would be wrong not to stay at his post. When some one, 

therefore, asked his opinion, he said it hardly seemed possible 

that a stranger could steer the "ship of state" in such a tempest, 

and made even the most ignorant catch his meaning by saying: 

"I don't believe it is safe to swap mules while crossing a 

stream."  
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Lincoln was re-elected, as you have heard, and in his 

second inaugural speech he said these beautiful words: "With 

malice toward none, with charity for all, with firmness in the 

right,—as God gives us to see the right,—let us finish the 

work we are in: to bind up the nation's wounds, to care for him 

who shall have borne the battle,—and for his widow and his 

orphans,—to do all which may achieve and cherish a just and 

lasting peace among ourselves and with all nations."  

Besides the nation's sorrows, which he took so sorely 

to heart that he spent many a night in agonized prayer or 

tramping up and down the White House, Lincoln had to bear a 

great private grief—the loss of his favorite child, Willie.  

Fond of all children, Lincoln was devoted to his own 

boys. One of these, "Tad," as everybody called him, was still a 

little fellow. He was so devoted to his father that he followed 

him about like a faithful dog, climbing up into his arms to rest 

even when Lincoln was deep in business conversation.  

This little lad always begged to go along when the 

President visited the army, so all the soldiers knew and loved 

him. He insisted upon wearing a sort of uniform, too, and 

when the news of a victory came to the White House, he was 

always beside himself with joy.  

Once such welcome tidings came in the evening, and a 

crowd assembled outside. It stood there, cheering loudly, and 

calling for the President to make a speech. One of the 

secretaries went to get Lincoln, and as the presidential party 

came into the room, they heard a scuffle, and saw Tad escape 

from the hands of a man who was trying to hold him. Rushing 

to the window, the child danced up and down before the 

people, waving his flag and cheering like mad.  

The crowd shouted at the sight of the delighted boy, 

and, sharing his joy, cheered him again and again. Indeed, they 

were so amused that they could scarcely stop laughing long 

enough to listen to Lincoln's brief speech, which they had 

come there to hear. Lincoln and his boy both delighted in the 

music of military bands; but while Tad preferred the Northern 

war songs of the day, "Dixie "was Lincoln's favorite tune. This 

was the most famous of the Southern songs; for, as the slave 

states lay south of the Mason and Dixon line, the South was 

known as "Dixie Land." Once, when Lincoln asked for this 

tune, some narrow-minded person remarked in a shocked tone 

that it was a Confederate air! Lincoln good-naturedly 

answered: "Well, General Grant has captured it now, I believe, 

so henceforth it is ours by the laws of war."  

CHAPTER LVI 

A NOBLE SOUTHERNER 

Robert E. Lee, the son of Light-Horse Harry Lee, of 

Revolutionary fame, was, as we have seen, the principal 

general and hero of the Southern Confederacy. He was one of 

the finest men in our country. Brave, good, handsome, and 

well-bred, he was educated at West Point, and distinguished 

himself in the Mexican War.  

 

 
 

LEE'S BIRTHPLACE  
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When the Civil War broke out, Lee sadly sent in his 

resignation from the United States army. He wrote to a 

relative: "With all my devotion to the Union, and the feeling of 

loyalty and duty of an American citizen, I have not been able 

to make up my mind to raise my hand against my relatives, my 

children, my home."  

When war began, he was given a position of high trust 

in the Confederate army, and before long became its best 

general. Lee's influence over his men was so good that it has 

been said his army was as religious as Cromwell's famous 

Ironsides.  

His family had lived so long in Virginia—where their 

beautiful home still stands—that he knew almost every foot of 

the ground. This knowledge proved very useful to him when 

the Confederacy bade him defend Virginia against the Army 

of the Potomac.  

The Southerners of that region, who enjoyed fox 

hunting and hare coursing in times of peace, arc said to have 

engaged in battle with the same zest. As they went into action 

they often gave vent to their long and loud hunting cry. The 

Northern soldiers called it the "rebel yell," but when old 

negroes heard it they shook their woolly heads, saying: "There 

goes Marse Robert, or an old hare."  

In spite of Lee's great ability as a general, and the 

successes which attended his army in the beginning of the war, 

things began to look very bad for the Confederates in 1864. By 

that time their supplies were so few that Lee and his staff lived 

on scant rations of corn bread, a few crackers, and bits of 

cabbage, with a little meat only twice a week. But, in spite of 

poor fare, none complained, and when Lee's servants tried to 

secure him better food, he quietly said: "I am content to share 

the rations of my men."  

One day Lee had a dinner in his tent, and as he had 

several guests, his cook—who was ashamed to serve only a 

small dish of cabbage—borrowed a bit of pork to put in the 

center. This piece of meat was so very small that all the guests 

refused to touch it, hoping that Lee would eat it himself. But 

he, too, ate nothing but cabbage, so the pork was safely 

returned to the person who had loaned it for the occasion.  

The war was a very sad time for Lee; for not only was 

he forced to see all the suffering of his men, but he was 

anxious for many of his relatives, who were engaged in the 

war. Indeed, one of his sons was taken prisoner by the Union 

army, and when the Confederates threatened to execute some 

of the prisoners at Richmond, Lee was warned that his son 

should receive exactly the same treatment as was meted out to 

Union men:  

 

 
 

LEE'S HOME IN VIRGINIA  

While thus in captivity, this young Lee's wife and 

children were stricken with mortal illness. But although his 

brother offered to take his place, so he could hasten to their 

bedside, the exchange could not be allowed. You see by this 

fact not only how dearly the Lees loved each other, and what 

noble feelings were theirs, but also how cruel and sad a thing 

civil war necessarily is.  
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Lee's soldiers were all devoted to him. Every man in 

his army would gladly have laid down his life for him. When 

he started to lead a desperate charge at Spottsylvania, one and 

all shouted: "Lee to the rear!" vowing they could not fight if he 

were in danger. One of them even stepped out of the ranks, 

and, taking Lee's horse by the bridle, led him away. But as 

soon as the men felt sure their beloved general was safe, they 

showed him that, while afraid for him, they had no such dread 

for themselves, and made a most daring charge.  

On another occasion, after many hours of hard work, 

Lee lay down by the roadside to rest until his army came up. 

But when the foremost men caught sight of him, they quickly 

passed the word down the long line, and the whole army filed 

past so noiselessly that the weary general's brief slumbers were 

undisturbed.  

When the war was over, Lee—who had fought with all 

his might, but who was too high-minded to bear any malice—

acknowledged that he was fairly beaten. He then set a good 

example for all his men by applying for pardon from the 

United States government. Besides, in his farewell address he 

said to his soldiers: "Remember that we are one country now. 

Do not bring up your children in hostility to the government of 

the United States. Bring them up to be Americans."  

Lee also spoke and wrote on every occasion in the 

noblest and manliest way, saying: "I believe it to be the duty of 

every one to unite in the restoration of the country and the 

reestablishment of peace and harmony."  

When he became president of Washington College, at 

Lexington, Virginia, a Southern woman brought him her sons 

to educate. In the course of the conversation she made some 

bitter remark about the Union, for which he gently reproved 

her, telling her that there were none but Americans in the 

country.  

Sad to relate, the women, on both sides, were far more 

unjust than the men, and, when the war was over, not nearly so 

ready to "shake hands and forget." Still, most men and women 

mean to do what is right, so we hope that before long the day 

will come when the past will be entirely forgiven, although not 

forgotten.  

Probably the noblest words that Lee ever wrote were 

penned in 1868; they run as follows: "Whatever opinions have 

prevailed in the past with regard to African slavery, or the 

right of a state to secede from the Union, we believe we 

express the almost unanimous judgment of the Southern 

people when we declare that they consider these questions 

were decided by the war, and that it is their intention, in good 

faith, to abide by that decision."  

 
 

LEE'S TABLE AS HE LEFT IT.  

Lee was the president of the Washington College for 

several years. When he died, in 1870, the whole nation 

mourned for a truly noble man, and the university of which he 

had been president said that henceforth it would bear the 

honored names of two great Americans, and be called 

"Washington and Lee University." Lee was buried near the 

college chapel, where you can see a monument in his honor; 

and there is a fine one also at Richmond, the city he so 

gallantly defended.  
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CHAPTER LVII 

HARD TIMES IN THE SOUTH 

You surely remember what a sad and trying time it was 

for the Americans right after the Revolutionary War. Well, 

after the Civil War it was even sadder and more trying. Every 

one felt this deeply, and while most people longed to do what 

was just right, they did not know where or how to begin. To 

remind every man, woman, and child in the country that one 

can always rely upon help from above, Congress decided that 

every American coin which was large enough should be 

stamped with the motto: "In God we trust"(1865 ).  

Both armies had now been disbanded and had gone 

home. Northern men went back to comfortable homes, where 

the only drawback to their happiness was the thought of those 

who had died, and the pain they suffered from wounds 

received in battle. It was very different, however, with the 

Southern soldiers. Not only were they beaten,—a thing which 

only the noblest can bear well,—but they were ruined, had no 

government, and were forced to begin life all over again.  

But the Southern men were made of such good stuff 

that in spite of countless hindrances,—more than you could 

understand,—they bravely went to work to make the South 

even better and greater than ever before. Men and women who 

had never done a stroke of work in all their lives now patiently 

learned to do everything for themselves, and earnestly tried to 

bring law and order out of chaos. Of course, this was not done 

in a day, a week, or a year; but in spite of a few mistakes, 

which could not be helped, since we are all human, the work 

was carried on day after day, and year after year, until a 

glorious "new South "arose.  

Lincoln, as you know, claimed that the Southern states 

had never been really out of the Union. So he wanted each 

state to send members to Congress as soon as possible, and all 

to be as if the war had never taken place. Perhaps, if he had 

lived, things would have gone on far more smoothly; but he 

had been sorely tried during the war, and kindly death spared 

him some very hard work which remained to be done when it 

was ended.  

Andrew Johnson, the seventeenth President of the 

United States, who took Lincoln's place, meant to do what was 

right; but he had never expected to be President, and was 

thrust into that position at a very uncomfortable time. He had 

been a poor boy, and was forced to work so hard at his trade as 

tailor that he had little time left to spend on books. Still, he did 

his very best, and was not ashamed to learn to write even after 

his marriage.  

His efforts to improve were constant, and they met 

with such success that he was elected to share with Lincoln the 

highest place in the United States. Unfortunately, however, 

Johnson was not born with Lincoln's tact, and while honest 

and good, was so outspoken and obstinate that he made many 

enemies.  

No sooner had the Union army been reviewed and 

disbanded than President Johnson made a proclamation, 

offering full pardon to most of the people in the Southern 

states, if they would faithfully promise to "support, protect, 

and defend the Union."  

He also put an end to the blockade, allowed trade to 

begin again, ordered the mails distributed all through the 

country once more, the laws obeyed, and the taxes collected. 

He also said that the Southern states could resume their places 

in the Union as soon as they elected men who would be true to 

the government.  

But when Congress met, shortly after this, it did not 

approve of what Johnson had done. A quarrel began, therefore, 

between President and Congress, which grew worse and worse 

as time went on. The President wanted the Southern states 

readmitted right away; but Congress said they should not come 
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back until the negroes were properly protected in their new 

rights.  

The result of this quarrel was that Congress passed 

bills which Johnson vetoed. Still, they were passed again by a 

vote of two to one, and thus became laws without his consent. 

But Johnson vetoed so many bills, first and last, that his 

enemies called him "Sir Veto."  

Congress also decreed that no Southern state should 

join the Union again unless it promised to give up all secession 

ideas, to protect the negroes and let them vote, and never to 

pay the Confederate war debt; or ask the nation to pay it. 

Besides, Congress insisted that no Southerner should be 

elected to office who could not make oath that he had taken no 

part in the Civil War against the United States.  

This was very unwise, for most of the respectable 

Southern men had been in the army. When they heard what 

was required before they could again hold office, they 

naturally cried out against what they called the "ironclad" oath. 

Still, as they could not take it, they were shut out of office. 

Positions of great trust and importance were, therefore, filled 

by men from the North, who in most cases had no property in 

the South except what they brought in their traveling bags. 

Hence they are generally known as "carpetbaggers." These 

men were elected mostly by the colored people, who as yet, 

had not received any education, and hence could not make a 

wise choice, and by a small class of Southern people, called 

"scalawags," because they were so dishonest that they would 

cast their votes for any one who paid them for it.  

In spite of these unhappy conditions, eight out of the 

eleven seceded states soon managed to get back into the 

Union; but for years Southerners suffered more than words can 

tell from bad state government. Such was the disorder that 

United States troops had to be stationed there to keep peace. 

But their presence, in many cases, only made matters worse. 

Besides, police work was just as distasteful to the soldiers as it 

was to the people, so both parties felt unhappy and sore.  

By this time the quarrel between President and 

Congress had grown so bitter that the House of 

Representatives impeached him,—that is, accused him of 

acting against the law and making a bad use of his power. 

Johnson was therefore called before the Senate, where he was 

tried. But before he could be put out of office two thirds of the 

votes had to be against him. One vote proved lacking to make 

up this count, so he remained President to the end of his term, 

although he and Congress were now sworn foes.  

On Christmas Day, 1868,—to the relief of the whole 

nation,—full and unconditional pardon was granted to all who 

had taken any part whatever in the war. This was a move in 

the right direction, and was followed, before long, by an act of 

Congress allowing most of the ex-Confederates to hold office 

again. The better class of the Southern people, now able to 

take part in public affairs, worked hard to redeem their states, 

and their noble efforts were soon rewarded. The years which 

followed the Civil War are generally known as the time of 

Reconstruction, or rebuilding the governments of the Southern 

states.  

CHAPTER LVIII 

THE ATLANTIC CABLE 

The United States had been so busy, first with the Civil 

War, and then with the work of reconstruction, that many 

interesting events which had taken place passed by almost 

unnoticed. For instance, even while the war was raging, 

Napoleon III., emperor of the French, in spite of the "Monroe 

doctrine," sent an army into Mexico.  

The United States then told him this was not right; but 

he paid no heed, and placed Maximilian, an Austrian prince, 

on the Mexican throne. Later on, when the United States had a 

little more leisure, it sternly bade Napoleon withdraw his 
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army, or it would show him that the Monroe doctrine must be 

respected.  

At this warning Napoleon withdrew his troops, leaving 

Maximilian on the throne where he had placed him. But as the 

Mexicans did not want him to rule them, they rebelled, shot 

him to get rid of him, and again set up a republic (1867), 

which has gone on to this day.  

After all the stories of wars and troubles which you 

have just heard, you will probably be glad to hear of the ocean 

telegraph, or the laying of the first Atlantic cable When Morse 

set up the first electric telegraph in 1844, he foretold that the 

time would come when dispatches would be sent across the 

ocean. This seemed great folly to every one then, but, as years 

went by, people began to see that wires could be laid in the 

water. Several short cables, or lines, were laid; but it was 

Cyrus W. Field, an American citizen, who determined to lay 

the first cable across the ocean.  

He made careful plans, and in 1854 formed a company 

for that purpose. Several attempts were then made to lay a 

cable, but Field did not have the right machinery, and all his 

efforts failed. As the company's money was gone, Field now 

asked the governments of Great Britain and the United States 

to help him.  

The day before President Pierce went out of office, a 

bill for the ocean telegraph was passed; but people were then 

so doubtful of its success, that had there been one vote less this 

help would have been denied to Field. This time, however, the 

work succeeded: a cable was stretched across the ocean, and 

the first official messages were exchanged between Queen 

Victoria and President Buchanan.  

But after about four hundred messages had passed 

safely to and fro, and just as a grand celebration was held in 

honor of this event, the cable suddenly ceased to work. Still 

undismayed, Field began preparations for a new ocean 

telegraph; but, as the Civil War broke out, no one had any 

money to spare for such an undertaking, and it was not till 

1865, when the struggle was ended, that the work could be 

resumed.  

 

 
 

BRINGING THE CABLE ASHORE.  

This last cable had been laid halfway across the ocean, 

when, owing to a flaw, it suddenly broke, and the end was lost 

in the bottom of the ocean! When an Englishman once asked 

Field what he would do in such a case, the latter said: "Charge 

it to profit and loss, and go to work and lay another." True to 

his word, Field now set to work again. This time a new plan 

was adopted: two vessels met in the middle of the ocean, and, 

after splicing the wires they carried, they set out in opposite 

directions to lay the Atlantic cable.  

All went smoothly on this trip. The cable was laid, 

messages were sent to and fro, and events which happened on 

one side of the ocean could be made known a few minutes 

later on the other side. Not only had Mr. Field succeeded in 

laying a cable, but he now also proved that a broken cable 
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could be mended by sending a ship to the place where the 

broken cable lay. Its big grappling hooks sank several 

thousand feet below the surface of the ocean, were dragged 

about on the bottom, and finally caught the cable near the 

loose end. It was then carefully hauled up and joined to some 

cable on board, and the vessel then proceeded to lay the rest of 

that wire, too.  

To accomplish his aim, Field had worked hard for 

more than thirteen years, had spent all his own money, besides 

large sums supplied by his friends and the government, and 

had crossed the Atlantic thirty-one times. But his patience now 

reaped its reward. The cable proved so useful that fortune and 

honors were bestowed upon the man who alone had not lost 

courage, in spite of many failures.  

Now there are more than a dozen cables across the 

Atlantic Ocean, and, before long, wires across the Pacific will 

complete the circuit of our globe. Cables also connect our 

country with many of the West Indies, and with South 

America.  

In 1867, one year after the Atlantic cables were in 

perfect working order, and the same year that Mexico 

recovered her freedom, the United States bought Alaska from 

Russia for about seven million dollars. Secretary Seward urged 

this purchase, but Congress did not, at first, favor it, saying 

that the United States did not need such an expensive 

"refrigerator."  

Still, the furs, timber, and fishing were very valuable, 

and the seals alone brought in about two million dollars a year. 

Thus Alaska more than paid for its own purchase even before 

gold was discovered there. Since that discovery, the land, cold 

and uninviting as it may otherwise seem, attracts hosts of 

miners, who rush thither as they did to California in 1849, in 

hopes of making a fortune in a very short time. Many of them 

are now working hard along the Yukon River, where much 

gold has already been found.  

When a new presidential election was held, in 1868, 

three of the Southern states were still unrepresented in 

Congress. The country this time elected Ulysses S. Grant, the 

hero of the Civil War, to be the eighteenth President of the 

United States. He was, as you know, a good, firm, and very 

silent man; but every one says he was a much better general 

than a politician.  

 

 
 

MINING IN ALASKA  

Shortly after Grant's inauguration, a very important and 

interesting ceremony took place. Even before the war, a plan 

had been made to build a railroad all the way across our 

continent. This was absolutely necessary, because the "Pony 

Express "and stagecoaches were far too slow means of travel. 

Indeed, when California first asked to come into the Union, a 

member of Congress proved that a representative of California 

could spend only a fortnight each year in Washington, for he 

would have to be on the, road all the rest of the time.  

But the day of slow travel was nearly over. One 

railroad company began building westward from Omaha, 

while another started from Sacramento to meet it. Although 

nine mountain chains had to be crossed, and trains had to go 
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first up and then down seven thousand feet, the work was 

carried on with such energy that finally it was all done. On a 

certain day in 1869 the directors of the two roads set out, with 

their friends, and the two engines met at Ogden, in Utah. Here 

the last spike—it was made of gold—was driven in, amid great 

rejoicings.  

People could now travel from the Atlantic to the 

Pacific in less time, and with far more comfort, than 

Washington had traveled from Boston to New York. Besides, 

the railroad was a great help to commerce, for goods from 

China and Japan could now be shipped direct to San Francisco 

or Sacramento, and thence be sent across the continent, 

reaching New York about a month after they had left the shore 

of Asia. Before long, too, this railroad, and others like it, were 

supplied with refrigerator cars, and now people on the Atlantic 

coast eat cherries, peaches, grapes, and many other fruits 

which have ripened on the other side of the Rocky Mountains.  

CHAPTER LIX 

THE BEST WAY TO SETTLE QUARRELS 

The Union Pacific Railroad brought about many other 

improvements. Emigrants were no longer afraid to travel 

farther westward, where the government promised to give 

them farms, or "homesteads." They quickly settled all along 

the new railroad. Before long several prosperous towns arose 

in the far West, also, and train after train bore produce from 

Western farms to the Eastern market. Many of the broad 

prairies, where huge herds of bison once fed, are now plowed 

by steam, and immense fields of wheat can be seen stretching 

on every side as far as the eye can reach.  

Thus, you see, our country was growing—growing 

fast. In spite of the war, where so many were killed, the census 

of 1870 showed that there were about thirty-nine million 

inhabitants in our country, and that wealth had increased as 

fast as the people. Railways and steamboats greatly helped 

commerce, and since the weather signal service was 

established, in the year 1870, fewer vessels have been lost at 

sea.  

Still, while the East and West were prospering, the 

South had a very hard time to get on, for in some states the 

colored voters outnumbered the white. Schools had been 

started, but it would be some time before children attending 

them would be old enough to vote, and in the meantime 

ignorant negro voters and carpetbaggers were in control.  

 

 
 

HERD OF BISON  

Bad and dishonest men so often got into office in this 

way that secret societies were formed in the South, to prevent 

the negroes from voting in regions where they outnumbered 

the whites. These societies formed what was called the "Ku-

Klux Klan," and the members wore queer masks and frightful 

disguises.  

Although at first intended merely to frighten and awe, 

but not to harm, the negroes, some members of the Ku-Klux 

Klan became very cruel before long. Negroes were whipped, 

maimed, and even murdered, carpetbaggers and scalawags 

were treated in the same way, and for a time there was a reign 

of terror in the South. But these methods were never approved 
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of by the most sensible people. They knew that the only right 

way is to have good laws and an orderly government, and they 

worked very hard to secure both.  

 

 
 

THE CUSTER MASSACRE  

Two questions arose with Great Britain while Grant 

was President, which might have made trouble. But, instead of 

fighting, some of the best statesmen of both countries made a 

treaty at Washington (1871), saying that the difficulties should 

be decided by arbitration.  

A board of distinguished men, therefore, met at 

Geneva, in Switzerland, to settle what are known as the 

"Alabama claims." You remember that during the Civil War a 

vessel of that name and other ships were built in England,—a 

neutral country,—and handed over to the Confederates, who 

used them to destroy many Union vessels.  

After weighing both sides of the question, this board 

decided that a neutral country should not furnish vessels and 

arms to nations at war. As Great Britain had clearly been in the 

wrong in this case, she was condemned to pay the United 

States fifteen and a half million dollars as damages for 

property destroyed.  

The second question—the water boundary between the 

United States and British Columbia in Puget Sound—was left 

entirely to the Emperor of Germany, who drew the line on the 

map where it now stands.  

While Grant was President there was much talk about 

the Indians. The greater part of them had, little by little, been 

removed to the Indian Territory, where the Choctaws, Creeks, 

Cherokees, and Seminoles had houses and schools, and were 

fast learning to be very good farmers.  

But, besides the orderly and industrious Indians, there 

were others who were as wild as their ancestors. The food 

furnished to these tribes by the government agents was not fit 

to eat, for most of the money devoted to this purpose was 

stolen by dishonest men. But the President had no idea of this 

until a Yale professor went to a Sioux Reservation to get 

specimens for the college museum. The Indians there called 

him "The-Man-who-came-to-pick-up-Bones," and their chief, 

Red Cloud, gave him samples of the food dealt out to the 

savages, making him promise to show them to the "Great 

Father "(the President).  

The professor kept that promise; and when Grant saw 

the samples, and heard from some of the officers that the 

Indians had a right to complain in many cases, he decided that 
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a change must be made. Since then matters have gone on a 

little better. Various improvements have been made, and in the 

government schools you can now see many Indian boys and 

girls learning to be teachers, so they can help their people to 

become good American citizens.  

Among the worst of the savage Indians, there were the 

wild Apaches in Arizona, and the Modocs in Oregon, who, 

unable to agree with the settlers, and refusing to stay in their 

reservations, were finally forced to obey by the United States 

troops. This, however, was not accomplished until many 

Indians and a number of white men had been slain.  

The worst Indian war at this time was with the Sioux in 

the Black Hills in Dakota. Gold having been found there, 

miners invaded the Indians' reservation. As the miners and 

Indians both drank, quarrels and fights soon arose, and, hoping 

to save bloodshed, the government tried to make a treaty with 

the Sioux to sell their land and go elsewhere.  

The principal chiefs were Sitting Bull and Rain-in-the-

Face, who refused to stir. They were then told that they must 

obey or the troops would force them to do so. But the Indians 

retreated into the Big Horn valley, where they got ready to 

fight. General George A. Custer, who had fought bravely all 

through the Civil War, set out in June, 1876, to attack them. 

But he divided his force, so as to strike them from two sides at 

once, and when he and his two hundred and sixty-two men 

came suddenly upon the Indians' camp he found that the Sioux 

had been joined by many others of their tribe, and now, instead 

of a few hundred, were five thousand strong!  

In a moment Custer's cavalrymen saw they could not 

escape. Nevertheless, they dismounted calmly, resolved to die 

bravely at their post. The Indians came on, twenty to one, and 

stampeded the cavalry horses by fiendish yells and wildly 

waving blankets. Left thus, with nothing but the ammunition 

in their cartridge belts, Custer and his brave troopers fought 

until their last shots had been fired, and when the battle was 

over, every one of them lay there dead, but surrounded by 

many slain Indians.  

Although badly wounded, Rain-in-the-Face boasted 

that he had kept a vow he had made, and had cut out and eaten 

Captain Tom Custer's heart! The heroes who died in the Custer 

massacre were buried on the spot where they fell around their 

gallant general, and a massive monument was erected in their 

honor. Besides, a statue of Custer is to be seen at West Point, 

where he learned to be such a good soldier.  

CHAPTER LX 

OUR NATION'S ONE HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY 

Grant served as President two terms, and it was while 

he was head of the nation, in 187o, that the last of the Southern 

states was again admitted to representation in Congress. The 

Union was complete once more, and all good Americans 

rejoiced.  

His second election is interesting because it was the 

first time that all the electors were chosen directly by the 

people. Each state had always voted for electors in any way it 

pleased, but now all adopted the same way.  

Several calamities took place in our country while 

General Grant was President. For instance, one Sunday night 

in October, 1871, an upset lamp started a fatal fire in Chicago. 

This place had risen rapidly from a very small village and fort 

to a huge city. The blaze started near vast lumber yards, at a 

time when a strong breeze was blowing, and it soon developed 

into one of the worst fires the world has ever seen. In spite of 

heroic efforts, the flames spread and spread, until the city was 

a raging sea of fire.  

Cinders fell in such showers that some of the terrified 

people had to take refuge in the lake. There they stood for 

hours, up to their necks in water, dashing it over their heads to 
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prevent their hair from catching fire. For two days the fire 

raged, sweeping over about two thousand acres; and when it 

was over, Chicago was in ruins, and the people had lost about 

two hundred million dollars' worth of property. When it 

became known that the main part of Chicago had been 

destroyed, and that a hundred thousand people were homeless, 

help was quickly sent on to them. Every one contributed 

something, and the government forwarded tents and rations, so 

that the people should have food and shelter. Now, Chicago 

people have always been noted for their pluck. Without 

wasting time in useless laments, therefore, they went bravely 

to work to rebuild their homes and fortunes. Men who had 

been wealthy two days before, handled the pick and shovel to 

earn a living for themselves and families. Before long this 

energy bore good fruit, for Chicago is now the largest city in 

our country, except New York.  

As if one fire had not been enough, unusually large 

forest fires next swept over Wisconsin, Minnesota, and 

Michigan, in which many people lost their lives. The very next 

year, Boston was also visited in the same way, a large part of 

the city and about eighty millions' worth of property being 

burned.  

Two of our principal towns thus suffered great losses 

by fire; but a third, New York, lost nearly as much by the 

"Tweed Ring." This was formed by a number of dishonest 

officers, who stole a great deal of the city's money. But they 

were finally arrested, tried, and punished, and their ringleader, 

or "boss," William Tweed, died shortly after in jail.  

Awful fires, political troubles, and speculation did 

great harm to business, and brought about the panic of 1873, 

which was even worse than those of 1837 and 1857. But after 

a few years of "hard times," business again flourished, and the 

country became as prosperous as before.  

The year 1873 is also noted for a change in our system 

of money. Before that time our money had consisted of both 

gold and silver—as much of each as the people would bring to 

the mint to be coined. But for several years very little silver 

had been brought in, and in 1873 Congress stopped the 

coinage of silver dollars.  

 

 
 

ULYSSES S. GRANT  

Our nation was rapidly approaching its hundredth 

birthday, and centennial celebrations were talked of on all 

sides. First there were the centennials of the battles of 

Lexington and Bunker Hill, and then of the British leaving 

Boston. But it was rightly felt that the grandest of all 

celebrations should be held at Philadelphia, to celebrate the 

Declaration of Independence.  
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After some discussion, it was decided to have a 

World's Fair in Fairmount Park. Buildings of all kinds and 

sizes were put up; exhibits were sent from all the countries of 

the world; and many, many thousands of people went to see all 

the beautiful and interesting things the Philadelphia Exposition 

contained.  

The most interesting of all these exhibits, however, 

was the old "Liberty Bell," which had pealed forth joyfully to 

proclaim the Declaration of Independence. Since that day it 

had rung many times, but it was now quite dumb. It had rung 

its last note on Washington's hundred and thirteenth birthday, 

and a huge crack showed that it could never ring again. The 

visitors were not only Americans from all parts of our Union, 

but people from foreign lands who came to see what the 

Americans had done. They greatly admired the riches of our 

country in metals, produce, industry, and especially in useful 

inventions.  

Since the Monitor fought the Merrimac, wooden ships 

had little by little been replaced by iron vessels, and railroads 

had greatly improved. Indeed, the Pullman cars were as unlike 

the first "coaches "as the modern steamships were unlike the 

Indian canoes. Bicycles and typewriters were then new and 

wonderful things; the telephone had just been invented by 

Bell, and electric lights by Edison.  

This last-named inventor was once a poor newsboy on 

a train. As he was not afraid of work, he earned his own living, 

and being very quick to learn, never lost an opportunity to do 

so. 

Once he saved the child of a telegraph operator from 

being run over, and when the grateful father offered to teach 

him telegraphy, he gladly set to work. This knowledge soon 

proved very useful. One day there was an ice jam between 

Port Huron and the town opposite. It was important to send a 

message, and Edison, who was always quick-witted, said he 

thought he could telegraph it by means of long and short 

whistles from a locomotive.  

 
 

LIBERTY BELL.  

He therefore seized the throttle, and began to signal: 

"Hello, there, over the river!" But it was some time before the 

people on the opposite bank understood the meaning of these 

strange long and short whistles. When it finally dawned upon 

them, they were delighted, and gladly used this simple means 

of communication.  

Little by little, Edison rose in his profession, and, 

studying scientific books, he decided that there must be some 

way of using electricity to light cities and houses. As generally 

happens, he was first laughed at; but he persevered, and 

hearing that one man was making great fun of him, Edison 

good-naturedly threatened to avenge himself in this way:  

"I'll make a statue of that man, and I'll illuminate it 

brilliantly with Edison lamps, and inscribe it: 'This is the man 

who said the Edison lamp would not burn!'"  

Although that statue does not exist, so far as I know, 

you can see Edison lamps burning brightly on every side; and 

since then the "Wizard of Menlo Park," as he is called, has 

done countless wonderful things. Edison is still hard at work in 

his great works at Menlo Park, in New Jersey; for he is one of 

the men who cannot rest as long as they can invent something 

which will benefit their fellow-creatures.  
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CHAPTER LXI 

GOLD FOR GREENBACKS 

After serving two terms as President, Grant started for 

a long journey all around the world. He had long wished to 

travel, and his fame, first as general and then as President of 

the United States, won him a warm welcome everywhere. He 

was received with all honor, was royally entertained at many 

courts, and after visiting the principal countries in Europe and 

Asia, he came back to San Francisco, where some of his 

former soldiers were the first to greet him.  

Grant was succeeded in the White House by 

Rutherford B. Hayes, the nineteenth President of the United 

States (1877). Hayes had taken a brave part in the Civil War, 

had been governor of Ohio, and was greatly respected for his 

many good qualities.  

When called to be President, Hayes frankly said that in 

government positions there should be "no dismissal except for 

cause, and no promotion except for merit." Besides, he always 

thought and openly said that the South would get along much 

better if the United States troops were withdrawn. Still, owing 

to a dispute about the counting of votes, no one knew at first 

whether he or his rival Samuel J. Tilden had been elected. As 

the quarrel could not be decided otherwise, a commission of 

five congressmen, five senators, and five judges was chosen to 

settle the matter, and their decision was in favor of Hayes.  

True to his principles, Hayes immediately called back 

the troops, an order which most people in the country 

considered very wise. Southerners were now left to settle their 

own affairs, and they have done it so wisely that no one has 

ever regretted Hayes's action, although some of his enemies 

had predicted that it would make trouble.  

During Hayes's one term there were several great 

strikes among coal miners and railroad employees. These 

strikes spread all through New York and Pennsylvania, and 

even in the West. At one time there were more than one 

hundred and fifty thousand men out of work; and the strikers 

grew so unruly at Pittsburg that they destroyed much property, 

and ceased rioting only when the troops were called out to 

subdue them.  

Already in 1868 our minister Burlingame had made a 

trade treaty with China, but when Hayes became President, 

Congress passed a bill to prevent the Chinese from coming 

over here. Hayes vetoed this bill and in 1878 received the first 

real Chinese embassy in the White House. There, their jewels, 

gorgeous costumes of finest silk, and gay peacock feathers 

caused a great sensation.  

The most important event during Hayes's term was that 

the government said it was ready to pay gold in exchange for 

every "greenback "issued during the war. But now that the 

people knew they could get gold in exchange for the paper 

money whenever they wanted it, they decided to keep on using 

bills, because they are so much easier to carry than coin. At 

the same time, Congress passed a Silver Bill, providing that 

the government should buy and coin a certain amount of silver 

every month, using sixteen times as much silver in a silver 

dollar as of gold in a gold dollar.  

Before Hayes's term ended, a dispute about fisheries 

between Canada and the United States was settled in a friendly 

way, by our paying Great Britain five and a half millions for 

the right to fish along the Canadian roast.  

Hayes and his wife helped the cause of temperance and 

set a good example for the whole country, by refusing to have 

any kind of wine or strong drink on their table in the White 

House.  
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CHAPTER LXII 

A CLEVER ENGINEER 

If you glance at a map, you can easily see what a very 

large stream the Missouri is, and what a vast extent of land it 

drains. In the northwest, where the land is high and its banks 

steep and rocky, the current is very swift. But as it travels 

onward it joins the Mississippi, which, when swollen by other 

streams, grows much wider, while, the land being lower, its 

current flows more slowly.  

Near the mouth of the Mississippi, the country is often 

below the river level, and the waters are kept from over-

flowing these lowlands by means of walls or levees built along 

the river banks. These levees are built of piles, earth, and sand. 

They sometimes break, and then fields and houses are flooded.  

After a hard rain, streams are swollen, and their waters 

are very muddy. But as they flow slowly along, the mud settles 

along the banks and in the river bed, leaving the water clearer. 

Being a very large stream, the Mississippi carries great 

quantities of mud and sand; and, while some settles along the 

way, a great deal is rolled down to the Gulf, where it drops 

near the mouth of the river, to form huge beds of mud. Such 

deposits prevent large ships from sailing in and out, and are 

therefore called bars.  

Although the Mississippi has several mouths, they 

were all more or less blocked in this way, which proved very 

inconvenient, as only small ships could sail in and out of the 

stream on their way to and from New Orleans. The pioneer 

farmers along the Ohio and Mississippi built huge rafts of the 

timber they had cut on their farms, and, piling upon them the 

produce of their land, floated down the stream to New 

Orleans. There they sold raft and all, and slowly made their 

way home again on foot, carrying only the money they had 

earned, and their hunting knives and rifles. So much produce 

of all kinds came thus to New Orleans that it soon became a 

large and thriving city. It traded with various other ports in this 

country and in Europe, and before long many vessels laden 

with cotton, sugar, lumber, and rice sailed out of the 

Mississippi, and came back with goods from abroad.  

 

 
A LEVEE ON THE MISSISSIPPI  

The mud banks and sand bars proved a great hindrance 

even to these vessels, which often stuck fast there for hours or 

days. And although channels were cut, and the river bed 

dredged, the mud soon choked up the passages again, and all 

the money was spent in vain. People, therefore, began to wish 

that a way could be found to open a channel which would 

remain clear, and many clever engineers tried to think of a 

good plan.  

At that time there was an American engineer named 

Captain James B. Eads. He, too, like many other great men, 

had once been a poor boy. When nine years of age he made his 

first trip in a steamboat on the Ohio River, and studied the 

engine so carefully that when he got home he made an exact 

model of it. This greatly amused his schoolmates, as did also a 

tiny locomotive engine which he had also made himself, and 

which was driven by a concealed rat.  

At thirteen Eads was, taken out of school and he set out 

with the rest of the family for Wisconsin. But while on the 
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Ohio their boat took fire, and when Eads reached the shore, he 

found that he had lost everything except the shirt, pantaloons, 

and cap he wore. Another boat soon picked up the forlorn 

family and carried them down to St. Louis, where the barefoot 

boy landed on the very spot on which he was later to build a 

wonderful bridge. As he had to earn his own living, Eads now 

found a place as errand boy in a dry-goods store; but, 

determined to learn, he spent all his evenings studying in the 

books he borrowed. Seeing how eager he was to learn, a kind 

old gentleman let him use his library, and there Eads found the 

first work on engineering which he had ever seen.  

 

 
 

THE EADS BRIDGE AT ST. LOUIS.  

After spending five years in the dry-goods business, 

Eads got work on one of the Mississippi steamboats; and as it 

plied up and down the stream, he studied the river, and thus 

laid the corner stone of his fortunes. Before long he found a 

way to raise the cargoes of sunken ships, and, later, the vessels 

themselves. By doing this he saved much property which 

would otherwise have been lost, and his ingenious 

contrivances won him fame as well as fortune. In 1861, when 

the Civil War began, the government gave him an order for 

some gunboats. He supplied seven within sixty-five days, and 

had them all ready when they were needed for the capture of 

Forts Henry and Donelson.  

These gunboats also did good service at Vicksburg, 

and it was partly owing to their help that Grant got control of 

the Father of Waters. In 1874, after seven years' hard work, 

Eads completed the huge steel bridge which spans the 

Mississippi At St. Louis. This is one of the most wonderful 

bridges in the world, and it was very hard to build. To reach a 

rock foundation for the piers, Eads had to dig through one 

hundred and thirty-six feet of mud and sand,—a feat which 

many engineers said he could not accomplish!  

The bridge was no sooner done, however, than Eads 

proposed to open one of the mouths of the Mississippi. During 

his journeys and studies of rivers in Europe, he had noticed 

that where a channel is narrow, the force of the current keeps it 

clear. He therefore laid his plan before Congress, which, after 

talking the matter over for about a year, gave him permission 

to try it. Eads spent the next four years in building two long 

piers, or jetties, from a natural mouth of the stream, far out 

into the Gulf. These jetties, which are more than two miles 

long and only four hundred yards apart, keep the waters from 

spreading as they used to do. The current is therefore much 

stronger and swifter, and as it sweeps along it carries the mud 

and sand far out into the Gulf of Mexico, where the water is so 

deep that they can settle without stopping any ships. Thus the 

river has deepened its channel through the bar so that the 

largest ships can always pass. This advantage is so great that it 

seems very little to have spent more than five million dollars 

to secure it.  

After finishing this great piece of engineering, in 1879, 

Eads began to think of a ship railway across the narrow part of 

Mexico, but before he could carry out his plans, he died in 

1887. He is known throughout the world for the Mississippi 

jetties, and every one greatly admires the patience of the man 

who educated himself while working hard to earn his own 

living.  
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CHAPTER LXIII 

DEATH OF GARFIELD 

In 1880 there was a new and very exciting election. 

The different parties were all eager, as usual, to have their 

candidates elected; but the Republicans had had much trouble 

in choosing theirs. While some wanted Grant for a third time, 

others cried, "Anything to beat Grant," because they thought it 

wrong to let a man serve more than eight years, Washington 

and Jefferson having both refused to do so. Blaine, who had 

been Hayes's chief rival in the Republican party four years 

before, and whom his friends called the "Plumed Knight," was 

again suggested, but his friend, James A. Garfield, was finally 

chosen, and when the election was held he was successful.  

The new President was a great favorite, and every one 

respected him very much. Although so poor that he was once a 

"mule boy "on a canal towpath, Garfield nevertheless managed 

to educate himself. By dint of great efforts, he became the 

head of a college, and for this reason he has sometimes been 

called the "Teacher President." Later on he won great praise in 

the Civil War. He took part in the battles of Shiloh and 

Chickamauga, where he shone by his bravery; and he was then 

elected a member of Congress.  

Garfield had barely been inaugurated (1881), when, as 

usual, office seekers began to make his life a burden. Still, 

sharing Hayes's feelings, he said he would not remove men 

who were doing their work well; and he thus made some 

people who wanted places very angry.  

One morning in July, the President's son came 

bouncing into his room, and, taking a flying leap over the bed, 

merrily cried, "There! you are President of the United States, 

but you can't do that!" The President laughed at the boy's 

challenge, and a few seconds later proved he could not be 

beaten, even in jumping. That same day, while in the best 

health and spirits, Garfield set out for a train which was 

waiting to take him east.  

Suddenly, an obscure man who had tried in vain to get 

a government position stepped up behind him in the depot and 

shot him twice in the back. Garfield fell to the floor. His 

friends rushed to help the wounded President, and carefully 

carried him home. But, in spite of the utmost skill, the doctors 

could not save the President, who daily grew worse.  

He was such a strong man, however, that he lingered 

on until the middle of September. All through this long illness 

Garfield gave a most noble example to the whole country by 

his patience and courage in great suffering. Hoping that sea air 

would help him rally, his friends finally carried him to 

Elberon, New Jersey. Silent crowds collected at every station 

to see his car speed past, and the bulletin board was anxiously 

watched to find out how the President was standing the 

journey, for all hoped he would soon get better. But he was not 

to recover, and after a little more suffering passed quietly 

away.  

After lying in state in the Capitol in Washington, the 

body of this "Martyr President "—for Garfield shares that 

name with Lincoln—was carried to Cleveland, Ohio, where an 

imposing funeral took place, and where his grave is often 

visited.  

Garfield's murderer was caught very soon after he had 

fired those fatal shots; and while people were so angry that 

they wanted to lynch him, the police took charge of him and 

brought him before a jury. There were so many who had seen 

the crime that he could not have denied it, even if he had 

wished to do so.  

At the trial, people found out that the murderer was 

such a wicked and stupid man that he fancied it would be a 

fine thing to commit a crime which would make his name 

known everywhere and prevent its being ever forgotten. His 

wicked wish has come true, but his name now stands in our 
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history even lower than that of Arnold or Booth in the eyes of 

all good Americans.  

 
 

THE GARFIELD TOMB, CLEVELAND  

It is true that Arnold was a base traitor, but for many 

years before that he had been a noble patriot, and he lived to 

repent of the wrong he had done. The murderer of Lincoln was 

the vile assassin of a good man, but he had thought so long 

over the sufferings of the Confederates that he was half insane 

when he killed the President.  

When the murderer of Garfield was tried, his lawyer 

attempted to prove that this criminal did not deserve 

punishment because he was out of his right mind; but it was 

shown that he had been sane enough to plan the murder some 

time before. When the jury heard this, they decided that the 

law should take its usual course, and he was hanged.  

All through Garfield's illness, Vice President Chester 

A. Arthur was in a very delicate position. By our Constitution 

he was to take the President's place only in case of the latter's 

death, resignation, or inability to discharge his duties. But it 

was at first impossible to decide whether the President would 

recover or not, and as no great event took place at that time to 

make it necessary, Arthur firmly refused to take Garfield's 

place.  

But a few hours after Garfield had breathed his last, 

Arthur, who was known as" the first gentleman in the land," 

on account of his kind, true feelings and courteous manners, 

took the presidential oath.  

While Garfield lay hovering between life and death, 

Arthur himself was also taken very ill. For a time it seemed as 

if the country would be left without any President at all. To 

prevent such a thing ever happening, Congress made a law 

(1885) saying that if President and Vice President both died, 

the President's place was to be taken by a certain member of 

the Cabinet. Therefore it is only in case the President, Vice 

President, and seven Cabinet members die, that our country 

can be without a head.  

Congress also said it was high time to put an end to the 

"spoils system," by which each new President was annoyed by 

office seekers. So it was decided that a great many of the 

positions in the government offices were to be given only to 

such as proved themselves most capable, by passing civil-

service examinations (1883).  

CHAPTER LXIV 

THE CELEBRATION AT YORKTOWN 

Very soon after Garfield's funeral, and during Arthur's 

term, there was a grand procession at Yorktown, to celebrate 

"Surrender Day," or the centennial of Cornwallis's surrender, 

October 19, 1781, in the Revolutionary War. Visitors came 

thither from all parts of the country, and descendants of the 
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three illustrious Frenchmen, De Grasse, De Rochambeau, and 

De Lafayette, were invited to be present, as well as those of 

the German Von Steuben.  

On that occasion, the corner stone of a beautiful 

monument was laid, and speeches were made in English, 

French, and German. One of the guests present was the widow 

of President Tyler, who came forward to shake hands with 

President Arthur. Many other noted people were there, and the 

crowd loudly applauded such heroes as Sherman, Hancock, 

and Fitzhugh Lee, who, having taken part in the Civil War, 

had many admiring friends among their former soldiers.  

Besides illuminations, there was also a grand naval 

review, and when an English vessel came up, flying the Union 

Jack at its masthead, the whole American fleet fired a salute. 

This showed very plainly that none but friendly and courteous 

feelings now existed between the two nations which had twice 

been face to face in war.  

In 1883, after fourteen years of hard work and at the 

expense of nearly fifteen million dollars, the great Brooklyn 

Bridge was finished. This bridge was planned by John A. 

Roebling, and constructed by his son. It is one of the 

mechanical wonders of the world, and streams of people now 

constantly pass to and fro over it. They can be seen on foot, in 

carriages, or in cars, for this structure has five separate 

avenues for those who go back and forth in. New York 

between the boroughs of Manhattan and Brooklyn.  

In 1884-85, New Orleans, the "Crescent City," the 

largest cotton market in the South, held an exhibition to 

celebrate the Cotton Centennial. One hundred years before, 

eight bags of cotton had been sent from Charleston to England. 

But now the South could well boast that "cotton is king," for 

more than two million bales were shipped in one year from the 

port of New Orleans alone.  

The cotton crop is far greater, however, for, besides 

exporting cotton, the South supplies all the mills in this 

country. Most of the work in the cotton fields is still done by 

the colored people, who now get good wages. They are daily 

growing more self-reliant and thrifty, and whereas they did not 

even own themselves in 1860, they are now free and own 

several million dollars worth of property.  

 

 
 

THE BROOKLYN BRIDGE.  

The New Orleans Exhibition was preceded and 

followed by smaller expositions of the same kind at Atlanta, 

Louisville, and Nashville, all showing that the "New South 

"was growing fast. Not only were the cotton, sugar, rice, and 

tobacco crops far finer than ever before, but other things were 

now grown in great quantities in the South. Besides, many 

manufactories have been built, and shops of all kinds are seen 

in the South, where many of the towns are real "hives of 

industry."  

Among the other grand changes which have taken 

place in the country, one of the most remarkable is that made 

in our mail service since the first postage stamps were used in 

1847. It has grown better, quicker, and cheaper every year, the 
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last great reduction being made in 1885, when Congress 

decided that all letters weighing one ounce or less should be 

carried from one end of our great country to the other for only 

two cents. Thus, a two-cent stamp will now carry a letter even 

from Florida to Alaska. The distance, as you can see in your 

geography, is very great, but Alaska is part of our country, and 

in 1884 it was provided with a government, and Sitka was 

chosen as its capital.  

CHAPTER LXV 

THE GREAT STATUE 

In 1885, Grover Cleveland became the twenty-second 

President of the United States. He was the first Democratic 

President seen in the White House for twenty-four years. Even 

some Republicans voted for him in preference to Blaine, their 

own candidate, because they knew he would uphold the civil-

service reform.  

Cleveland, the son of a minister, was left alone at 

sixteen, without any money at all. But he was strong and very 

ambitious, and studied so hard in his leisure moments that he 

became a successful lawyer.  

He practiced in Buffalo, took an interest in politics, and 

after being governor of New York, became President of the 

United States. Shortly after his inauguration, people were 

greatly interested to hear that he was engaged to a young lady 

noted for her charming manners and kind heart. Their 

marriage took place in the Blue Room, in the White House, 

and although there had been eight weddings there before, this 

one was considered the grandest of all, because the President 

himself was the bridegroom. When he and Mrs. Cleveland 

came home from their wedding trip, the bride was "the first 

lady of the land," and soon won the hearts of all who saw her.  

The year after Cleveland's inauguration is known as 

"Strike Year," because many laboring men, who had joined a 

union called the "Knights of Labor," refused to work unless 

they received more pay and had shorter hours. Although the 

strike began in New York, it soon spread all over the country, 

north and south.  

 

 
 

STATUE OF LIBERTY  

In some places, the men grew so excited that there 

were riots, and the troops had to be called out to suppress 

them. The worst disturbance of all, however, was at Chicago, 

where some anarchists—men who wanted to overthrow all the 

laws—not only excited the people, but threw a dynamite bomb 

when the police came to scatter them.  

Several men were killed and wounded, and as pistol 

shots were heard in the mob, the police had to resort to force. 

Many of the strikers were killed, and others were seized, tried, 

and punished. But when the Chicago workmen found out later 

that their ringleaders were foreigners who wanted to upset all 

laws, they ceased to listen to them.  
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The strikes were hardly ended when a terrible 

earthquake occurred, which extended from Florida to Cape 

Cod. At Charleston the earth heaved so violently that tall 

buildings were shaken down like toy houses. Many people 

were crushed in the ruins, while the rest fled for their lives to 

the open fields and squares, where they knelt in prayer while 

the earth shook beneath them.  

There were several distinct shocks, and when all was 

over, many of the buildings in the city lay in ruins. All hearts 

were touched by the news of this calamity, and as soon as 

telegraph wires were up again, and trains could run into the 

city, help was sent from all parts of the country.  

While Cleveland was President, our nation received, as 

a present from France, Bartholdi's statue of "Liberty 

Enlightening the World." It is one of the largest statues ever 

made, and represents a woman holding aloft a lighted torch. 

The torch is more than three hundred feet above the water. It is 

reached by a staircase built inside of the statue.  

Sent over from France in sections, this statue was set 

up on Bedloes Island, in New York Bay, where a pedestal was 

prepared for it. Many people now go out to see this wonderful 

statue, and, after climbing up the stairs, stand near the 

windows set all around the statue's crown, and watch the ships 

pass to and fro in the harbor.  

Among the laws passed during Cleveland's rule is one 

forbidding the Chinese emigrants to come into our country. 

Laws had already been made to stop their coming over in large 

numbers, but they were not well kept. The Americans did not 

want any Chinamen in the country, because those who came 

over here merely wanted to earn as much money as they could 

to carry back to China. They did not try to learn English, 

would not wear ordinary clothes, and had no wish ever to 

become American citizens. Besides, they worked for such 

small wages that they took work away from Americans. Most 

of them knew nothing of American laws or Christian religion, 

so they were greatly disliked, and one California politician 

hated them so that he began and ended every one of his 

speeches with the words: "The Chinese must go!"  

It was while Cleveland was President that Congress 

began to carry out the plan made by Secretary Whitney of the 

navy. He said that our ships had long been out of date, and that 

we ought to have a better navy. Since then many fine war 

ships have been built, and we now have a fleet of some of the 

strongest war vessels in the world.  

 

 
 

GRANT'S TOMB.  

Another important engineering event took place while 

Cleveland was President. This was the blasting of a great rock 

which had caused many a shipwreck in the part of the East 

River, in New York city, called Hell Gate. Engineer Newton 

tunneled this rock, and arranged dynamite and electric wires in 

such a clever way that when his baby daughter touched an 

electric button, the whole rock was blown to pieces. This made 

the passage safe for ships of all kinds, and put an end to sad 

accidents on that spot.  

After making his grand tour of the world, Grant, ex-

President of the United States, invested his money in business. 
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Unfortunately for him, business was something which he did 

not understand, and as his partner proved dishonest, Grant 

suddenly found himself almost penniless. To earn money for 

his family, he now accepted an offer for writing his 

"Memoirs," and worked hard to finish them, although he soon 

became very ill. Before long his sufferings grew intense, and 

the doctors found that he had a cancer in his throat, caused, we 

are told, by too much smoking.  

Grant was then taken to Mount McGregor, near 

Saratoga, N. Y., where the "Silent Man" wrote on and on, 

finishing his "Memoirs "only four days before his death. As he 

traced the last words, he sighed, "I am ready," for he felt that 

he had now finished life as well as his book. The last words he 

ever penned were for his wife, and that letter was found in his 

pocket when he had breathed his last.  

After a private funeral at Mount McGregor, Grant's 

body was taken to New York, where it lay in state in the City 

Hall. Thence it was solemnly escorted by General Hancock 

and part of the Grand Army of the Republic to Riverside 

Drive, and laid in a plain brick tomb until a marble tomb could 

be built to receive it.  

The funeral procession was eight miles long, and in it 

were seen the President, his Cabinet, and all the noted men 

who could be present. Veterans of the Civil and Mexican wars 

also took part in it, as well as other soldiers and sailors. That 

funeral showed that Grant's last and greatest wish, "Let us 

have peace," was granted, for among those present were many 

gallant Southerners, such as Johnston, Buckner, Hampton, and 

Fitzhugh Lee. In 1897, twelve years after Grant's death, his 

tomb was finished. At its dedication there was a procession 

even more imposing than the first; and many people daily visit 

the place where this great American rests in peace.  

CHAPTER LXVI 

A TERRIBLE FLOOD 

Our twenty-third President (1889–93) was Benjamin 

Harrison, a grandson of "Old Tippecanoe," the ninth President. 

He, too, served in the Civil War, where his men loved him 

dearly. After the war, Harrison practiced law, served as a 

senator, and was chosen to fill the highest position in our 

country.  

Six new states were admitted during his term: North 

and South Dakota, Montana, Washington, Idaho, and 

Wyoming. The United States then had forty-four stars in its 

"field of blue." In two of the new Western states, Wyoming 

and Idaho, and also in Colorado and Utah, women are allowed 

to vote as well as men, the people there having decided in 

favor of "woman suffrage."  

New land was open to settlers under Harrison, for the 

territory of Oklahoma, or the "Beautiful Land," had been 

bought from the Indians. As Oklahoma once formed part of 

the Indian Territory, the President had forbidden any white 

man to set foot in it until he gave permission to do so. But 

when it became known that the rich lands of Oklahoma would 

be open to settlers on April 22, 1889, hosts of people prepared 

to go there.  

To make sure they would have a fair chance, they came 

on foot and in wagons, on horseback and muleback, and 

camped along the border. When the bugle gave the signal at 

twelve o'clock on the appointed day, they made a mad rush 

into the country. Before night more than fifty thousand 

persons had crossed the line, and by the next morning several 

"mushroom "towns had sprung up, newspapers had been 

printed and were ready for distribution, and all kinds of 

business had begun.  
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Of course, towns such as Oklahoma City and Guthrie 

were at first only a collection of tents, clapboard shanties and 

huts, or prairie wagons, but before many months were over, 

banks, churches, and town buildings arose, and the people 

began to plan for street cars and electric lights. Since then the 

growth of Oklahoma Territory has been so rapid that before 

long it will probably be ready to join the Union as a state.  

 

 
 

THE WASHINGTON ARCH.  

The centennial celebration of Washington's 

inauguration was held in New York in 1889. There was 

another grand procession on this occasion, which passed under 

the Washington Memorial Arch, erected in honor of the 

centennial of the inauguration of America's greatest man as 

our first President. The places made famous by Washington's 

presence were all visited; and to commemorate his arrival, 

President Harrison, too, was rowed to New York in a barge 

manned by thirteen sailors. Not only did the army and navy 

figure in this procession, but all the trades and industries of 

our land were represented by picturesque floats, and there 

were large deputations of citizens and workmen.  

 

 
 

AFTER THE JOHNSTOWN FLOOD.  

This joyful celebration was soon forgotten, however, 

for, about one month later, a fearful calamity befell Johnstown 

in Pennsylvania. The dam of a reservoir burst after long rains, 

and a wall of water, forty feet high and about half a mile wide, 

rushed down the Conemaugh valley faster than any express 

train. A few moments before, seeing the dam was giving way, 

Engineer Parks rode madly down the valley, calling to all the 

people to flee. But, in spite of this warning, the waters 

followed him so closely that more than two thousand persons 

perished.  

Houses were dashed to pieces, locomotives carried 

away like chips, and millstones weighing a ton apiece rolled 

along like pebbles. "Trees, brush, furniture, boulders, pig and 

railway iron, corpses, machinery, miles and miles of barbed 

wire, and an indescribable mass "of wreckage rushed down the 

valley, formed a big whirlpool which crushed everything to 

pieces, and, sweeping on once more, made a jam at the 

railroad bridge.  
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Here, as the waters went down, the mass caught fire, 

and although there were still some living creatures caught in 

the ruins, they could not be saved. Money, food, clothing, 

physicians, and nurses were sent on as rapidly as possible, but 

the flood of Johnstown will never be forgotten by any who 

saw or heard it.  

During that same month another misfortune visited the 

United States. This was a huge fire at Seattle, which destroyed 

nearly all the business part of the town; but fortunately, in this 

case, very few lives were lost.  

CHAPTER LXVII 

LYNCH LAW 

In 1889 was held the "Pan-American Congress," or 

assembly of delegates from the principal governments of 

North, South, and Central America. After meeting in 

Washington, where they settled a great deal of business 

concerning trade, the strangers visited about forty towns in our 

Union. They also examined many of the large mines and 

factories, and went home delighted with their journey and full 

of admiration for all they had seen.  

While Harrison was President, Congress made laws 

granting more pensions to soldiers, and said that goods coming 

from abroad would have to pay duty as proposed in the 

McKinley tariff bill. A new copyright law was also made, 

whereby foreign artists and writers can be protected by 

American copyright, provided the conditions of the law are 

complied with and copies of their works are sent to the 

Congressional Library (1890).  

In 1890 there were more Indian troubles among the 

Sioux in North Dakota. When told by their chiefs that the 

Messiah was coming to avenge their wrongs by killing all the 

white men, these red men grew so excited that an attempt was 

made to quiet or disarm them. They resisted fiercely, and were 

not subdued until a small battle had been fought, in which 

about two hundred Indians were killed.  

That same year, a great change took place in Utah. 

When it belonged to Mexico, our government had gladly seen 

the Mormons go there, and did not care whether they had 

several wives or not. But when Utah was handed over to us it 

became a different matter. The laws of the United States allow 

a man to have only one wife, so the Mormons were told that 

they would never be allowed to join the Union until they made 

laws forbidding polygamy.  

For a time they would not consent. But when they 

found they could not hold office, or sit on a jury, if they had 

more than one wife, they made up their minds to end 

polygamy. Some of the best men among them had never 

approved of it, and the Book of Mormon does not mention it. 

All Mormons still consider their book as sacred as the Bible, 

but they no longer follow the example given by Brigham 

Young, or allow any of their people to have more than one 

wife. Six years after the Mormons gave up polygamy, Utah 

was admitted to the Union as the forty-fifth state (1896).  

In 1890, the chief of police in New Orleans found that 

a few Italians in the city belonged to a secret society called 

Mafia, whose object was to rob and murder. While he was 

trying to secure the wrongdoers they watched him closely, 

and, seeing that he suspected them, murdered him one night 

while he was walking home alone. Eleven Italians were 

therefore seized and nine of them brought to trial. But the 

jurymen were afraid or unwilling to condemn the criminals, 

though there was no doubt they were guilty. This so angered 

some of the citizens that they decided to take the law into their 

own hands.  

Collecting at the foot of the Clay statue,—they 

evidently forgot he was the great peacemaker,—a few men 

began to make speeches which greatly excited the crowd. 
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Before long, the mob marched off to the prison, seized a huge 

beam, and, rushing forward, battered in the door.  

Warned of what was coming, and knowing they were 

not strong enough to protect the prisoners from the people's 

fury, the policemen set the Italians free, bidding them save 

themselves if they could. But it was too late; the mob came 

pouring in, and in a few minutes either shot or hung all the 

men. This was very wrong; for while the criminals deserved 

death, they never should have received it through lynch law. 

Every one who thus takes the punishment of a crime into his 

own hands shows that he does not respect our Constitution, 

which says that every man accused is to have the right to be 

tried by a jury.  

Besides, this act of violence made trouble for the 

country. The king of Italy, hearing that several of his subjects 

had been murdered, suddenly asked for damages. Although 

our government explained just how the matter had happened, 

the Italian government insisted until the United States gave the 

men's families $25,000. But if people had quietly waited until 

the case was again tried, the criminals would have been 

punished by the law, no fault would have been found with us, 

and no money need ever have been paid. You see by that how 

much wiser it always is to respect the laws, and never to allow 

one's self to be carried away by speeches made by mob 

leaders.  

In the year 1891, some of our sailors, walking through 

the streets of Valparaiso, were attacked by the people there, 

although they were doing nothing wrong. But there had been 

civil war in Chile, and Chileans on both sides had asked for 

our help. They felt so angry because it had been refused that 

they attacked our sailors, killing two and wounding eighteen 

of them.  

When our government heard of this it was justly angry. 

Chile was called upon to apologize and pay damages. At first, 

the South American republic refused to do so, but finally the 

affair was quietly settled to our satisfaction.  

CHAPTER LXVIII 

THE GREAT WHITE CITY 

Cleveland's second election took place two years after 

the centennial census had been taken, showing that our nation 

had grown from about four million to about sixty-three million 

inhabitants. The voting process was carried on in a different 

way this time, because most of our states used the Australian 

system of balloting.  

As you perhaps do not know what Australian balloting 

means, I must try to make it clear to you. Each voter receives a 

paper, called ballot, at the voting place, or polls. On this paper 

are printed the names of all the different candidates. The voter 

then goes into a little closet or booth, where no one can see 

him, marks and folds his ballot, and brings it out to be put into 

the ballot box. As no one knows how he has voted unless he 

chooses to tell, this system has served to check bribery, for 

politicians know that a man who is dishonorable enough to sell 

his vote is likely to lie, and they do not care to waste their 

money.  

Cleveland is, so far, the only President whose two 

terms have not come together; he is the twenty-fourth, as well 

as the twenty-second, President of the United States.  

You have probably heard so much about Columbus 

that you will not be surprised to learn that after celebrating all 

the centennials of the Revolutionary War, Americans began to 

think it would be right to do something grand to keep the 

fourth centennial of his discovery of America.  

After much thought, they decided to have a monster 

World's Fair at Chicago; but as the plans were made too late to 

have it ready for 1892, the real celebration was put off till the 

next year. Still, in 1892, President Cleveland went to Chicago 

to dedicate the World's Fair, and in the spring of 1893 it was 

thrown open to the public. The newspapers had been telling so 
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much about the coming fair, the vast preparations, and the 

beautiful buildings, that every one wanted to see them. But no 

one ever imagined anything half so beautiful as the Great 

White City really was. Several million people passed through 

its gates to view its wonders, and although many had seen fine 

sights before, all agreed that nothing could compare with the 

Chicago Exposition.  

 

 
 

WORLD'S FAIR BUILDING.  

Not only were there exhibits of all kinds, from all parts 

of the world, but grounds and buildings were decorated with 

flowers and statues, and illuminated by electricity, until the 

place looked like fairyland.  

Among the beautiful pictures and statues seen on all 

sides, were many showing some part of the life of Columbus. 

Besides, all the visitors were particularly interested by four 

queer-looking ships anchored in the lake. They had been sent 

from Norway and from Spain. One was an exact model of an 

old Viking boat, and the others of the Pinta, Nina, and Santa 

Maria, the vessels with which Columbus had first crossed the 

Atlantic.  

Here, too, were exhibited many new inventions, and 

besides the wonderful things made by Edison, people admired 

the work of Tesla, another genius in electricity. To show 

Americans how times had changed, the first and last 

locomotives stood side by side, Indian canoes, gondolas, and 

naphtha launches flitted about the lakes, and savages from 

some of the uncivilized parts of the world mixed in the crowd 

of loyal Americans and courtly foreigners.  

In the year of the famous Chicago World's Fair, more 

strikes occurred, and in the course of the next year the 

workmen in some cities grew so unruly that the troops had to 

be called out. Many people thought that the business panic of 

1893 was caused by the monthly coinage of silver; so 

Congress decided to stop coining that metal.  

But this decision did not please everybody, and people 

took sides on the question. Some were in favor of the 

unlimited coinage of silver at the ratio of 16 to 1, although 

sixteen pounds of silver were now worth much less than one 

pound of gold. They were hence called "silver men," or "free-

coinage" men. But those who did not believe in the unlimited 

coinage of silver, and insisted that gold was the best kind of 

money, were called "gold bugs," or "sound-money" men.  

Meanwhile, as Cleveland and the Congress thought 

that the McKinley tariff was partly to blame for the trouble, it 

was changed in favor of another suggested by Wilson.  

The Monroe Doctrine has been often mentioned in this 

book. It was again called into play in 1895. Venezuela and 

British Guiana had quarreled over their boundaries. This was 

an old dispute, but it now seemed as if Great Britain would 

fight the Venezuelans. When the United States said this could 

not be allowed, the English were very angry, and there was 

some talk of war with us. But the statesmen luckily showed 

more sense than some of the newspapers, and the matter was 

wisely and quietly left to be arbitrated in 1897.  
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CHAPTER LXIX 

THE EXPLOSION OF THE MAINE 

When the time for a new election drew near, the silver 

men, including most of the Democratic party, proposed Bryan, 

while the Republicans, in favor of gold, nominated William 

McKinley. Both parties were greatly excited, there were huge 

processions everywhere, but McKinley was finally elected by 

the citizens in favor of sound money.  

Shortly after his inauguration, the Wilson tariff was set 

aside in favor of the Dingley Bill. The wheat crops having 

been unusually large in the West, the farmers earned much 

money, and newspapers showed that business was doing better 

day by day.  

As you have read in this book, our country is made up 

of different pieces of land which came into our hands one after 

another. First, you know, we had only the thirteen colonies 

with the land to the Mississippi. Next, we bought Louisiana, or 

most of the land between the Mississippi and the Rocky 

Mountains. To this we added, little by little, Oregon, Florida, 

Texas, New Mexico and California, the Gadsden Purchase, 

and then Russian America, or Alaska. During McKinley's term 

we also added several distant islands to our possessions, as 

you shall soon hear.  

It seems as if there must always be war somewhere. 

While all was going on smoothly with us, the newspapers told 

harrowing tales of the suffering in Cuba, where the people 

were fighting to win their independence from Spain.  

Ever since the Spaniards set foot in the Antilles, or 

West Indies, in the days of Columbus, they had tried to get all 

they could out of these islands, caring very little for the 

welfare of the people. Indeed, the natives were soon reduced 

to slavery; and when most of them had died under harsh 

treatment, negroes were brought to replace them.  

Even the Spaniards born in those islands were forced to 

pay heavy taxes and to submit to the hard rule of Spanish 

governors, who would not listen to their complaints or let them 

have a just share in the government. For four hundred years 

this state of affairs went on in Cuba, the largest island in the 

West Indies, because although the people there often rebelled, 

they were not strong enough to drive the Spaniards out of their 

country.  

 

 
 

NATIVES OF CUBA.  

Still, in spite of cruelty, oppression, and many raids 

from pirates, Cuba, the "Pearl of the Antilles," proved so 

fertile that many of its inhabitants grew very rich. Before the 

end of the eighteenth century, Havana, its capital, was the 

largest and gayest city in the New World. It was so important 

that when English and American troops seized it during the 

last French and Indian war, the Spaniards gladly gave in 

exchange for it all the territory then called Florida (1763).  

The fact that Cuba is not one hundred miles away from 

us, and that many Americans own large estates there, has 

made us take a great interest in this island. Seeing that the 

Cubans would never be happy under Spanish rule, people from 
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our country broke our laws to help them in their rebellions, 

and in 1848 President Polk offered to buy the island from 

Spain for one hundred million dollars.  

Spain not only refused to part with this choice 

possession, but went on treating the Cubans so unjustly that in 

1868 they again rebelled, and began a ten years' war. During 

this long struggle the Cubans did wonders; but they were so 

few, compared to the Spanish forces, that they could not win 

their freedom. In their despair they called upon the United 

States for aid, but Congress refused it.  

Forced to lay down their arms once more, the Cubans 

now hoped Spain would prove less exacting. Still, cruel 

treatment drove many away, and more than forty thousand 

exiles sought refuge in the United States. Here Cuban 

refugees, merchants whose business suffered whenever there 

was war on the island, and a few humane Americans whose 

hearts were touched by the sufferings of the oppressed, kept 

planning how they could end Spain's rule.  

When a new rebellion broke out in 1895, these people 

promptly sent help to their friends, hoping they would at last 

secure their independence. But although our government was 

again asked to help the Cubans, it declined to do so.  

Still, when Spain heard that armed parties were 

carrying weapons and ammunition from our country to Cuba, 

she declared it was unfair, and threatened to make us pay 

damages. Spain was right: a country cannot allow its citizens 

to help wage war against a nation with which it is at peace. 

Our government therefore hired detective, and kept revenue 

cutters sailing up and down our coast, to prevent the departure 

of any ships with war supplies for Cuba.  

If you look at a map of the United States, you will see 

what a very long stretch of coast we have from Maine  to 

Texas. It cost us much money to watch it, and as, in spite of all 

our care, the Cubans in our country managed to send out 

several secret, or filibustering expeditions, we soon saw we 

would not only have to pay the bill for guarding our coast, but 

would be asked to pay damages as well.  

Besides, the fact that the Cubans received help from 

the United States made the Spanish feel very bitter toward us, 

and they would not believe we were trying to be fair. While 

they could not keep close enough watch over seven thousand 

miles of Cuban coast to prevent the landing of filibusters' 

cargoes, they nevertheless expected us to patrol our twenty-

nine thousand miles of water front so carefully that no 

expedition could leave our country. In their anger, Spanish 

officials ill-treated Americans in Cuba. Some were unjustly 

imprisoned, and others deprived of their property, and our 

consuls' complaints were unheeded.  

Every country is bound to protect its citizens, wherever 

they may be. The United States, fearing the Americans in 

Cuba might be attacked in a sudden outburst of fury, now 

proposed to send a war ship to Havana, to protect our 

countrymen in case of need. Spain approved of this plan, 

promising that one of her war ships should visit New York, to 

show the people that the two nations were still on friendly 

terms.  

The Maine, one of our finest cruisers, was therefore 

ordered to Havana, where it anchored over a spot pointed out 

by the Spanish authorities. It had been there only a very short 

time when a Cuban agent stole a private letter, written by the 

Spanish minister at Washington, and published it in all our 

newspapers. Of course this letter was never intended for the 

public, but when the insulting terms applied in it to our 

President became known, the minister resigned and left our 

country.  

The night before he sailed, the Maine, while quietly 

anchored in Havana harbor, was suddenly blown up, and two 

hundred and sixty brave sailors lost their lives without a 

moment's warning. After two explosions close together, the 

ship sank, while boats pushed out hastily from shore, and from 
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other vessels in the harbor, to rescue the survivors of this 

awful disaster.  

Captain Sigsbee, commander of the Maine, telegraphed 

the news to Washington. He did not say anything about the 

cause of the explosion, but he begged the American people to 

suspend judgment until a further report should be made.  

 

 
AFTER THE EXPLOSION OF THE MAINE.  

A few days later, several well-known Americans, 

accompanied by divers, were sent to Havana to examine the 

wreck. After six weeks' careful study, these men reported that 

the Maine had been destroyed by the explosion of a mine 

placed under it. They could not tell who did it, nor why it had 

been done; but as such mines are always in charge of 

trustworthy officers, many people thought that the accident 

was due either to criminal carelessness or to treachery on the 

part of the Spaniards.  

In the meantime, the Spanish war ship Vizcaya  had 

come into New York harbor for its promised friendly visit. On 

its arrival, the Spaniards heard with dismay of the stolen letter 

and the explosion of the Maine. Some of our newspapers were 

so bitter against the Spaniards, that our government, fearing 

lest friends of the dead sailors might try to injure the Spanish 

cruiser, had police boats watch it night and day; and most 

people breathed a sigh of relief when it sailed safely out of our 

port.  

CHAPTER LXX 

THE BATTLE OF MANILA 

Many of the sensational newspapers, and a few 

thoughtless Americans, wanted our government to declare war 

just as soon as the news came that the Maine  had been 

destroyed. But President McKinley had been in the Civil War, 

and, knowing how much suffering fighting brings on, he was 

determined to keep the peace if he could do so with honor.  

Still, knowing war might come, and that we were not 

ready for it, he asked and received from Congress fifty million 

dollars to be used in preparations. Our long coast line was then 

ill-defended, our navy was smaller than Spain's, and we had 

but twenty-five thousand men in our army to meet the one 

hundred and fifty thousand soldiers in Cuba. Twenty days 

later, nearly all this money had been spent in getting ready for 

war, although the President still hoped to keep peace.  

While he was secretly sending ammunition to the 

American fleet at Hong-kong under Commodore George 

Dewey, and making many other necessary preparations, some 

of our fellow-citizens spent most of their time in talking 

against President McKinley. A few, forgetting the respect due 

to their chosen representative, not only abused him publicly, 

but actually burned him in effigy. The same foolish class of 

people showed their enmity to Spain by tearing down her flag 

and trampling it under foot. But by thus insulting even an 

enemy's flag,—when no one was there to defend it,—these 

people only showed how very ignorant and small-minded they 

were.  

When all reasonable means had failed to settle our 

differences with Spain in a quiet way, and when the 

Americans in Cuba had been given time to leave the island, 

President McKinley sent a message to Congress. In it he 
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related what he had done, gave all the information he had 

received about the state of affairs in Cuba, and said he would 

do whatever was decided best for the country.  

Congress had been clamoring for war, and blaming the 

President for not acting more promptly; but when called upon 

to take the responsibility of declaring war, and sending our 

army into Cuba, where it was certain many soldiers would die 

of fever during the unhealthful season, there was some 

hesitation. Still, eight days later, Congress decided that the 

Cubans ought to be free, and that a message should be sent to 

Spain, demanding that she recall her troops, and give up Cuba 

at once. The President was directed to use the army and navy, 

if necessary, to drive Spain away.  

Notice of this action by Congress was given to the 

Spanish minister at Washington, who then left the country. But 

Spain would not let our minister at Madrid deliver the 

message, which was sent as an open cablegram; knowing its 

contents, she sent him away, vowed she would never give up 

Cuba, and thus began war, April 21, 1898.  

The President therefore ordered part of our navy to 

blockade the coast of the western part of Cuba. This was done 

to prevent any vessel from entering the enemy's ports with war 

materials or provisions. Our navy also had orders to seize 

every craft flying the Spanish flag, and our sailors kept such a 

sharp lookout night and day that in less than three weeks they 

captured thirty Spanish vessels.  

The Spaniards having fired upon one of our ships from 

Matanzas, the forts there were shelled for fifteen minutes, and 

their guns were disabled. As the Spaniards had not done any 

damage to our ships, they were too proud to own their losses; 

instead, the Madrid newspapers made great fun of us, saying 

we had wasted our ammunition to kill one Spanish mule, 

which, they added, had been buried with military honors!  

As soon as war was declared, President McKinley 

cabled to Commodore Dewey to destroy the Spanish fleet in 

the Philippine Islands. This group of islands in the Pacific 

Ocean was discovered by Magellan, in 1521, in the course of 

the first journey ever made around the world. Having taken 

part in a quarrel between two native princes, Magellan was 

killed and buried on one of the islands he had claimed for 

Spain. Several years later this group was visited by a Spaniard, 

who named it the Philippines, in honor of his master, King 

Philip II.  

 

 
 

SCENE IN THE PHILIPPINES.  

The Spaniards founded their first colonies in the 

Philippines and on the mainland of the United States during 

the selfsame year (1565), and soon after built Manila, capital 

of the islands. With about the same area as Nevada, the 

Philippines have a greater population than any of our states, 

and are noted for their wonderfully fertile soil. The climate is 

so hot and moist all the year round, that crops ripen one, after 

another, and fruits and flowers hang on the trees at the same 

time.  

Under Spanish rule, most of the natives of the 

Philippines became Roman Catholics, but they were forced to 

work hard to send large cargoes of coffee, tobacco, rice, hemp, 
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spices, and even silk and gold dust to Spain. They were treated 

so harshly that they too learned to dislike their Spanish rulers, 

and often rebelled. For that reason Spain kept a large fleet 

there, which it was important we should destroy or capture, as 

it might cross the Pacific Ocean to ravage our western coast.  

Dewey set out, as soon as the orders reached him, to 

surprise and destroy the Spanish fleet near Manila. Although 

he knew the entrance to the harbor was mined, he steered 

boldly into it one night, and was already one mile beyond the 

first battery when discovered by the enemy. Mines went off 

before and behind his five ships, which, however, passed on 

unharmed to attack the Spanish fleet.  

Thanks to the bravery of his men, and the poor 

condition of the Spanish fleet, Commodore Dewey in less than 

two hours' time wrecked eleven Spanish vessels, and killed or 

wounded nearly a thousand Spaniards. This victory, won May 

1, 1898, in Manila Bay, is one of the most remarkable in 

history, because, while such havoc was worked on the enemy's 

fleet, our own suffered very little, and only eight of our men 

were wounded.  

Dewey now sent a vessel to Hong-kong, to cable the 

news of his victory to Washington. He also sent word that the 

city of Manila was at his mercy, but that he would need a force 

of soldiers to occupy it. Two weeks later, therefore, our first 

transports, or troopships, started for the Philippines, stopping 

at Honolulu, in the Hawaiian Islands, where a feast was given 

to our soldiers.  

CHAPTER LXXI 

HOBSON'S BRAVE DEED 

From the very first, it was plain to all that our eastern 

coast was in the most danger, for besides her fleet in the 

Philippines and gunboats along the Cuban and Puerto Rican 

coasts, Spain had many war ships near home.. Fearing lest 

some of these vessels should attack our towns, and knowing 

we had not enough ships to defend them properly, the 

President ordered the Oregon, a Western battleship, to come to 

the east coast as fast as it could. This journey of fifteen 

thousand miles was accomplished without accident in seventy-

one days. But every one feared the Oregon  might be attacked 

by Spanish vessels in the South American waters, and there 

were great rejoicings when we heard it had reached Florida 

safely.  

While the Oregon  was rushing eastward, harbors were 

mined, forts garrisoned, guns mounted, vessels bought and 

armed, volunteers called and drilled, and funds raised. In a 

wonderfully short time our President had all the money he 

needed, and was at the head of a fine navy and an army of 

about two hundred and forty thousand men. While this army 

was getting ready, the navy was busy guarding our coast, 

watching the movements of the Spanish vessels, blockading 

the Cuban ports, cutting cables, capturing vessels, and from 

time to time shelling the shore batteries.  

All at once, the news came that a Spanish fleet had 

started to cross the Atlantic, and until it finally ran into the 

harbor of Santiago, on the southern coast of Cuba, great 

anxiety was felt lest it should attack some of our scouting 

ships or an ill-defended coast town. But as soon as we heard 

that the Spanish fleet under Admiral Cervera was in Santiago 

harbor, Commodore Schley's squadron went there to prevent 

its escape.  
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Meanwhile, three of our ships, cutting cables near 

Cardenas, had been attacked; but although they soon silenced 

the Spanish batteries, it was with the loss of five of our brave 

men. Shortly after this engagement, and before it was known 

where Admiral Cervera's fleet was,—Rear Admiral Sampson 

bombarded the forts of San Juan in Puerto Rico, and did some 

damage to the enemy. The Spaniards bravely returned his fire, 

but their aim was so poor that most of their shots fell far from 

our ships. Soon after this, Sampson joined Schley near 

Santiago, and took command of the whole fleet.  

The entrance to Santiago Bay is so long and narrow 

that, knowing it was mined, and protected by forts on either 

side, our government would not allow the American fleet to 

try to force an entrance. All our ships could do, therefore, was 

to shell the forts along the coast and keep watch day and night.  

There was, however, great danger that if a hurricane 

arose, our ships would be obliged to run out to sea, or seek a 

safe port. The Americans knew Admiral Cervera would take 

advantage of such an event to run out of the harbor, and the 

navy was very anxious to find a way of blocking it so he could 

not get out.  

Sampson therefore decided to run the Merrimac—a 

collier—into the channel at night, swing it directly across the 

narrowest part, and sink it there, thus making a barrier which 

could not easily be removed. The execution of this plan was 

entrusted to Naval Constructor Hobson, who, with seven brave 

volunteers, took the vessel into the channel one night.  

Just as Hobson was about to swing the 

Merrimac  around, he was seen by a Spanish patrol boat, and a 

shot disabled his rudder. It was followed by a deafening roar 

from the forts on shore; but although shells exploded all 

around him, and a mine went off under him, Hobson coolly 

gave his orders. The torpedoes were touched off, and as the 

Merrimac  sank, he and his men were swept overboard into the 

seething waters. There, escaping death by miracle, they clung 

to the largest thing still afloat—an old raft or catamaran.  

When the Merrimac  went down, the Spaniards 

cheered wildly, thinking they had sunk an American war ship 

trying to steal into their harbor unseen. Many boats now put 

out from shore to examine the wreck, and Hobson, seeing no 

chance of escaping to the launch waiting for him at the mouth 

of the harbor, surrendered at dawn to the first officer he saw. 

This was Admiral Cervera, who, admiring his bold deed, sent 

word to our navy that the Americans were safe. But although 

our government took immediate steps to exchange prisoners, 

Hobson and his brave companions had to spend more than a 

month in Spanish prisons.  

CHAPTER LXXII 

SURRENDER OF SANTIAGO 

About a week after Hobson's heroic deed, a force of 

American marines landed at Guantanamo Bay in Cuba, where 

they had to fight many hours to gain and hold the position they 

wanted. They defended it bravely, and the bay served as a 

harbor for the American ships. General Shafter's army next 

landed a few miles from Santiago, where he met General 

Garcia, the famous Cuban leader, who came to help him with a 

force of determined Cubans.  

A plan was then made for the attack on Santiago. It 

was agreed that while the American and Cuban soldiers closed 

around it on the land side, our navy should throw shells over 

the hills and into the city. In carrying out this plan, the Rough 

Riders—a troop composed of Western cowboys and Eastern 

athletes—suddenly came upon a strong Spanish force, and a 

few of them relieved their feelings by swearing. But when 

their leader shouted, "Don't swear—shoot!" they ceased 

misusing their tongues, and used their arms to such good 

purpose that they completely routed the Spaniards. Advancing 

farther, our army fought a brisk battle at El Caney, and made a 

memorable charge up the hill of San Juan.  
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Having thus become masters of a position overlooking 

the town, they planted their field cannon. But as they knew 

their shells would do great damage, all the women, children, 

and old men were allowed to leave the city and seek a place of 

safety.  

Just before the final shelling of Santiago was to begin, 

at nine o'clock on Sunday morning, July 3, while our sailors 

were getting ready for divine service, the men on watch 

suddenly cried: "Cervera is trying to escape!" It was true; the 

Spanish fleet was coming out of the channel, which the 

Merrimac  did not block securely, having swung only part way 

around owing to its disabled rudder.  

 

 
 

THE OREGON ON JULY 3.  

As soon as the Spanish fleet was sighted, our ships 

prepared for action, and a few seconds later opened fire and 

closed in on the enemy. In spite of the running fire which the 

Spaniards bravely kept up to the very last, their vessels were 

soon riddled with shot, and, wreathed in flames, they sank or 

were run ashore to enable some of the men to escape. While 

one of the ships was sinking, our men started to cheer; but 

their captain quickly checked them, saying: "Don't cheer, 

boys; the poor fellows are dying!" Thus, at the moment of 

victory, he showed himself generous as well as brave by 

pitying the enemy.  

This second naval victory, which did very little damage 

to our men or ships, proved a crushing blow to Spain. Admiral 

Cervera, with all the Spanish sailors who had not been killed, 

fell into our hands, and his six fine war ships lay battered 

wrecks on the Cuban shore. Perceiving it would be useless to 

struggle any longer, Spain recalled her third and last fleet, 

which was on its way to the Philippines via the Suez Canal, 

and gave General Toral permission to save Santiago from 

destruction by immediate surrender.  

On July 17, 1898, the American flag floated over 

Santiago; and seeing there was nothing more to be done there, 

General Miles set off with part of our army to conquer Puerto 

Rico. Almost four centuries before, this island had been 

conquered by Ponce de Leon, who sought there, as well as in 

Florida, the marvelous Fountain of Youth. He founded San 

Juan (1511), more than fifty years before the building of St. 

Augustine, the oldest city on our mainland.  

San Juan was sacked near the end of the sixteenth 

century by the famous seaman Drake; pirates of various 

nations visited the island from time to time; and it was also 

attacked by British men-of-war. In spite of all this, however, 

the Spanish settlers prospered, and as they were better 

governed or more submissive than the Cubans, they suffered 

less from war. Their island is very fertile, and contains large 

coffee, sugar, and tobacco plantations; and their herds supply 

great quantities of hides and beef.  

Landing on the southern shore of Puerto Rico, General 

Miles's troops met little or no resistance from the Spaniards, 

while the Puerto Ricans welcomed the Americans as friends. 

Our army now went by different roads to attack San Juan, on 

the opposite side of the island, where most of the Spanish 

forces had collected.  
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Meanwhile, Spain asked President McKinley, through 

the French ambassador at Washington, on what terms he 

would make peace. McKinley insisted that Spain should 

consent to withdraw from the West Indies forever, and to meet 

American commissioners in Paris, to discuss terms of peace. 

These men were to decide what should be done with the 

Philippine Islands.  

 

 
 

THE NAVAL PARADE AT NEW YORK.  

After a little hesitation, Spain accepted these terms, 

and on August 12, 1898, a peace protocol was signed at 

Washington. This really ended the Spanish-American War, 

which had begun one hundred and fourteen days before. But 

before this news could reach Rear Admiral Dewey, our forces 

in the Philippines attacked and seized Manila, after a short 

battle, in which some of our men fell (August 13).  

As soon as the protocol was signed, the Cuban 

blockade was raised and most of our ships were recalled to 

New York, where a great naval parade took place. But part of 

our army was kept in Cuba and Puerto Rico to maintain order 

and take possession of those islands when the Spaniards sailed 

home.  

Although our navy won most of the glory in this brief 

war, it lost very few men; but our army, exposed to a climate 

which produces fevers, suffered far more from disease than in 

battle. This is, however, always the case in war; but while 

mourning for our dead, we must remember that it is just as 

heroic to die at one's post—wherever that may be—as to fall in 

battle.  

Besides the heroic deeds already mentioned, and those 

every one talks about, there were countless brave actions done 

on land and sea. But while the heroes whose names we know 

are praised and rewarded, the others deserve no less credit. 

They too can enjoy the approval of their conscience, and feel 

with satisfaction that they have done the best they could for 

their beloved country.  

As agreed in Washington, the Peace Commission met 

in Paris on October 1, 1898, and on December 10 signed a 

new Treaty of Paris. By this treaty, Spain gave up all her rights 

in Cuba, and ceded Puerto Rico and the Philippines to the 

United States, which in turn was to pay Spain $20,000, 000.  

It is said that the Spanish-American War cost us about 

two hundred million dollars and three thousand lives, while it 

cost Spain nearly five times as much. Besides adding to our 

territory, the war put an end to all jealousy between the North 

and the South, for old Union and Confederate soldiers, and 

their sons, now fought side by side under the same flag.  

Many of the inhabitants of the islands won from Spain 

are supposed to be in favor of annexation to the United States. 

But whether they will adapt themselves to our rule, and 

become good American citizens, time alone can tell.  
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CHAPTER LXXIII 

THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS 

Since August 12, 1898, the Hawaiian Islands have 

belonged to the United States of America. They are a group of 

eight large and a few small islands in the Pacific Ocean, about 

two thousand miles from San Francisco.  

We know very little about the early history of these 

islands, which were already inhabited by the gentle Kanakas 

when the Spaniards visited them in the sixteenth century. 

About two hundred years later, in 1778, Captain Cook, an 

English navigator, landed there, naming the whole group 

Sandwich Islands in honor of the Earl of Sandwich. The 

natives, however, went on calling them the Hawaiian Islands, 

after Hawaii, the largest of the group, and it is by this name 

that they are best known.  

The natives worshiped Captain Cook as a god, and 

treated him so well that he went back there the following 

winter. But this time the Hawaiians were not so glad to see 

him, for his men had behaved very badly during their first 

sojourn. While repairing his ships, Captain Cook missed some 

tools, and knowing they had been stolen by the natives, he 

tried to seize one of their chiefs and hold him a prisoner until 

his property was returned. In the midst of the fight which this 

attempt stirred up, Captain Cook was separated from his men, 

who escaped when they saw he had been killed. He was buried 

on the island, where a monument has been erected over his 

remains.  

During one of his sojourns he had received a visit from 

Kamehameha, a young prince whose ambition was to conquer 

the other chiefs and rule over all the islands. He knew he could 

succeed if he had European vessels and arms, so he begged 

Vancouver, who visited the islands for the third time in 1794, 

to show him how to build a ship. Vancouver greatly admired 

this young Hawaiian chief, who was so skilled a warrior that 

when six spears at once were cast at him, he "caught three, 

parried two, and avoided the sixth by a quick movement of the 

body."  

 

 
 

PALACE AT HONOLULU.  

After a little hesitation, Spain accepted these terms, 

and on August 12, 1898, a peace protocol was signed at 

Washington. This really ended the Spanish-American War, 

which had begun one hundred and fourteen days before. But 

before this news could reach Rear Admiral Dewey, our forces 

in the Philippines attacked and seized Manila, after a short 

battle, in which some of our men fell (August 13).  

As soon as the protocol was signed, the Cuban 

blockade was raised and most of our ships were recalled to 

New York, where a great naval parade took place. But part of 

our army was kept in Cuba and Puerto Rico to maintain order 

and take possession of those islands when the Spaniards sailed 

home.  
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They told him this would never do, but instead 

suggested a Hawaiian flag made up of the colors and emblems 

of both countries. So, while the field of the Hawaiian flag bore 

the British cross, the eight large islands were represented by 

eight red, white, and blue stripes.  

In 1820, the first American missionaries came to settle 

in the island, where they were soon followed by many others. 

These men founded schools and churches for the Hawaiians, 

who had already given up many of their heathenish practices, 

such as throwing people into the burning crater of Mauna Loa 

to appease the anger of the awful goddess Pele.  

During the reigns of five Kamehamehas, the 

missionaries converted most of the natives. Many foreigners 

came to settle on the islands, where they began planting sugar 

cane, rice, and coffee, built huge mills, and carried on a brisk 

trade. Many of these settlers were Americans, and the greater 

part of their trade was with the United States. As they and their 

children were the best educated people on the island, they soon 

won considerable influence, which they used to model the 

Hawaiian laws on those of the United States, and to introduce 

American customs, methods, money, language, and schools.  

After the British had made a vain effort to get the 

islands, the king offered them, in 1851, to the United States. 

But we had recently secured so much new territory that we 

refused them. Hawaiian kings therefore went on ruling as 

before, and when the fifth and last Kamehameha died, leaving 

no direct heir, the people elected Kalakaua, a member of the 

royal family, who proved a very bad master.  

Still, for a time, he respected the constitution made in 

1864, which gave the Hawaiians the right to help govern 

themselves, and he made a trade treaty with the United States 

in 1875. But this king loved to spend, and could never get 

enough money. He took bribes from opium dealers, and when 

an agent from the Louisiana Lottery offered to pay him a large 

sum every year if he would only allow them to carry on there 

the business soon to be forbidden by law in the United States, 

he gladly consented.  

But when Kalakaua tried to rule just as he pleased, thus 

depriving the people of the rights they had enjoyed, they 

became so angry that they rebelled and forced him to grant a 

new constitution and promise to govern by it. When he died, 

four years later, during a visit to San Francisco, his sister 

Liliuokalani became Queen of the Hawaiian Islands (1891). 

The Americans were glad of this change, because she had been 

brought up by American missionaries, and had married an 

American named Dominis. Being a Christian, they knew she 

would not encourage the people to become heathens again, as 

Kalakaua had done.  

CHAPTER LXXIV 

THE ANNEXATION OF HAWAII 

Instead of favoring the Americans and missionaries, as 

every one expected, Liliuokalani soon showed that she too 

wanted to change the laws so as to rule just as she pleased. 

Like her brother, she spent much money, listened to the 

proposals of the Louisiana Lottery Company and of the opium 

dealers, and tried to change the laws so they could carry on 

their business in the Hawaiian Islands.  

The better class of people on the islands knew that the 

lottery and opium eating would ruin the Hawaiians, and, led 

by Sanford B. Dole, an American born in the islands, they 

rebelled. The queen was made to sign a paper whereby she 

gave up her throne, but she added that the Americans had 

forced her to do so, and that the United States should judge 

whether they had a right to turn her out of her kingdom or not.  

Dole and several other men on the island immediately 

set up a provisional government (1893), and sent men to 

Washington to offer the rich Hawaiian Islands as a free gift to 
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our great republic. The Hawaiian question came up at 

Washington about a month before Harrison was to make room 

for Cleveland, and as everybody knew that the first of these 

gentlemen was for, and the latter against, the annexation of the 

islands, it became largely a question of time.  

An attempt was made to rush a treaty through the 

Senate before the 4th of March. It failed, however, and 

Cleveland's first action was to withdraw the treaty and send a 

man to Hawaii to find out the wishes of the natives, because 

Liliuokalani insisted that they did not want to be annexed, and 

that she would never have been deposed had it not been for the 

American settlers and the United States marines. The latter 

had been sent ashore to protect the lives and property of 

Americans during the revolution, but the queen declared they 

had helped the rebels to dethrone her.  

 

 
 

NATIVES OF HAWAII.  

Now, it is very hard to find out the exact truth about 

such things, and many people have stated that the man sent out 

to Hawaii by Cleveland heard only one side of the story. 

However that may be, the President, upon receiving his report, 

felt sure that the Americans alone were to blame for all the 

trouble which had occurred.  

When a person or a nation has done anything wrong, 

the only honorable course is to apologize and try to undo the 

harm done. Cleveland therefore sent a man out there, with 

orders to help the queen recover her lost power. This 

American minister, however, found out that it could not be 

done without bloodshed, and that Liliuokalani meant to have 

some of the men who had taken part in the revolution put to 

death, and to take their property. He therefore wrote to 

Washington for further orders, and the President promptly 

answered that he would not compel the people to receive the 

queen if they did not want her, and that he would not uphold a 

woman who was not ready to show a generous and forgiving 

spirit. Liliuokalani thus lost his support, and, as the provisional 

government refused to yield to the queen, she had to withdraw 

to her private house, while the Hawaiians in power, seeing no 

chance of immediate annexation, set up a republic, with Dole 

as President.  

Secretly helped by a few Englishmen, the Louisiana 

Lottery, and the opium sellers, Liliuokalani's friends now 

began to plot to overthrow the republic, and, it is said, they 

made arrangements to blow up the President and his Cabinet 

while they were at church.  

We are told that this plot was discovered almost at the 

last minute by a man who stepped into the church and spoke a 

few words in President Dole's ear. The latter rose from his 

seat, after whispering in his turn to the men near him, who 

softly passed the message on. A few minutes later only the 

women and children were left in the building, but they too 

rushed out when they heard soldiers marching in the street.  

Liliuokalani's friends and troops were promptly 

surrounded, and after a few men had been killed the rest 

surrendered. The queen was arrested, her stores of arms and 

explosives seized, and the uprising of 1895 was at an end. 

Fearing that the islands would not be able to resist an attack 
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from the British or the Japanese (who both seemed inclined to 

pounce upon them), the Hawaiians again asked to be annexed 

by the United States. They had proved so quiet and orderly 

under a republican government that the proposal was accepted, 

and the stars and stripes now float over all the Hawaiian 

Islands, where until 1898 we owned only the right to a coaling 

station.  

CHAPTER LXXV 

THE PHILIPPINE WAR 

In the war with Spain, you will remember, the city of 

Manila was not taken for several months after Commodore 

Dewey won his great naval victory of Manila Bay. Although 

he could have taken it at once, he did not do so, chiefly 

because he knew that a large force would be necessary to keep 

order there.  

While waiting for the arrival of the American soldiers 

who had sailed from San Francisco, Dewey blockaded Manila; 

and he had a hard time of it. Not only was he obliged to look 

carefully after his own men and ships, but he had to watch the 

Spaniards in Manila, keep the peace with the foreign vessels in 

the harbor,—some of which w ere trying to interfere with 

him,—and prevent the rebel natives, whom he assisted, from 

doing anything rash.  

The Filipinos, like the Cubans, had long been tired of 

the rule of Spain, and had rebelled against it many times. 

Aguinaldo, the leader of the last insurrection, was living at 

Hong Kong, but as soon as he heard that Dewey had destroyed 

the Spanish fleet, he came back to the Philippines, rallied his 

old followers, and led them against the Spanish army which 

was holding Manila.  

Not content with freeing his country from Spanish rule, 

Aguinaldo wished besides to establish a republic of which he 

would be the first president. Had most of the Filipinos agreed 

with him, the Americans might have consented; but it was 

soon discovered that Aguinaldo's men were mostly from a 

single tribe of Filipinos, and that the different tribes would be 

apt to fight one another, if left to themselves. Many people felt 

sure that Aguinaldo and his party, if successful, would be 

worse masters than the Spaniards had been, and that for this 

reason it would he better for the United States to control the 

islands until they were ready to govern themselves.  

When at last the American army, under General 

Merritt, arrived, Manila was captured by the American forces 

on sea and land (August 13). But the Filipinos, who had 

besieged the city for many days, were not allowed to share in 

this victory. Aguinaldo's army remained outside the city, and 

as our war with Spain was now stopped, everybody waited for 

the treaty of peace. By this, as we have seen, the Philippines 

were ceded to the United States.  

Still, many Americans did not feel that the United 

States ought to have colonies, so, until our Senate ratified this 

treaty (in February, 1899), nothing was really settled; and 

Aguinaldo and his friends kept hoping that in the end all 

would be as they wished. But when they found out that the 

Americans would not give them the Philippines, they became 

very angry, and began war against the United States (February 

4, 1899).  

This war lasted about two years, although the main 

insurgent army was defeated and scattered in a few battles. 

The Filipinos fought bravely, but were no match for our well-

trained soldiers. After their army was broken up, they fought 

for several months in small bands, and then, one after another, 

these were compelled to surrender and give up their arms.  

Aguinaldo, who had long been a fugitive, was captured 

in the spring of 1901. Like the other insurgents, he was set free 

after he had sworn to respect our laws, and since then he has 

used his influence in favor of order, which is now established 

in nearly all the Philippines.  
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Many native and American teachers are now busy in 

public schools, teaching the Filipino boys and girls to become 

good citizens, and the natives already have some share in the 

government of their country. An army is still there to keep 

order, especially among some of the savage tribes, for the 

islands are numerous, and inhabited by people who vary 

greatly in appearance, language, and degree of civilization. 

But, while some Filipinos are as ignorant as can be, many of 

them are as well educated as Americans; and there was a 

university at Manila long before we could boast of anything of 

the sort in our own country.  

The other islands which Spain lost in the war of 

1898—Cuba and Porto Rico—have prospered greatly and 

have been at peace. Cuba does not belong to our country; it 

has a constitution and government of its own, but is under the 

protection of the United States. Porto Rico, like the 

Philippines, belongs to the United States, but the people have a 

large share in its government.  

Besides the large and important islands of Porto Rico 

and the Philippines, the United States has recently gained 

possession of three small ones: Guam and Wake Island, on the 

route from Hawaii to the Philippines, and Tutuila, one of the 

Samoan Islands in the South Pacific. Wake Island we took 

because nobody owned it; Tutuila came under our control in 

1900, with the consent of the natives, when the Samoan 

Islands were divided between our country and Germany; but 

Guam was captured from Spain, during the war of 1898, by 

one of our war ships which was on its way to join Dewey at 

Manila. Guam lay so far out of the usual course of vessels, that 

the Spanish governor did not even know that his country was 

at war with the United States. When our ship fired its first 

shots he fancied it was merely a salute, and sent an officer to 

explain that he was sorry he could not return it, for he had no 

powder!  

CHAPTER LXXVI 

THE ASSASSINATION OF MCKINLEY 

Near the end of the nineteenth century (1900), a new 

census of the United States showed that there were about 

76,000,000 Americans within our boundaries, and that during 

the last ten years of the century, more than 3,500,000 

immigrants had arrived; that is to say, more people than 

Washington had been called upon to govern when our republic 

began. These newcomers found a prosperous country doing 

big business. Some American firms have a working capital of 

over a billion dollars.  

In 1900, an organization of Chinese, called Boxers, 

besieged the foreign ministers in Peking. American soldiers, 

sent from the Philippines, helped rescue the ministers. Our 

government joined others in exacting a large indemnity from 

China to make good the expenses of the rescue.  

The year 1901 was marked by the founding of the 

Rockefeller Institute, where learned men try to find new ways 

to fight disease, so as to make the world a better place in 

which to live. In the same year, to show what North and South 

America could offer to the world, a Pan-American (or All-

American) Exposition was held at Buffalo. It was visited by 

people from all parts of the globe. There, the wonderful 

electrical discoveries of Edison and others made the Fair look 

like fairyland. While visiting this Exposition, and shaking 

hands at a public reception, McKinley, who had just begun his 

second term as President, was shot. He died a week later, 

leaving his place to Roosevelt, the Vice President.  

Theodore Roosevelt, our twenty-sixth President, the 

youngest man ever called to occupy the post of Chief 

Executive, had already shown courage and ability by doing 

good work as president of the police board of New York, 
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Assistant Secretary of the Navy, colonel of the "Rough Riders" 

in the Spanish-American War, and as Governor of the state of 

New York. In all these offices Roosevelt's wonderful energy 

and enthusiasm enabled him to reform many abuses and to 

start new plans.  

 

 
 

THEODORE ROOSEVELT  

Reformers and innovators always have enemies as well 

as admirers, and Roosevelt had his full share of both. Because 

of his frank, fearless ways he was so popular that his enemies 

early foresaw that he might some day become President of the 

United States and interfere with their plans. As no Vice 

President in recent times had been elected to the presidency, 

these schemers made Roosevelt accept the vice presidency, 

thinking thereby to deprive him of all chance of the higher 

post. You can therefore imagine their feelings when owing to 

McKinley's assassination—Roosevelt became President, six 

months after they thought that they had ruined his political 

chances.  

Roosevelt's fine education, lofty ideals, high principles, 

untiring energy, and enthusiasm made him one of our most 

popular Presidents. He was intensely patriotic, and in his 

messages, speeches, and books he insisted that every 

American should love his country and do his full duty as a 

citizen.  

Roosevelt retained McKinley's Cabinet and, 

announcing that he meant to follow in his predecessor's 

footsteps, he began at once to tackle the many tasks that 

confronted him. He appointed Taft governor of the Philippine 

Islands when military rule stopped there in 1901. He also 

settled a serious miners' strike that threatened to deprive our 

citizens of the necessary coal for cooking, heating, 

manufacturing, and transportation. Our increased trade with 

China made us especially interested in that country, and when 

several European countries attempted to seize Chinese 

territory, Roosevelt's Secretary of State persuaded China to 

sign what is known as the "Open Door Treaty." This treaty 

gives all nations equal rights in trade with China.  

CHAPTER LXXVII 

THE PANAMA CANAL 

At the time of the treaty ending the Spanish War, our 

government decided to withdraw its troops from Cuba just as 

soon as the Cubans organized a proper republican government. 

While the best minds in Cuba were busy framing a 

constitution for this new republic, our army maintained order, 

built roads, cleaned up cities, enforced rules of sanitation, and 

started schools. This work proved of great benefit to the whole 

country. On May 20, 1902, the Cuban Republic was formally 
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proclaimed, the United States flag was hauled down in 

Havana, the Cuban flag raised in its place, and our soldiers 

joyfully returned home.  

It was during the American occupation of Cuba that 

Major Walter Reed discovered that certain mosquitoes, by 

their bites, transfer malaria and yellow fever from one person 

to another. Thereafter, sick people were carefully screened in, 

war was declared against mosquitoes, and the number of fever 

cases rapidly diminished.  

 

 
 

DREDGES AT WORK AFTER A LANDSLIDE IN THE CULEBRA CUT OF THE 

PANAMA CANAL.  

You remember how the Oregon  had to rush, at full 

steam, around South America to join our fleet off Cuba during 

the Spanish War. Every one knew the trip by water from San 

Francisco to New York could be greatly shortened by a canal 

across the Isthmus of Panama. Such an undertaking, however, 

required large funds and many workmen. The latter were 

especially hard to obtain because men died like flies in that 

unhealthful climate. When the railroad was built, it cost so 

many human lives that people said every railroad tie 

represented a grave. De Lesseps, the French engineer of the 

Suez Canal, had undertaken to dig the Panama Canal, but 

dishonest people working for him mismanaged the funds 

subscribed; and so many of his laborers died of typhoid, 

malarial, and yellow fevers, that the work stopped before it 

had proceeded very far.  

After the United States government had decided to 

attempt the work, the first step was to make a treaty with Great 

Britain, giving us the right to "construct, control, or defend," 

such a canal. When this was clone, Congress bade Roosevelt 

buy out the French company and obtain a strip of land across 

the Isthmus from the Republic of Colombia. Colombia, 

however, kept raising the price until it seemed as if the United 

States would have to give up that route and dig a longer canal 

across Nicaragua. Partly to prevent this, and partly because 

they had long wanted their freedom from Colombia, the 

people of Panama revolted and set up a republic of their own. 

The new government of Panama then leased to us a strip of 

land ten miles wide, across the Isthmus from Colon to the city 

of Panama, for $10,000,000 cash and a yearly payment of 

$250,000. So it was that our army engineers were ready to 

begin their work in 1904.  

First, in order to prevent typhoid fever, they brought 

pure water to the canal site for the workmen to drink; then 

they provided carefully built and screened lodgings, 

exterminated mosquitoes, and enforced rules for order and 

cleanliness. In this way, our army under Colonel Goethals was 

able to transform the once deadly Canal Zone into a perfectly 

healthful region, and the canal was completed in 1914.  

Meanwhile, in 1903, the first Pacific cable from San 

Francisco to Hawaii, Guam, Manila, and Hong Kong 

completed the telegraphic circuit of the globe, enabling 

Roosevelt to send a message around the world in four minutes. 

Six months later, Marconi, an Italian, succeeded in sending the 

first wireless message across the Atlantic; and now any vessel 
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at sea can communicate with the mainland or with other 

vessels.  

In the next year, to mark the centennial of the 

Louisiana Purchase, St. Louis held a World's Fair or 

Exposition, where all the newest inventions were exhibited to 

the public. During that year, also, another presidential election 

took place, and Roosevelt was elected President, by a large 

majority of votes, for the term 1905 to 1909.  

CHAPTER LXXVIII 

ROOSEVELT'S LAST ADMINISTRATION 

Although President Roosevelt had shown during the 

Cuban War that he was not afraid to fight, he firmly believed 

that most quarrels could and should be settled by arbitration. A 

deadly war had long been raging between Russia and Japan, 

when he persuaded those two countries to send delegates to 

Portsmouth, New Hampshire. After much discussion, the 

Treaty of Portsmouth, ending the Russo-Japanese War, was 

signed.  

The year 1906 was an eventful year for us. Congress 

passed a pure food law obliging all provision and drug 

merchants to state on the labels of their goods exactly what 

they were selling. Congress also passed laws providing for a 

more strict control of the railroads. An earthquake in 

California, followed in San Francisco by a terrible fire, left 

that city in a mass of ruins. On all sides, helping hands were 

immediately held out and money and supplies were sent to the 

homeless people. With admirable courage, the people of San 

Francisco at once set to work to rebuild their ruined city.  

We have seen that the Chinese immigration was 

stopped while Cleveland was President. When Japanese began 

to come in large numbers, the people of our far western states 

objected to them also. In 1907 the United States made a 

"gentleman's agreement" with Japan by which the Japanese 

government checked immigration to this country. Later the 

Pacific states made laws which prevented the Chinese and 

Japanese from owning land there.  

 

 
 

ROOSEVELT AND HIS SON KERMIT ON A HUNTING EXPEDITION IN 

AFRICA.  

For some time a few far-sighted Americans had 

realized that if we wished to remain a rich and prosperous 

nation, we must cease to be as recklessly wasteful as in the 

past. Our game had been so ruthlessly killed that some kinds 

of animals such as the buffalo—had ceased to exist in a wild 

state. Our forest, water, and mineral resources had also been 

wasted, misused, or neglected. The government had given, or 

sold at low prices, so much land that only some 700,000,000 

acres were left to distribute. About half of this was in Alaska 

and the rest was too dry to be of use.  

Roosevelt fought hard to prevent this wasting of the 

country's resources; under his leadership government forests 

were made into national forest reservations. Dams were built 
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to regulate the flow of streams, and canals carried water to 

irrigate arid lands.  

Believing that nations often misunderstood each other 

simply because they were not well enough acquainted, the 

President sent a fleet of sixteen American battleships to make 

a tour of the world, paying friendly visits to all the principal 

ports. This thirty-thousand mile voyage proved a liberal 

education to the officers and sailors of the fleet, since they had 

to meet all kinds of people in a friendly way, and it made our 

country favorably known to many foreign nations.  

Roosevelt, as we have seen by his part in the settlement 

of the Russo-Japanese War, was interested in arbitration. At 

his suggestion, the Czar of Russia called a second Peace 

Conference at The Hague in Holland. At the first conference, 

held in 1899, only twenty-six nations had been represented. At 

the second one there were delegates from forty-seven nations. 

Our representatives were warmly welcomed, for the United 

States had grown to be an important country.  

When the time came for the election of 1908, 

Roosevelt, having occupied the White House for nearly eight 

years, decided not to become a candidate. William H. Taft was 

elected President. As soon as he was free from his burdens as 

President, Roosevelt undertook a hunting expedition to Central 

Africa. From there he sent home rare animals and photographs 

to enrich the zoological gardens and natural history museums 

of our country.  

CHAPTER LXXIX 

TWO PRESIDENTS 

The period of Taft's administration was marked by a 

number of important events. In 1909 Peary reached the long-

sought North Pole, thus adding one more item to the list of 

American achievements. Our triumph in aviation was clearly 

demonstrated when, during the celebration of the 300th 

anniversary of the discovery of the Hudson River, Wright's 

airplane circled around the Statue of Liberty. At the close of 

Taft's term of office, the sixteenth amendment was added to 

the constitution. This amendment gives Congress power to 

collect a tax on incomes. Three months later, in Wilson's 

administration, the seventeenth amendment took from the state 

legislatures the right to elect senators and gave it to the people.  

 

 
 

ROBERT E. PEARY IN THE FAR NORTH.  
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To help and encourage our people to save money and 

cultivate thrift habits, the United States Postal Savings Bank 

was begun. Under this system a sum of money, one dollar or 

more, can be deposited in any of our post offices. This money 

can be drawn out at pleasure, just as from a savings bank, and 

as long as it remains in the government's care, it draws interest 

for the depositor.  

 

 
 

WOODROW WILSON  

For some time the most important political parties had 

been the Republicans (which cartoonists represented by an 

elephant) and the Democrats (represented by a donkey). A 

new political party, the Progressives (represented by a bull-

moose), now began to clamor for changes in our government. 

The leaders of this new party urged that the people should 

have the right to propose laws themselves. They wanted the 

people, also, to have the right to accept or reject any law made 

by Congress and to replace any official who did not prove 

satisfactory. These three rights are called the initiative, the 

referendum, and the recall. These questions caused much 

agitation, and an attempt was made to assassinate Roosevelt, 

the leader of the Progressive Party. The excitement continued 

at fever heat until the election decided that Wilson, the 

Democratic candidate, should be our next President.  

 

 
 

GATUN LOCKS OF THE PANAMA CANAL.  

Woodrow Wilson's first term began in 1913. During 

his administration a Secretary of Labor was added to the 

Cabinet—making ten members in all—and the eight-hour day 

was more widely adopted in industry. Labor was also greatly 

benefited by a new law, called the Clayton Act, that gave more 

freedom to labor unions. One of the most important pieces of 

legislation passed during this period was an act to regulate our 

money and banking system. It is known as the Federal Reserve 

Act and provides for twelve Federal Reserve Banks. These 

banks can give credit to other banks and can expand or 
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contract currency when necessary. Every national bank must 

be a member of the Federal Reserve Bank in its district.  

At this time affairs in Mexico were demanding 

American attention. American sailors, landing in Mexico, had 

been arrested and, although they were released, Wilson 

demanded an apology. This was refused by the Mexican 

president, Huerta. This matter was no sooner settled by 

arbitration than the Mexican bandit, Villa, began to make raids 

into Texas. Troops were sent to guard the border and protect 

American lives. Villa was not captured, but his raids were 

stopped.  

In 1914, just two weeks before the World War broke 

out in Europe, the Panama Canal was opened with impressive 

ceremonies. A Panama Exposition was held at San Francisco 

in honor of the event. The sea trip from New York to San 

Francisco is shortened nearly eight thousand miles and vessels 

can pass from ocean to ocean in about nine hours. This canal 

has helped greatly to unite the various republics north and 

south of the canal and to strengthen the friendship that is 

promoted by the Pan-American Union.  

CHAPTER LXXX 

GERMAN VIEWS 

In the last half of the nineteenth century Prussia won 

territory by wars with Denmark, Austria, and France. As a 

result of this success, Prussia was able to take the lead in 

uniting the German states in a German Empire with the 

Prussian king as emperor or "Kaiser." Bismarck, the first 

Prime Minister, believed that a policy of force, or "blood and 

iron," should be used to decide disputed questions and make 

Germany a great nation. Most of the German men were drilled 

for a time as soldiers. William II, the third Emperor of 

Germany, followed Bismarck's policies and built up a large 

army and navy. Besides this, the increasing desire for markets 

and territory made many of the people of the country ready to 

support the government in whatever it might do. Germany was 

very prosperous. It had good schools, well-managed factories, 

valuable mines, and a large and profitable trade with other 

lands. Its population was rapidly growing larger.  

A glance at the map of Europe will show you that 

nearly every country there has more than two neighbors. With 

each one, there is, of course, a chance for quarrels. It is not 

surprising, then, that European countries have often made war 

on each other and that different groups of nations have made 

promises to help each other in case any one of them was 

attacked. One such group of nations, formed by Germany, 

Austria, and Italy, was known as the Triple Alliance. Great 

Britain, France, and Russia also formed a league, but they 

were not all pledged to fight for each other.  

In 1914 the heir to the throne of Austria-Hungary was 

murdered by a man of the Serbian race. A few weeks later, 

Austria made certain humiliating demands on Serbia, and 

allowed only forty-eight hours for her reply. Serbia and other 

nations protested against this treatment, suggesting arbitration 

and declaring that if Austria persisted in her unreasonable 

demands, all Europe would be dragged into war. Austria, 

however, would not agree to arbitrate the matter, and declared 

war on Serbia without delay.  

After Austria began to mobilize her troops, Russia, as a 

friend of Serbia, did likewise. Germany then sent Russia a 

note, or ultimatum, giving her twelve hours in which to stop 

all preparation for war. At the same time she demanded to 

know whether or not France would fight in case Russia did. 

When Russia would not demobilize, and France would not 

desert her ally, Germany declared war on both of them.  

Although many of the nations of Europe had large 

armies and navies, Germany and Austria were the ones most 

ready for immediate fighting. Italy was not forced to join 

them, since her treaty pledged her to fight only in case her 

allies were attacked. Later in the war, she joined Great Britain 
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and France, The Germans, whose plans had long been made, 

promptly entered Belgium, although Prussia, with most other 

European countries, had promised to respect the neutrality of 

that country. They expected to go at once through Belgium, 

reach Paris in three weeks, take the Channel ports, and then 

turn and crush Russia, whose huge army was neither so well 

trained nor so well equipped as theirs. The Belgians, contrary 

to German expectations, bravely resisted the German advance; 

and instead of reaching Paris as they had planned, the 

Germans were delayed in Belgium ten days.  

CHAPTER LXXXI 

THE WORLD WAR 

When the news came that Belgium had been invaded, 

Great Britain declared war, sending her available forces at 

once to the continent. This "contemptible army," as the Kaiser 

called it, heroically helped the Belgians and French check the 

German advance. The fact that the Allies, as the foes of 

Germany were called, were not fully prepared for actual 

fighting, was a very great disadvantage to them. Although 

regiment after regiment was mowed down by the deadly 

German artillery, the French troops fell back slowly, fighting 

as they went. The invaders were within twenty miles of Paris 

when they were halted by the Allied forces under the French 

General Joffre at the first battle of the Marne. Meanwhile the 

Russian army had invaded Germany but was driven back in 

disorder.  

People now began to realize that there was a possibility 

of German domination of the world. Knowledge that the 

victors were taking portable machinery from Belgian and 

French territory made people think that Germany was planning 

to keep her neighbors from manufacturing, so that she could 

have the markets for her own goods. Nation after nation joined 

the Allies. Only two countries, Bulgaria and Turkey, joined 

the Central Powers, as Germany and Austria-Hungary were 

called.  

 

 
 

GERMAN SOLDIERS RESTING AFTER A BATTLE, 1915.  

When the war first broke out few people believed that 

it could last more than a few weeks, or concern any one but 

the fighting nations. President Wilson proclaimed our 

neutrality and requested all loyal Americans not to side with 

either party. The suffering of the Belgians, French, Serbians, 

and Poles, however, aroused such pity that everything possible 

was clone to send them food, medicine, clothing, and help of 

all kinds. In the United States there was no village so small, no 

household so poor that pity and help, in some measure, were 

not forthcoming.  

Meanwhile, so many men in Europe had been called to 

fight and so many others were working day and night to 

supply the ever increasing armies with food, clothing, 

ammunition, and other necessities that agriculture and 

manufacture almost came to a standstill. Therefore, since 

neutral countries are bound to sell to warring nations without 

showing favoritism, the European countries began to try to 

outbid each other for our surplus food and wares. As a result, 

the United States fairly hummed with activity, and we sold 
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enormous quantities of weapons and ammunition, or raw 

materials for their manufacture, to the warring nations.  

The British fleet had, from the outset, undertaken to 

blockade the German ports, so as to prevent German vessels 

from coming out or any food or raw materials from being 

taken in. Early in the war, England had succeeded in sinking 

or driving into port almost all German warships. Germany, 

however, still had some submarines and she began to construct 

more.  

 

 
 

ARRIVAL OF GENERAL PERSHING IN FRANCE.  

In 1915, a German submarine sank the British 

passenger ship Lusitania  without warning, drowning over a 

thousand people, including 114 Americans. President Wilson 

warned Germany that Americans must be safe on the sea, and 

at last Germany promised not to sink unresisting liners unless 

safety was provided for neutral people. The next year, two 

more American lives were lost when the Sussex  was sunk. 

Wilson again protested and Germany again promised to 

protect human life.  

In 1916, Wilson was reelected President. One of the 

campaign slogans was "He kept us out of war." Wilson indeed 

suggested that the warring nations should make peace, but this 

suggestion was not accepted.  

When, in January, 1917, the German government 

announced a policy of unrestricted submarine warfare, 

granting us the right to send to England only one especially 

marked ship a week, our patience was exhausted. Wilson 

recalled our ambassador from Berlin, and war was declared on 

April 6. Many American men immediately volunteered for 

service. It was soon decided, however, to use the draft system, 

whereby all men between certain ages, with the exception of 

the exempt groups, could be compelled to serve. The men who 

were chosen for service were sent to military training camps.  

To provide money for carrying on the war, a series of 

government bonds, known as Liberty Bonds and Victory 

Bonds were sold to the people. In this way those who could 

not fight could lend money to the government for a certain 

number of years, receiving in return about the same interest as 

that paid by savings banks. Many patriotic people made great 

sacrifices in order to purchase bonds. Even those people who 

could not buy bonds, could help the Food Control Board save 

the provisions that were needed for our soldiers and the Allies. 

During the war we had "heatless" and "meatless" days in every 

week. A "daylight saving" plan was also put into effect. 

Women and children learned to knit warm garments, to make 

hospital supplies, and to contribute generously to the Red 

Cross, the K.C., the Y.M.C.A., and the Salvation Army, all of 

which did a very wonderful work in caring for our soldiers and 

their families.  
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Although the Germans were sure that we could not get 

our men over in time to help the Allies, troops were hurried to 

Europe, and by July 4, 1918, there were over a million 

American soldiers in France, and by the end of the war there 

were nearly two million.  

 

 
 

AN AMERICAN SECTOR IN FRANCE.  

General Pershing, commander in chief of our 

expeditionary forces, on arriving in France, officially visited 

Lafayette's grave, laid a wreath on it, and said, "Lafayette, we 

are here." By this he meant that the Americans were eager to 

repay to France their debt of gratitude for what Lafayette had 

done for them during the Revolutionary War.  

In the spring of 1918 when the Germans started their 

last great drive toward Paris, American soldiers and marines 

helped stop the advance by brave fighting at Chateau-Thierry 

and Belleau Wood. Up to this time the Americans had been 

fighting as a part of the French or British forces. Now a 

separate force, called the American First Army, drove the 

Germans from St. Mihiel and captured nearly 16,000 

prisoners. The Meuse-Argonne offensive, which was fought 

chiefly by the American armies, lasted forty-seven days, 

finally ending in a victory that helped cause the defeat of the 

Germans and the end of the war. In these battles, as well as in 

the other fighting in which they took part, American soldiers 

gave up their lives to "make the world safe for democracy." 

After our troops were shipped home, they founded The 

American Legion, a society similar to the G.A.R. of the Civil 

War veterans.  

Bulgaria, Turkey, and Austria were defeated and 

compelled to surrender, in the autumn of 1918. The armistice 

with Germany was signed November 1918. In January, 1919, 

delegates of the Allies met in a peace conference at Paris. 

Although it is not customary for the President to leave 

American soil while he is in office, Wilson went to France to 

represent us at the conference and arrange for a League of 

Nations which he hoped would prevent further warfare. The 

Peace Conference drew up the treaty of Versailles, the first 

part of which is the Covenant of the League of Nations. This 

treaty, ending the war, was accepted by Germany and the 

Allies. Most of the countries of the world joined the League, 

but when Wilson presented the Versailles Treaty to our 

Senate, so many senators objected to the League that the treaty 

was not ratified by the United States.  

In 1919, Roosevelt died from the infection left in his 

system by a fever that he had contracted during an exploration 

trip in South America. He was greatly mourned by his many 

admirers, and his grave at Oyster Bay, Long Island, is visited 

yearly by hundreds of people.  
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CHAPTER LXXXII 

SINCE THE WORLD WAR 

In an attempt to persuade citizens to endorse the 

League of Nations, President Wilson started to make a 

speaking tour of the West. Before he had completed it, 

however, he was stricken by an illness that kept him from his 

usual activity during the rest of his second term. He died in 

1924.  

It was during Wilson's second term that the eighteenth 

and nineteenth amendments were added to the Constitution. 

The eighteenth prohibited the sale of intoxicating liquors, and 

the nineteenth provided for woman suffrage in all the states, 

some of which had already adopted it for themselves. The 

census of 1920 brought out many interesting facts about our 

country. It showed that the population of the nation at that 

time was 106,418,175 and that of this number 13,712,754 

were foreign-born.  

Warren G. Harding, the Republican candidate, went 

into the election of 1920 with the promise that he would bring 

the country back to a "state of normalcy," and he was elected 

President. During his term several important events took place. 

Arrangements were made for the gradual payment of our 

enormous war debt, and a separate treaty of peace was finally 

made with Germany. President Harding invited the leading 

nations of the world to meet at Washington in a conference on 

the limitation of armaments. Here a treaty was made limiting 

the strength of the battleships of the large nations. Regulations 

were also drawn up regarding the use of submarines and of 

poison gas.  

During the war, inventors all over the world were at 

work devising equipment for fighting, such as tanks, 

Zeppelins, airplanes, and machine guns. They made many 

ingenious devices to promote more efficient manufacturing, 

and to aid those who were crippled in the war. Radio is among 

the best known of the recent inventions; from broadcasting 

stations, since the war, concerts, lectures, and various other 

forms of entertainment have been sent over the air every day.  

In the summer of 1923 Harding, on whom the burdens 

of the presidency had begun to tell heavily, made a trip to 

Alaska. He was taken ill while he was there, and died on the 

return trip, in San Francisco. Vice President Calvin Coolidge 

succeeded him and took up the task of governing the United 

States.  

One of the problems to which the World War aroused 

us, was that of immigration. At various times in our history 

attempts had been made to deal with the question. In Wilson's 

administration, all immigrants over sixteen years of age who 

could not read English, or one other language, were excluded. 

In 1924 a new law provided that the number of immigrants 

from a country should he limited to two percent of the people 

from that country who were here in 1890. This same law also 

provided that foreigners who are not eligible to American 

citizenship should be prohibited from coming to this country 

to live. This really means that Chinese and Japanese are 

excluded, because they cannot become citizens of the United 

States under the present naturalization laws.  

In the same year, 1924, came another election. 

Coolidge was chosen to succeed himself as President of the 

United States. Under his leadership, the government expenses 

were reduced, and large payments were made on the war debt.  

Although Americans have accomplished much in the 

last few years, a great task still lies before us,—to heal the war 

wounds and to bring about a state of affairs in which war will 

cease to destroy civilization.  


